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THE UNITED STATES SHIPPING BOARD

ORGANIZATION

On July 1 1927 the T7nited States Shipping Board was composed
of the following members T V OConnor chairman E C Plum
mer vice chairman and Commissioners W S Benson W S Hill
Jefferson Myers P S Teller and R K Smith

T V OConnor chairman Great Lalces was appointed a mem
ber June 9 1921 term five years reappointed June 15 1926 for a
term of six years from June 9 1926 term expires June 8 1932
Edward C Plummer vice chairman Atlantic coast was appointed
June 9 1921 term three years reappointed May 23 1924 term six
years from June 9 1924 term expires June 8 1930 W S Benson
Atlantic coast served under a recess appointment from December 1
1920 to March 4 1921 from March 4 to June 13 1921 served as
personal representative of the President June 9 1921 appointed
commissioner term one year June 13 1922 reappointed term six
years term expired June81928 succeeded by H I Cone Admiral
Cone Atlantic coast was appointed June 9 1928 for a term of six
years term expires June 8 1934 W S Dill interior was ap
pointed January 28 1924 to serve unexpired term of six years from
June 9 1921 succeeding E P Farley resigned term expired June
8 1927 received recess appointment June 7 1927 resigned Decem
ber 12 1927 succeeded by Albert H Denton Mr Denton interior
was appointed January 4 1928 to serve unexpired term of six years
from June 9 1927 term expires June 8 1933 Jefferson Myers
Pacific coast was appointed June 15 1925 succeeding B E Haney
resigned term expires June 8 1931 P S Teller Pacific coast was
appointed January 14 1926 to serve unexpired term of six years
from June 9 1922 succeeding Meyer Lissner resigned term expired
June 8 1928 succeeded by S S Sandberg Mr Sandberg Pacific
coast was appointed June 9 1928 for a term of six years term
expires June 8 1934 R K Smith Gulf coast was appointed Octo
ber 14 1926 under a recess appointment to succeed J H Walsh
resigned recommissioned December 17 1926 term expires June 8
1929

On June 30 1928 the membership of the United States Shipping
Board was as follows T V OConnor chairman E C Plummer
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4 TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT UNITED STATES SHIPPING BOARD

vice chairman and Commissioners Jefferson Myers R K Smith
Albert II Denton H I Cone and S S Sandberg

During the year the board held 109 meetings in addition to which
there were held many special hearings conducted either by the board
or by committees thereof

GENERAL

During the fiscal year ended June 30 1928 the work of the
Shipping Board has been performed in the sauce bureaus and with
practically the same organization as during the previous fiscal year

These bureaus are seven in number as follows Bureau of Traffic
Bureau of Regulation Bureau of Operations Bureau of Construc
tion Bureau of Law Bureau of Finance and Bureau of Research
Each bureau is under the supervision of a member of the board as
shown in the accompanying organization chart

In addition to exercising its regulatory and promotional functions
through these seven bureaus the board is charged by law with the
operation and maintenance of the Governmentsfleet of merchant ves
sels acquired as a result of the war This activity is carried on by the
board through a subsidiary organization formed for the purpose and
known as the Merchant Fleet Corporation

Prior to October 13 1927 the affairs of the Merchant Fleet Cor
poration were administered by a board of trustees made up of seven
officers of the corporation these trustees reporting through the cor
porations president to the Shipping Board as to a board of
directors

On October 13 1927 in order to place its business operations on
a basis more nearly approximating standard commercial practice
the Shipping Board decided that the positions of the seven trustees
of the Merchant Fleet Corporation should be filled by the seven
members of the Shipping Board At the same time the chairman of
the board was made president of the Fleet Corporation the imme
diate administrative direction of the affairs of the corporation being
left in the hands of the vice president and general manager As a
result of this close relationship between the two bodies the conduct
of business in so far as it relates to the operation of the Government
fleet is considerably simplified and facilitated

Originally formed as a regulatory and promotional body to stimu
late the growth of American shipping the Shipping Board became
as the result of the war the largest owner of commercial tonnage
in the world All told the board has owned and controlled since
1917 a grand total of2536 vessels of all types aggregating 14706217
dead weight tons

It is well to remember that commercial operations were undertaken
by the board in compliance with the will of Congress as expressed
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in the merchant marine act of 1920 to the effect that so far as pos
sible the Governments warbuilt merchantmen should be used by
the board in the establishment of steamship services on trade routes
deemed essential to American commerce these services in turn to
be disposed of as soon as practicable consistent with good business
methods to private American interests

Since 1921 the board has sold to American citizens 1164 ships
representing 5360144 tons for 9062057647 inciudinl 15 estab
lished ship line services disposed of on the basis of guaranteed opera
tion for a fixed number of years During the past fiscal year all the
boardb remaining services on the Pacific Ocean were sold to private
American interests

At this writing June 30 1925 the board still possesses 158 ships
253 in active operation and 005 in the laid up fleet These ships
active and inactive are held for sale to American citizens under the
most favorable terms with the proviso however that purchasers
of established lines shall for a stipulated period after acquiring pos
session maintain the vessels in defined services the end and aim of
all these transactions being the establishment of a permanent merchant
marine owned and operated by private citizens of the United States

In view of the growing popular interest in American shipping
and the possibility that this reawakened interest would eventually
lead to the enactulent of further legislation designed to strengthen
our position on the sea the board in January 1928 called a conference
of private American steamship owners operators and builders in
order to ascertain their views and on the basis thereof formulate a

series of recommendations to Congress
This conference one of the most representative gatherings of

steamship men that has ever taken place in the National Capital was
held on January 10 and 11 1928 Suggestions as to improving the
status of the merchant marine were freely exchanged pending legis
lation was analyzed from the viewpoint of the different interests
represented and as a result of the discussions a clearer understanding
was had of the position of the American shipping industry gener
ally on the major problems confronting it Resolutions adopted
by the conference pointed out that our overseas merchant fleet is
being rendered obsolete by the rapid march of science and inven
tion which has completely revolutionized the manner of vessel pro
pulsion since our ships were built The resolutions further pointed
out that the future of the American merchant marine depended on
prompt constructive action by Congress This action the reso

lutions continued should look toward reconditioning some of the
present fleet and should otherwise provide inducements having in
view its early transfer to private ownership under conditions assur
ing continuance of operation
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Following the conference the board by unanimous vote issued a
brief statement regarding the results attained and setting forth for
the benefit of Congress an outline of its views as to the principal
points that should receive consideration in any future legislation
affecting the merchant marine It pointed out that if proper condi
tions were provided no difficulties should attend the ultimate trans
fer of the Governments steamship services to private American
ownership as contemplated in the American merchant marine act of
1920

In making its recommendations to facilitate the transfer of the
Governments warbuilt fleet to private ownership under condi
tions assuring permanency of operation the board stressed the point
that the recommendations were to be looked upon as carrying the
indorsement not only of the Shipping Board but of representatives
of the countrysprivate shipping interests as well

The hopes of the steamship men and of the board were amply
justified by the subsequent action of Congress in passing the mer
chant marine act of 1928 popularly known as the JunesWhite
Act the outstanding event of the year so far as the American mer
chant marine was concerned and one of the most important legisla
tive measures ever passed by Congress in the interest of American
shipping

The merchant marine act of 1928 contains the following important
provisions

1 Prohibits sale of vessels by the Shipping Board except when in its judg
ment the building tip and maintenance of an adequate merchant marine can be
best served thereby and then only upon the affirmative vote of five members of
the board

2 Authorizes the board to remodel and improve its vessels so as to equip
them adequately for competition in the foreign trade of the United States

3 Recognizes the necessity for replacements and additions in the Government

fleet in order to give the United States an adequate merchant marine and
authorizes and directs the board to present to Congress from time to time
recommendations as to new construction

4 Increases the construction loan fund to 250000000 and liberalizes the
terms under whieh louts may be made for new construction or for recondition

ing remodeling or improving vessels already built The loan period is extended
to 20 yeas a lower interest rate is provided for vessels operated in foreign
trade and loans are authorized for sums equal to three fourths the cost of the

vessel or vessels to be constructed or for three fourths the cost of the recondi
tioning or remodeling work

5 Provides increased compensation at a stipulated rate per nautical mile
based on a graduated scale of speed and tonnage for the carriage of ocean
mails in vessels registered under the laws of the United States tor detailed
schedule of rates see report of Bureau of Traffic The Postmaster General is
authorized to enter into contracts with citizens of the United States whose bids

are accepted for the carrying of mails the term of such contract not to exceed
10 years
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6 Permits naval officers of the United States to volunteer for service on mail
carrying vessels of the merchant marine When accepted by the owner or
master thereof they may be assigned to this duty by the Secretary of the Navy
While in such employment naval officers shall receive from the Government half
pay and from the owner or master of the vessel such other compensation as may
be agreed upon

7 Authorizes the board to cxcate an insurance fund to be used in insuring

the legal or equitable interest of the United States 1 in any vessel constructed
or in process of construction and 2 in any plants or property in the posses
sion or under the authority of the board

S Directs that officers and employees of the United Stales traveling on official
business overseas shall when practicable travel on ships registered under the
laws of the United States

9 Provides that in national emergency the Federal Government may seize
and purchase or use for national defense 1 any vessel in respect of which a
loan is made from the construction loan fund at any time during the life of the
loan and 2 any vessel in respect of which an oceanmail contract is made
under the provisions of the act at any time during the life of the contract

10 Reaffirms the pelicy and primary purpose set forth in section 7 of the
merchant marine act of 1920

This important piece of legislation was approved by the President
on May 22 1928 It is too soon to attempt to evaluate the actual
results of the working out of this measure but alreadyJune 30
1928there are indications that considerable new construction in

American yards will be undertaken at an early date while other
signs point to a stimulated desire on the part of private American
citizens to acquire some of the steamship lines now being operated
by the board The neiv measure may therefore lie said to give every
reasonable indication of accomplishing the three main purposes for
which it was enacted namely to assist in the development of the
American merchant marine generally to aid in increasing the foreign
commerce of the United States and to facilitate the transfer of the

Governments warbuilt fleet and established services to private
American ownership With a full understanding of the magnitude
of its task and of the economic problems facing it the board realizes
that these purposes can not be accomplished overnight The enact
ment of the merchant marine act of 1938 supplementing the legisla
tion previously enacted should be looked upon as aiding in the solu
tion of current problems bill not as eliminating them altogether

Due to constantly fluctuating conditions in the worlds ocean
carrying trade the shipping problem far from being static and
filed is always changing It follows that unless our plans for the
merchant marine are made flexible in order to meet chanl condi
tions we may find that the remedy which effectuall di poi es of the
problems of today will completely fail to solve those arising to
morrow Of one thing we may be surethe American shipping in
dustry can not stand still If it does not keep abreast of the times it
will be forced into a subordinate position by the activities of its
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foreign competitors For example the number of ships being built
at the present time in foreign yards indicates that in the matter of
new construction we are rapidly being outdistanced by some of the
other maritime nations the latest figures showing that for every
oceangoing ship that we are building Great Britain is building 50
Germany 10 France and Italy each 5 and Japan 4 How effective
the merchant marine act of 1928 will be in stimulating activity in
American shipyards remains to be seen

The board has no warrant in law for disposing of its tonnage
except in such manner and under such conditions as will tend to
promote the healthy and permanent development of the American
merchant marine Permanency of service under private American
ownership is indeed the chief consideration that influences the
board in all sales of ships Congress having clearly indicated in
section 1 of the merchant marine act of 1920 that in these transac

tions the primary end to be attained is the development of an ade
quate American merchant marine on a permanent basis

The merchant marine act 1920 provides that the Shipping Board
shall in its annual report make such recommendations as it believes
would be of value to the American merchant marine A number of

such recommendations have been made by the board in the past many
having subsequently received the attention of Congress Among
those which were formerly submitted but which still remain unacted
upon the following are again mentioned as being worthy of con
sideration in connection with any further measures which may be
taken by Congress in the interests of American shipping

The legal department of the board has spent several years in
codifying the navigation laws and the resulting code together with
a comprehensive bill amending and revising it will again be pre
sented to Congress at the opening of the next session The enactment
of the code should no longer be delayed

Changes should be made in the present laws relating to the divi
sion of damages in cases of collisions of vessels at sea to conform in
principle to the proposals of the International Marine Convention of
1910 These changes should be brought about by legislation rather
than by treaty

Recommendation is made that legislation looking to the adoption
of The Hague rules substantially as provided for in H R 12208
introduced at the last session of Congress should be enacted at an
early date

A load line bill should be enacted into law prior to the forthcoming
International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea which is sched
uled to be held in London in the spring of 1929 The United States
Load Line Committee 1928 formed during the period covered by
this report is now making a comprehensive study of this subject
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and at a later date will doubtless submit its recommendations to

Congress
Provision should be made for tax exemption on American vessels

operating in foreign trade including a provision whereby deductions
shall be allowed from taxable incomes derived from operating profits
to the extent that such profits are devoted to new ship construction in
American yards

Legislation should be enacted looking to the transfer to privately
owned American shipping interests of the peace time business now
handled by Army and Navy transports and by the vessels owned and
chartered by the Panama Railroad Steamship Line

Funds should be provided to carry into effect the act of Congress
approved February 28 1925 prov cling for the creation of a naval
reserve

Congress might well give further consideration to the question of
marine insurance to the end that there may be established an insur

ance system which will place American vessels on an equality with
foreign vessels in this important respect

BUREAU OF TRAFFIC

The bureau of traffic of the board is to be distinguished from the
traffic department of the Merchant Fleet Corporation The work
of the latter appears in the division of this report relating to the
activities of the hleet Corporation it discharges the functions usual
to a traffic department of a transportation company The work of
the bureau of traffic of the board is very different it concerns more
definitely the development of a privately owned and operated Ameri
can merchant marine wholly independent of the activities of the
vessels of the Government under the control of the board Among
the activities of the bureau during the fiscal year 1938 have been the
following
Ocean Mail Contracts

It has long been the policy of Congress to have United States mails
transported when practicable in American vessels In the earlier
history of our country this policy was reflected in provisions for very
substantial compensation in aid of the operation of vessels under the
American flag in foreign trade The most marked instance of legisla
tion to that end enacted since the Civil War was the ocean mail act

of 1891 under which specific compensation was provided on a mileage
basis for the transportation of United States mails At the time
of the enactment of the merchant marine act 1920 the compensation
under the ocean mail act had been made obsolete by the great change
in the cost of construction and of operation

17753282
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The policy of Government aid through postal subventions was
continued by the merchant marine act 1020 section 24 of which
authorized such contracts and empowered the board and the Post
master General in aid of the development of a merchant marine
adequate to provide for the maintenance and expansion of the foreign
or coastwise trade of the United Stales and of a satisfactorc postal
service in connection therewith to determine from time to time the
just and reasonable rate of compensation to be paid for such service
and the compensation thus agreed upon became the compensation to
which the contractor was entitled within the limits of appropriations
made therefor by Congress

The merchant marine act 1928 approved May 22 1928 reverts to
the general plan of defining the rate of compensation to various
classes of vessels grouped primarily with reference to the speed they
are capable of maintaining at sea in ordinary weather The rate is
per nautical mile of 6080 feet and applies only to the number of
miles for the outward voyage by the shortest practicable route
When other requirements are met the Postmaster General may enter
into contracts for periods not exceeding 10 years and for compensa
tion not exceeding the rates named below varying according to class
of vessel the size of the vessel has reference to its gross registered
tonnage

Class 7 Speed 10 knots size not less than 2500 tuns rate 150
Class 6 Speed 10 knots size not less than 4000 ton rate 250

Class 5 Speed 13 knots size not less than 5000 tons rate 4
Class 4 Speed 16 knots size not less than 10000 tons rate 6
Class 3 Speed 1S knots size not less than 12000 tons rate s
Class 2 Speed 20 knots size not less than 16000 tons rate 10
Class 1 Speed 24 knots size not less than 20000 tons rate 12

The classification of a vessel may be based upon its speed without
regard to its tonnage if the Postmaster General is of opinion that
speed is especially important on the particular route on which the
vessel is to be employed and that a suitable vessel documented under
the laws of the United States of a 11ig11er classification is not avail
able on reasonable terms and conditions or on account of the char
acter of the ports served or for other reasons can not be safely or
economically employed on such route

When the Postmaster General is of opinion that the interests of
the Postal Service will be served thereby he may in the case of a
vessel of class 1 capable of maintaining a speed in excess of 24 knots
at sea in ordinary weather contract for the payment of compensation
in excess of the maximum compensation authorized for this class
but the compensation per nautical mile thu authorized shall not be
greater than an amount which bears the same ratio to X12 as the
speedlivllich such vessel is caralde of mahltaining at sea in ordinary
weather bears to 24 knots
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If the Postmaster General is of opinion that to expedite and
maintain satisfactory service irmler a contract made under this title
airplanes or airships are required to be used in conjunction with
vessels he may allow additional compensation in amounts to be de
termined by him on account of the use of such airplanes or airships
Such airplanes or airships shall be American built and owned
officered and manned by citizens of the United States

Tn the appropriation bill passed by Congress at the second session
of the Sixtyninth Congress 1927 and at the discussions incident
thereto that body indicated a policy that postal contracts under
section 24 of the merchant marine act 1920 should be for a period
not exceeding one year and in conformity therewith those con
tracts then in force to the extent they ran beyond June 30 1927
were canceled by the Postmaster General The policy of Congress
was not in antagonism to new contracts being entered into for the
periods of time not exceeding one year beyond June 30 1927 and
upon the recommendations of the board the following contracts
were entered into for the year ended June 30 1928

Oceanic SteanigAih CoFor the transportation of mails from San
Francisco Calif to the port of Sydney Australia including serv
ices to Honolulu and Pago Paco the compensation being at the rate
of ti3 per statute mile for each outward voyage not exceeding how
ever 14 voyages per anmim The contract is dated June 28 1927
for one year commencing July 1 1927 the compensation being
23298 per outward voyage

The Post Office Department had a contract with this company for
this service under the ocean mail act 1891 that contract having been
for a period of 10 years It expired June 30 1922 While a re
newal of the contract under the ocean mail act 1891 was open to the
Oceanic Steamship Co the compensation under that act was too
low to justify continuance of the service and steps had been taken
for the abandonment of that service the one service tinder the Ameri
can flag between the United States and Australia Under these
circumstances the board investigated the matter and recommended a
new contract under section 24 of the merchant marine act 1920
substantially on the basis of the contract in force durin the current
year This recommendation was adopted by the Post Office Depart
ment in the first instance however only for a period of six months
beginning July 1 1922 but afterwards extended to Time 3o 1923
Upon recommendation of the board it was renewed and extended for

one year commencing July 1 1923 It was extended for two years
commencing July 4 1924 therefore ending June 30 1926 and there
after further extended for two years ending June 30 1928 by con
tract dated May 13 1926 Prior to June 30 1927 however this last
mentioned contract was canceled as to the period of time beyond
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June 30 1927 in conformity with the policy laid clown by Congress
through its appropriations

Ylunson Steamship LiiwFor the transportation of mails from
New York to Rio de Janeiro Montevideo and Buenos Airesinclud
ing any other South American east coast ports that might be agreed
upon the compensation being at the rate of 3 per statute mile for
each outward voyage The first contract dated March 19 1926 made
pursuant to the recommendation of the board by resolution dated
February 26 1926 was for the period from April 1 1926 to June
30 1928 Prior to June 30 1927 however it was canceled as to the
period of time beyond June 30 1937 in conformity with the policy
laid down by Congress through its appropriations to which reference
has been made above On recommendation of the board a new con

tract was entered into by the Postmaster General for one year com
mencing July 1 1927 on the same terms

The vessels involved in this service and to which the recommenda

tion of the board related are four fine steamers built by the Govern
ment with a possible speed of about 20 knots They are the express
type of combination passenger and freight vessels having a capacity
of about 275 first class passengers and 150 thirdclass passengers and
from 7000 to 9000 tons of cargo They were sold to the Munson
Steamship Line by the board with a guaranty of maintenance of
service by that company They are the fastest vessels in the east
coast South American service irrespective of flag The route
however is a highly competitive one

Export Steamship CorporationFor the transportation of mails
from New York to the Mediterranean and Black Sea ports The
first contract dated March 17 1926 made pursuant to the recom
mendation of the board by resolution dated February 26 1926 was
for the period from April 1 1926 to June 30 1928 Prior to June
30 1927 however it was canceled as to the period of time beyond
June 30 1927 in conformity with the policy laid down by Congress
through its appropriations to which reference has been made above
On recommendation of the board a new contract was entered into by

the Postmaster General for one year commencing July 1 1927
The vessels of this line are primarily cargo vessels and the char

acter of the mail transported is chiefly parcelpost matter The rate
of compensation therefore is not on a mileage basis but a definite
total annual payment was fixed as just and reasonable compensation
with the privilege of the Post Office Department using any and all
vessels of the line in the service mentioned the compensation being
fixed in the first instance at 100000 per annum This new contract
provided for compensation at the rate of 200000 per annum pur
suant to recommendation of the board by resolution dated June 28
1927 the increase having been recommended because of the cost of
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the service and the severity of competition by foreign steamship
lines

AmericanSouth African LineFor the transportation of mails
from the port of New York to the ports in the CapetownBeira ranee
of British and Portuguese south and east Africa The first contract
dated June 7 1926 made pursuant to the recommendation of the
board by resolution dated May 21 1926 was for a period of one year
commencing July 1 1926 The board by resolution dated April 19
1927 recommended its extension and a new contract was entered into
dated June 28 1927 for the period of one year commencing July I
1927 on the same terms In this instance also the mileage basis of
compensation was not employed The compensation was fixed at
b000 for each outgoing voyage for each vessel

Dollar Steamship LineFor the transportation of mails from any
port of the United States including the IIawaiian and Philippine
Islands at which the cedsel may stop consigned to Singapore
Straits Settlements or consigned to any port between the west coast
of North America and Singapore at which the vessel may be sched
uled to stop The first contract elated July 1 1926 made pursuant
to a recommendation of the board by resolution dated Jane 16 1926

was for a period of one year It provided for compensation at the
rate of 2 per statute mile for each outward voyage for the amount
of mileage between San Francisco and Singapore by the usual direct
route notwithstanding the vessel in fact may make the voyage by a
more circuitous route The compensation was limited to 24 voyages
per annum By resolution dated April 19 1921 the board recon
mended the extension of the contract and a contract was made
accordingly dated July 6 1927 for the period of one year on the
same terms excepting that the number of voyages was increased
from 24 to 2G per annum

Grace Steamship CoFor the transportation of mails from New
York to the ports of the Panama Canal Zone and ports on the West
coast of South America served by the vessels involved The first

contract dated October 13 1926 made pursuant to the recommenda
tion of the board by resolution dated October 5 1926 was for the
period from October 14 1926 to June 30 1927 inclusive the com
pensation being w225 per statute mile for each outward voyage not
exceeeling 26 voyages per annum By resolution dated April 19 1927
the board recommended an extcn ion of the contract and pursuant
thereto it new contract was executed dated June 28 1927 for the

period of one year commencing July 1 1927 on the same terms
New York and Porto Rico Steamship CoFor the transportation

of mails from the port of San Juan Porto Rico to the port of Santo
Domingo Dominican Republic The first contract dated June 28
1927 made pursuant to a recommendation of the board by resolution
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elated June 14 1927 was for a period of one year commencing July 1
1927 the compensation being r2 per statute mile for each outward
voyage the services to be performed by the steamships Coarto and
Sav Loreno both having a speed of about lil knots and being an
extension of their service from New York to Porto Rico

It will be observed that all the postal contracts enumerated above
expired by their terms June 30 1923 Under the provisions of Sec
tion 414 of the merchant marine act 1928 section 24 of the merchant
marine act 1920 is repealed to the extent of prohibiting new con
tracts under that section nvith an emergency provision however that
any contract expiring on June 30 1928 may be extended for a period
of not more than one year from that date this provision for an
extension having been provided no doubt because of the short period
of time between the enactment of the new law May 22 1928 and
the date of the expiration of the contracts

The duties of the board in connection with contracts made under

the new act are prescribed by sections 402 and 403 of the merchant
marine act 1928 under which it is made the duty of the Postmaster
General to certify to the board what oceanmail routes should be es
tablished andor operated for the carrying of mails of the United
States between ports exclusive of ports in the Dominion of Canada
other than ports in Nova Scotia between which it is lawful under
the navigation laws for a vessel not documented under the laws of
the United States to carry merchandise distributed so as equitably
to serve the Atlantic Mexican Gulf and Pacific coast ports the
volume of mail then moving over such routes and the estimated
volume thereof during the next five years the times deemed b him
advisable for departure of vessels carrying such mails and other
requirements necessary to provide an adequate postal service between
such ports

It is made the duty of the board to determine and certify to the
Postmaster General the type size speed and other characteristics of
the vessels which should be employed on such route the frequency
and regularity of their sailings and all other facts which bear upon
the capacity of the vessels to meet the requirements of the service
stated by the Postmaster General The board in making its determi
nation is required to take into consideration the desirabilit of hav
ing the mail service performed by vessels constructed in accordance
with the latest and most approved types with modern improvements
and appliances

The following certifications have been made to the Postmaster
General by the board pursuant to formal requests made by him under
the provisions of section 402 merchant marine act 1928

1 For service between San Francisco Calif and Sidney Austra
lia On May 81 1928 the board certified that the vessels primarily
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available for this service at the present time and the use of which
would be justified on this trade route for the present are combina
tion passenger and freight vessels of not less than 4000 gross tons
and capable of maintaining 15 knots at sea in ordinary weather but
that the permanent service should be provided by vessels of the fol
lowing description Type Twinscrew combination passenger and
freight vessels equipped with appropriate refrigerating space for
perishable cargo Size Not less than 10000 gross tons Speed
Capable of maintaining 1S knots at sea in ordinary weather It was
recommended therefore that the contract should contain a manda
tory provision requiring the substitution of new vessels of the type
size and speed mentioned above in place of those temporarily ac
cepted such new vessels to be substituted as follows One vessel with
in three years and a second vessel within four years and if the
parties to the contract hereafter mutually agree thereto a third ves
sel within fire years

3 For ervice between New York N Y Cape Town and South
African ports On May 31 1928 the board certified that the vessels
primarily available for this service at the present time and the use of
which would be justified on this trade route for the present are steam
ships of not less than 5500 gross ton and capable of maintainingg a
speed of 10 knots at sea in ordinary weather Subsequently however
on duly 16 1935 the board certified that the permanent service should
be provided by vesell of the fotlowing description Type Vessels
primarily for the tranportation of cargo but with reasonable pro
vision for limited passenger service Size Not less than 6000 gross
tons Speed Capable of maintaining 13 knot at sea in ordinary
weather It was recommended therefore that the contract should

contain a mandatory provision requiring the substitution of new
vessel of f he type ize and speed mentioned above in place of those
temporarily accepted such new vessels to be substituted as follows
One new vc sel within two years and a new vessel to be began during
the fifth year

3 For service between New York and Valparaiso Chile On May
31 1928 the board certified that the vessels primarily available for
this service at the present time with one exception and the use of
which will be jutified on this trade route for the present are com
bination passenger and freight vessels of not less than 4000 gross
tons and capable of maintainin a peed of 13 knots at sea in ordinary
weather The exception noted above has reference to it new vessel
recently installed in this service similar to the new vessels described

below It was stated that the permanent service should be provided
by vessels of the following description Type Combination passen
ger and freight vessels Size Not less than 8000 gross tons Speed
Capable of maintaining 16 knots at sea in ordinary weather It was
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recommended therefore that the contract should contain a mandatory
provision requiring the continued use of the new vessel now in serv
ice referred to above and requiring the substitution of vessels of a
type size and speed mentioned above in place of those temporarily
accepted such new vessels to be substituted as follows One vessel
within one year and a second vessel within three years provided
such second vessel is mutually agreed upon

4 For service between New York Ric de Janeiro and Buenos
Aires On May 31 1928 the board certified vessels for this ervice as
follows Type Twin screw combination passenger and freight ves
sels equipped with appropriate refrigerating space for perishable
cargo Size Not less than 12000 gross tons Speed Capable of
maintaining a speed of 18 knots at sea in ordinary weather This
certification was made from the point of view of vessels under the
American flag immediately available for the service with due recog
nition however of the importance of substituting newer and faster
vessels from time to time as the trade may require

5 For service from New York to Mediterranean ports mchuling
Genoa Alexandria Piraeus Constantinople and Con4anza On
May 29 1928 the board certified that the only vesscls available for
this service and the use of which would be justified on this trade
route are vessels which are capable of maintaining a speed of 10
knots hence such should be the speed of the vessels certified for
immediate use The board further certified that the service should
however be conducted by vessels of 14 knots speed and therefore it
was recommended that any contract made for this trade route should
require that during the third year of such contract a new vessel ca
pable of maintaining a sea speed of 14 knots shall be put into such
service and one additional such vessel added each year thereafter

during the life of the contract It was certified that the type and
size of the vessels to be immediately used should be cargo vessels
of not less than 4800 gross tons each that the new vessels should
be principally for cargo purposes but with provision for reasonable
passenger service and of not less than 8000 gross tons

0 For service between San Francisco and Singapore via Hong
Kong and Manila On May 31 1928 the hoard certified that the
vessels primarily available for this service at the present time and
tle use of which would be justified on this trade route for the pres
ent are combination passenger and freight vessels of not less than
10000 gross tors and capable of maintaining 14 knots at sea in
ordinary weather and recommended that vessels of this type and
kind be temporarily accepted for such service It was stated that
the permanent service should be provided by vessels of the following
description Type Twin screw combination passenger and freight
vessels equipped with appropriate refrigerating space for perishable
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cargo Size Not lest than 12000 gross tons Speed Capable of
maintaining 18 knots at sea in ordinary weather It was further
recommended that the contract should contain a provision for the
substitution of new vessels of the type size and speed mentioned
above in place of those temporarily accepted such vessels to be sub
stituted from time to time as and when the parties to the contract
shall mutually agree but in any event one such vessel to be sub
stituted within three years and one vessel to be substituted each two
years thereafter throughout the life of the contract
Competitive Discrimination

Aimtralian tariff reyatia Reference was made at some length
in the annual report for the year ended June 30 1927 p 13 to the
Australian customs regulation under which imports from the United
States are subject to a loner valuation and therefore to a less customs
charge if transported through Canada and thence say from Van
couver to Australia than if transported direct to a port of the United
States thence to Australia and as there mentioned effort has been
made to eliminate this discrimination through the intervention of the
Department of State As this effort had so far proved unsuccessful
the subject was brought to the attention of the chairman of the Com
mittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries of the House of Repre
sentatives and a bill was introduced on March 13 1928 H R
12013 entitled A bill to prevent discriminations against American
ships and ports and for other purposes Under section 2 of the
bill it was provided that a special duty of 10 per cent should be
levied on articles imported into the United States from any foreign
country by whose laws regulations or practices imports from the
United States into such foreign country are subjected to official
charges whether as customs duties or otherwise which are greater
when ocean transportation of such goods begins at a port of the
United States than they are when the ocean transportation of like
goods begins at a port in foreign territory contiguous to the United
States This special tax is the main provision of the bill and has in
view correction of the practice which tends to exclude the transporta
tion of our foreign commerce by American railways and then by
vessels from American ports when imported into countries where the
discrimination complained of is given effect The bill mentioned
was referred to the Committee on Nays and Means of the House
but no hearings have as yet been held by that committee It is
expected that the item will receive attention during the session of
Congress commencing in December

Canadian tariff diseriminatimiReference was also made in the
last annual report of the board p 13 to the Canadian customs law
which limits the application of certain preferential tariffs on imports
to the commodities entitled to the benefits thereof only when such
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commodities are imported through Canadian sea or river ports with
the result that if imported via Seattle Wash or Portland Me thence
by rail into Canada the imports thouh otherwise entitled to the
benefit of the preferential rate would not receive it Thin tariff
regulation is contrary to the spirit of the United States crto ns laws
which apply no such distinction with the result that a very large
volume of imports into the United States moves through Canadian
ports thence by rail into the United States

The bill referred to above II R 12040 also contains a provi
sion having in view the correction of this discrimination It pro
vides that on all articles imported through contiguous foreign coun
try and there transshipped into the United States there shall be
levied a special dut of 10 per cent upon its value with a provision
for the suspension of this special tax by proclamation of the President
in favor of any contiguous country whose customs duties are the
same if its imports arrive directly at one of its own ports or were
imported through an American port

This provision will doubtless also be considered by the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House next winter and such amendments
made as are deemed wise by that committee

In addition to discriminations which are thus prejudicial to
American transportation and ports competitive conditions between
Canadian ports and ports of the United States especially in the
export of grain have been the subject of inquiry during the current
year As a result of all these competitive conditions the United
States Senate on May 25 1928 passed a resolution S Res 220
reading as follows

Whereas during the past 10 years there has been diversion of commerce

from United States ports to Canadian ports particularly in grain and other
farm products so great as to threaten the foundation of the future commerce

and prosperity of the ports of the United States and to affect seriously the

agricultural and transportation interests of this country including the develop
ment of its merchant marine and

Whereas this diversion of commerce is the result of 1 more favorable
railroad rates between points in the United States and Canadian port than

between the same points and United States p 4 more aiinpent regula
tions as to grading and inspection of grain at ports of the United States than
at Canadian ports especially the higher grain standards and the dockage rules

of the United States 3 the preferential customs regulations of Canada
giving lower tariffs on products imported into Canada directly through Canadian
ports than or those routed through ports of the United States and 4 the
preferential schedules of other parts of the British Empire imposing lower
duties or more favorable regulations on products of the United States routed
through Canadian ports than on those shipped from United States ports and

Whereas the adoption by Congress of constructive legislation to meet these
conditions is imperative and depends on the sohdion of problems within the
respective provinces of the Department of State the Department of Agriculture
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the United States Shipping Board and the Interstate Commerce Commission
Therefore be it

Resoined That the eretnr of State the Secretary of Agriculture the

United States Shipping Board and the Interstate Commerce Commission are

requested 1 to investigate in cooperation with each other the factors which
are contributing to the diversion of commerce from ports of the United States

to Canadian ports and practicable rennedies for preventing such diversion and
2 to report thereon to the Senate at the beinning of the next regular session
of the Seventieth Congress

Pursuant to the abovementioned resolution the several depart
ments mentioned appointed representatives who in it conference
held June 20 1924 at the Department of State arranged proper
cooperation and inaugurated investigations having in view the col
lection and presentation of the data requested by the Senate

As an added factor bearing on the conditions involved in the com
petitive relations between Canada and the United States is the re
sumption during the fiscal year of work on the railroad being built
by the Canadian Government from the wheat area of Canada with
main line connections alo of coure to the wheat area of the

United Staten to Hudson Ba Thi line will result in a much
shorter rail haul than that now involved in grain transportation
even to American ports In the zeal of the Canadian authorities to
transport grain meat and other exports through Canadian ports
of the Atlantic seaboard rail differentials are quoted to Ilalifax
and St Johns equalized with the rate to New York notwithstand
ing the mileage is very much greater

In addition to the factors mentioned are the preferential tariff
arranzeinents and hipping subsidies ninth Briti olunie of the
West Indies tinder Which preferential arrangements exist in trade
between Canada and the West Indies hlands to the prejudice of
trade between the United States amt those island Referemr is

made thereto as an existing fact and not as challenging the right
of different members of the Briti Empire to have preferential
tariff and commercial treaties relative to their inter Empire com
merce Should such heatie however create preferences in favor
of exports of the United States when moving through Canadian
ports not applied when shipped direct from the United States new
factors would be introduced for the consideration of the commercial

interests of the United States

The various items mentioned have been the subject of inquiry
during the year
Other International Items

In accord With the powers vested in the board under the provisions
of section 19 of the merchant marine act of 1920 the bulPan has dur

ing the past year studied the commercial rules and practices of other
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nations and in those instances believed to be prejudicial to the Amer
ican merchant marine or foreign commerce of the United States
action has been taken through the cooperation of the Department
of State In addition to the Australian and Canadian customs regu
lations to Which reference has already been made the following are
among other items which have received attention
Ittian itemsThe activity of the Italian Government in its plan to

extend the ocean transportation facilities of Italy has been considered
Complaint having been made to the board that regulations were in
effect permitting the visaing without charge of passports by Italian
officials when presented by persons traveling to Italy on Italian ves
sels the item was brought to the attention of the Department of State
and the matter is under investi by that department In the
meantime other steamship lines transporting passengers from the
United States to Italy have voluntarily arranged to credit the cost of
such visa on the purchase price of the tickets

Another item of Italian activity in promotion of its merchant ma
rine is the reported announcement that Italians including American
citizens of Italian origin traveling to Italy on Italian ships will be
granted 50 per cent reduction on the fare of Italian raihcays
This item also at the instance of the board is tinder investilation
by the Department of State as a prejudicial discrimination against
American flag vessels visiting Italian ports Should it develop that
the concession in railroad rates applies to Italians irrespective of the
vessel by which they travel to Italy the fact that such concession is
made to that particular group of persons would not come within the
objection

It has also been brought to the attention of the board by the
American Steamship Owners Association that a new subsidy has
been established by Italy in favor of its vessels in the form of a
repayment by the Italian Government to onneis of xessels peratiug
through the Suez or Panama Canal of the canal tolls paid This
practice is far reaching in its effects involving an interpretation
of the rights of the United States to permit American vessels
to pass through the Panama Canal free of toll notwithstanding the
provisions of the HayPauncefote treaty under the terms of which
the United States extends to British vessels the same privileges uid
tolls as those extended to the vessels of any other nation It is ob
vious that American shipping would be seriously prejudiced by
the practice of other nations repaying such tolls to vessels of its
nationals and at the same time having the United States prohibited
from similar action by the provisions of that treaty This item
also has been referred by the board to the Department of State for
consideration
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Upon the initiative of the Italian Embassy the United States has
under consideration with the Italian Government the mutual recog
nition of the inspection laws of the two countries respectively This
negotiation has in view an arrangement under which American
vessels visiting Italian ports and Italian vessels visiting American
ports shall not be required to comply with the vessel inspection laws
of the other country if the condition of the vessel is in compliance
with the inspection laws of the country to which it belongs The
subject was referred to the board by the Department of State for
its views on the general policy involved and the consummation of
such an agreement has been approved in principle by the board

French itenksComplaint having been made that French customs
regulations permitted the assessment of a tariff on lead imported into
that country from Mexico lower than upon lead imported from the
United States and that the higher tariff was applied also to Mexican
lead if imported through an American port the matter was brought
to the attention of the Department of State as an unfair discrimina
tion with the result that hereafter it is believed that such importa
tion of Mexican lead into France will be given the benefit of any
special customs tax applicable thereto even though such import be
through an American port provided the French Consul at the
American port furnishes a certificate showing that the shipment
originated in Mexico

Reference was made in the last annual report of the board to the
fact that negotiations were pending between the Governments of
France and the United States for a mutual recognition of the vessel
inspection laws of the two countries to the end that their respective
vessels should not be subjected to a double set of requirements when
visiting ports of the other country These negotiations are still
pending between the Department of State and officials of the French
Government The movement originated out of an activity of the
board through the Department of State as the result of which the
French Government recognizes the classification certificates of the
American Bureau of Shipping At the time action was initiated such
certificates were being officially ignored by that Government and
compliance with French inspection laws was about to be enforced
In consenting to recognize such certificates the necessity for an
international agreement relative to the inspection laws of the two
countries became apparent and the pending negotiations are a result
Reference is made above to the pendency of similar negotiations with
the Italian Government

Spanialt ite728The recognition by the Spanish Government of the
classification certificates of the American Bureau of Shipping came
up also during the fiscal year Spanish officials declined to give such
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certificates the same recognition as given those of other classification
societies such for instance as British Lloyds The matter was
brought to the attention of the Department of State by the board and
that department is active in procuring the required recognition The
cooperation of the Department of State in such matters is based upon
the recognition by Congress through section 25 of the merchant ma
rine act 1920 of the American Bureau of Shipping as an important
factor in the development of an American merchant marine

chhiese iteansIn September W27 knowledge came to the board
that Chinese officials were attempting to impose a customs surtax on
certain imports in excess of the treaty rate of 5 per cent Vessels in
competition with American vessels arranged with their respective gov
ernments that such excess tax would not have to be paid into the hands
of the Chinese customs officials but would be paid to their respective
consuls pending diplomatic negotiations as to the validity of the tax
No such arrangement eYdSted in favor of cargo unported in American
vessels with the result that chippers used other vessels in preference
The matter was taken up with the Deparhnent of State and while
the suggestion that the consul should act as temporary banker in such
cases was entirely new from the point of view of the Government of
the United States nevertheless the department made satisfactory

arrangements which assured to Autericau vessels similar protection to
imports by American vessels as that enjoyed by imports in competing
vessels

Onxiac7iagz EmusImportant American commercial interests having
factories adjacent to Ocean Falls British Columbia brought to the
attention of the board a report that the Canadian Government con
templated closing Ocean Falls as a customs port Such action if
takeu would have been most prejudicial to the business interests of
these American manufacturers at that point The subject was taken
up by the board with the Department of Stave and it was ascertained
that such plan bad been considered but no definite decision had been
made Assurances however were Yiven by the Canadian Govern
ment that if the step is taken ineasure will also be taken to make it
possible for United States vessels to continue shipments from that
point

other itequsNot all items brought to the attention of the board
suggesting unfair discrimination by foreign regulations can be given
the boards cooperation such for instance as a complaint practically
impeaching the coastwise laws of another country be ause prejudicial
to American shipping in the coastwise trade of that country Any
complaint of that nature would of course be incongruous with the
well established policy of the United States to maintain and enforce
with rigor the coastwise laws of the United States
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Hague Rules

In the last annual report of the board p 17 reference was made
to the Signing of a proposed convention having in view the adoption
of the Hague Rules resulting from an international conference
held at Brussels in 1921 and a brief history is there given of at
tempted legislation in the United States in this field During the
year this proposed treaty was made public by the Committee on
Foreign Relations of the Senate and hearings were held by that
committee in December 1927 The board has uniformly favored in
principle the plan of having a uniform bill of lading for ocean trans
portation in foreign trade but its position has been that the item
should be treated as a matter of domestic legislation and not as an
international treaty recognizing however that international con
ferences were desirable as a preliminary step A representative of
the board therefore appeared before the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations in opposition to the convention not only on the
general principle mentioned but also because of basic defects in the
document itself Durims the year the board granted hearings on the
subject and through the Bureau of Traffic held various conferences
with interested parties all which resulted in substantial agree
ment nn a form of bill for the carriage of goods by sea based sub
stantially upon provisions of the Hague Rules which bill H R
12205 was introduced on March 19 1925 by Mr Wallace White of
Maine chairman of the Committee on the Merchant Dlarine and Fish
eries of the House it was referred to that committee in due course
It is expected that the bill will be considered by the cession of Con
gress convening in December 1928
Export Bill of Lading

On October 21 1921 the Interstate Commerce Commission acting
under the provisions of section 25 of the interstate commerce act
proniul ated an export bill of lading intended especially for use
with shipments from interior points of the United States to foreign
countrie The bill of lading thus prescribed had primarily in view
the convenience of the shipper in having a single contract of trans
portation covering the shipment to foreign destination without the
shipper having to give the export further attention at the port of
transshipment in the United States While the export bill of lading
is a single contract of transportation in the sense that the contract for
the rail haul and the contract for the ocean haul are on a single sheet
of paper the obligations of the railroad and the steamship company
are substantially several in many important aspects Printed among
the terms of the export bill of lading as promulgated in 1921 is a
provision that the York Antwerp Rules 1590 shall apply The
rules mentioned have reference to the rights of the parties in cases of
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general average In 1924 a conference of the International Law As
sociation was held at Stockholm and changes were made in the York
Antwerp Rules 18902 As thus changed the rules are commonly
referred to as the York Antwerp Rules 1924 The conference
mentioned was not an official international conference it was not
made up of delegates accredited by various governments Not only
was the United States not represented by official delegates but
American interests were in fact not represented by unofficial dele
gates Under these circumstances the rules as amended by the Stock
holm conference have never been approved by American interests
They have been the subject of examination and report to the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States by a special committee of that
body and important changes omissions and amendments to the rules
adopted at the Stockholm convention are recommended by that report

The suggestion having been made that the item of the export bill
of lading referring to York Antwerp Rules 1890 be changed to
YorkAntwerp Rules 1924 with certain modifications the sub
ject was brought to the attention of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission by the chairman of the board and that commission has re
opened the case for the purpose of considering and determining
whether the export bill of lading should have put in it a clause read
ing b General average shall be payable according to YorkAnt
werp Rules 1924 1 to 15 inclusive and 17 to 22 inclusive and as
to matters not therein provided for according to the laws and usages
of the port of New York

This question has been under consideration during the year and
when a hearing is held the board will present its recommendations
in the matter

Collision Damages

In the last annual report of the board p 20 reference was made
to the fact that an international maritime convention was negotiated
and proposed as far back as 1910 relative to the division of damages
in cases of collision of vessels at sea the present and the proposed
law being there set forth The proposed convention had never been
submitted to the Senate and the subject has been further considered
by the board during the past year In December 1927 the Depart
ment of State requested the board to indicate its position in the
matter and a resolution was passed approving in principle the
changes proposed but advocating that the change be made through
an act of Congress and instructing the committee on legislation of
the board to proceed with the preparation of a suitable bill to that
end for submission to the next session of Congress
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Interests in Trade Routes

In so far as the provisions of section 7 of the merchant marine act
1920 are complied with by the operation of lines maintained by the
Government such activities are set forth in that division of this
report relating to the Merchant Fleet Corporation through which
agency such operation is accomplished

The provisions of section 7 of the merchant marine act however
are not limited to such services as are operated by the Government
but contemplate investigations and compilations of data of value to
citizens in considering and determining whether particular trade
routes should be covered by American vessels including vessels pri
vately owned and operated The section expressly mentions that the
Postmaster General is authorized to contract for the carrying of
mails over lines established by the board as contemplated by that
section the compensation therefor to be such price as may be agreed
upon by the board and the Postmaster General thus indicating that
postal contracts under section 24 of the merchant marine act 1920
were intended In accord with the policy thus prescribed the board
has from time to time advocated the award of contracts under section

24 to purchasers of such lines
On June 5 1928 the board passed a resolution directing the bureau

of traffic to make the investigations contemplated by sections 7 and 8
of the merchant marine act 1920 with special reference to the ocean
trade routes which may be properly maintained from one or more
of the South Atlantic ports and also to investigate the extent to
which foreign commerce including parcel post should in its natural
flow move through our South Atlantic ports including a study of
the availability for the postal contracts under the merchant marine
act 1928 of any services operating from such ports The investiga
tion thus ordered was promptly inaugurated Inquiry has been made
of conclitions incident to the port of Savannah one of the largest of
the South Atlantic ports That port is an apt illustration of the
condition of ocean transportation in our foreign commerce During
the year the total number of sailings from Savannah of vessels in
foreign trade was 362 and of this entire number only 65 were
American flag sailings leaving 291 as sailings under foreign flags
To present the illustration in another form The total amount of
cargo involved in all sailings for 12 months ended March 1 1928
was 383011 tons and of this total only 92901 tons were carried in
American flag vessels leaving 290110 tons which were carried in for
eign flag vessels Of the total sailings only 18 per cent Ameri

can vessels Of the total cargo carried less than 24 per cent was
carried in American vessels

17763283
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A marked instance of the importance of the study by the board of
foreign trade routes and of the extent to which they ire covered by
American vessels occurred during the year in respect to trade be
tween the United States and Calcutta India It developed that 69
voyages were made annually from Calcutta to the North Atlantic
ports of the United States and of these only 4 voyages were by
vessels under the American flag The four voyages by American
vessels were by vessels of the Isthmian Line owned by the United
States Steel Corporation Notwithstanding that line seemed con
tent with the small number of voyages made by its vessels in the
service mentioned the board investigated the situation and decided
that a greater proportion of the traffic should be by American ves
sels To that end it authorized one of its managing operators to
extend a service to cover the route and to enter into competition for a
fair share of the patronage the commodities handled consisting
chiefly of jute gunnies and burlap To avoid a rate war if possible
the boards managing operator endeavored to negotiate a peaceful
division of the total voyages between foreign vessels and American
vessels but an acceptable agreement was not made and a rate war
of necessity has resulted hurther steps for the adjustment of the
matter were taken but had not been consummated by the end of the
fiscal year

In the study of ocean trade routes with a view of having the serv
ices covered by American vessels at least to the extent of having
American vessels share in a reasonable portion of the transportation
involved the question has arisen whether the existence of an Ameri
can privately operated line in a particular service should bar the
board from putting additional tonnage in such service where there is
great preponderance of foreignflag tonnage operating in such trade
route to and from the United States An investigation during the
Year revealed that during the calendar year 1926 the amount of
cargo between Pacific ports and Australia was 684565 tons yet only
87642 tons were transported in American vessels in other words
although the commerce was American commerce only 125 per cent
was transported in American vessels The board has shown on many
occasions that Government operation should yield to the interests of
private operation This policy is contemplated by section 7 of the
merchant marine act 1920
1he following sales and change have occurred in accord with the

policy outlined in section 7 of the merchant marine act 1920
Sales of linesOn September 7 1927 the board authorized the

sale of the American Scantic Line to the American Scantic Line

Inc with a guaranty of service between New York with privilege
of calling at other United States North Atlantic ports in the range
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north of and including Norfolk and Scandinavian ports and also
Baltic Sea ports when navigation is open the contract of sale being
dated October 4 1927

On February 16 1928 the sale of the American Australian Orient
Line to the Oceanic Oriental Navigation Co was authorized with
a guaranty of service between United States Pacific coast ports and
ports in New Zealand and Australia and between California ports
and ports in Japan China and the Philippines

On February 16 1928 the sale of the Oregon Oriental Line to the
State Steamship Co was also authorized The contraci of sale was
dated March 5 1928 and contained a guaranty of service between
Portland Oreg and ports in Japan China and the Philippines

The board on February 16 1928 also authorized the sale of the
American Oriental Mail Line to the Tacoma Oriental Steamship Co
the contract of sale containing a guaranty of service between Seattle
and Tacoma and when car offerings warrant from other Puget
Sound ports and ports in Japan China and the Philippines The
contract of sate was dated March 14 1928

The American West African Line was authorized to be sold on

June 5 1928 to the American West African Line Inc the contract
of sale however was not executed until July 9 1928

Other changes in trade routesOn August 7 1927 the board
authorized the discontinuance of the American Dixie Line as then

operated between Gulf ports and United Kingdom ports and in lieu
thereof established two services to wit The Dixie U K Line oper
ating from New Orleans La and Savannah Ga to United King
dom ports and the Dixie Mediterranean Line from New Orleans and
Galveston to Mediterranean ports

On the same date the discontinuance of the American Premier

Line operating from Gulf ports to Mediterranean ports was author
ized and in lieu thereof two separate services were established to
wit The Texas Ukay Line operating from ports of Texas to the
United Kingdom and the Texas Mediterranean Line from Gulf
ports to Mediterranean ports

On February 14 1928 an additional service was established to the
east coast of South America namely the American Brazil Line
operating from New York and Philadelphia to Brazil in addition
to the two already existing services namely the American Republics
Line and the GulfBrazilRicer Plate Line

Congress has continued the policy of making a special appropria
tion to enable the board with the approval of the President to oper
ate ships or lines of ships which have been or may be taken back
from purchasers by reason of competition or other methods employed
by foreign shipowners or operators to destroy the service No in
stance has occurred during the year where the exercise of this power
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has been necessary and the aid to American shipping resulting from
the merchant marine act 1928 through mail pay granted under the
terms of that act will tend to make the use of this power unnecessary

The appropriation for the current year was 10000000
Panama Canal Tolls

The great earning power of the Panama Canal brings into promi
nence the question whether concessions can be made to American
vessels operating through the Panama Canal without violation of
treaty obligations Irrespective of the general question involved as
to vessels operating in foreign trade the question as applied to ves
sels in coastwise or intercoastal trade has been receiving more definite
and careful consideration with special reference to the relief of
vessels making frequent trips through the canal The bearing on
this subject of the practice of other nations repaying to their nationals
the tolls paid for the passage of their vessels through the canal is
referred to at another point in this report The subject has been
and is under investigation by the bureau
Development of Ports

Under the provisions of section 8 of the merchant marine act 1920
duties are imposed on the board to promote encourage and develop
ports and transportation facilities in connection with water com
merce to investigate territorial regions and zones tributary to such
ports taking into consideration the economies of transportation by
rail water and highway and the natural direction of the flow of
commerce

Work pursuant to the resolution of the board dated June 5 1928
directing the bureau of traffic to make special investigations contem
plated by sections 7 and 8 of the merchant marine act 1920 has been
referred to in that part of this report relating to section 7 Investi
gations under section 7 differ from those under section 8 in that sec
tion 7 relates to ocean trade routes in the development of the foreign
commerce of the United States whereas section 8 relates to rail move
ments from interior points to the various ports of the United States
to the end that such rail movements shall be in the natural flow of
commerce

Section 8 contemplates the boards submitting to the Interstate
Commerce Commission the results of investigations it may conduct
when these lead the board to the opinion that rates or regulations
of common carriers by rail are detrimental to the object of that sec
tion or that new rates or regulations or affirmative action on the
part of such common carriers by rail is necessary to promote the
objects of section 8 The board in practice has in some instances in
tervened in cases pending before the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion when questions are involved similar to those arising under the
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provisions of section 8 of the merchant marine act 1920 having in
view presenting to the commission questions bearing upon the
development of the merchant marine or of American ports

In the case of the American Hawaiian Steamship Co and Lucken
bach Steamship Co complainants v Erie Railroad Co et al de
fendants J and S Docket 2909 the board intervened and requested
jointly with others the suspension of certain uniform rail rates on
canned goods proposed to be put into effect from the Pacific coast
to points in a defined but large area in the middle of the United
States notwithstanding the mileage from the point of origin of ship
ment on the Pacific coast to such interior points varied greatly The
interests of intercoastal water traffic were involved and also the
rights and privileges of Atlantic coast ports under Article I section
9 of the Constitution because it was not proposed that a similar
system of rates be made effective from Atlantic coast ports to the
same area The rates were suspended pending an investigation of
the matter on its merits An investigation on its merits was made
under a fourthsection application to the Interstate Commerce Com
mission No 13102 and on November 12 1927 an order Was en
tered denying the fourth section application and requiring the can
cellation of the rate schedules which had been suspended without
prejudice however to the railroad filing a 98 cent rate

During the year further hearings in which the board participated
were also held by the Interstate Commerce Commission In re Charges
for Wharfage Handling Storage and other Accessorial Services
at South Atlantic and Gulf Ports I C C Docket 12681 Hear
ings had been held during the previous year at North Atlantic ports
In March 1928 hearings were held at Charleston S C Jacksonville
Fla and New Orleans La and June 1 1928 fixed as the date for
the filing of briefs The board is primarily interested in the pro
posals involved in this case that charges by a railroad for terminal
services particularly for terminal services rendered at Water termi
nals operated by it shall not be absorbed in its linehaul rate but
when requested by the shipper or consignee the railroad shall quote
separately that part of the total rate which covers the waterterminal
services rendered in order to facilitate the use of another water
terminal if the shipper or consignee prefers to do so Requests have
been recently received by the board from commercial bodies on the
Pacific coast indicating a desire that the hearings be extended to that
coast no action however has been taken by the Interstate Com
merce Commission to that end

The board also intervened in the case of Baltimore Chamber of

Commerce v Ann Arbor Railroad Co et al J C C 18715 While
the issue primarily here involved was whether the differential rate
should be increased as to export and import rail rates to and from
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Baltimore and differential territory of the United States this issue
involved some of the principles and policies underlying the case next
above referred to I C C 12681 While the boards interest in the
ease was therefore definite it has not taken as active a part as in
I C C 12681 but has laid the foundation for presenting at argmnent
the principles and policies involved which affect our waterborne
traffic The examiner filed a proposed report on April 11 1928
Subsequently however new parties intervened and orders were
entered reopening the hearings and extending them to other parties

The enumeration of these items does not purport to be an ex
haustive statement of all the items of work which have received

attention tinder the provisions of section 8
Coastwise Laws

While the enforcement of the coastwise laws of the United States

is under the jurisdiction of the bureau of navigation of the Depart
ment of Commerce and not of the Shipping Board certain specific
duties incident to the coastwise laws are assigned to the board by
sections 21 and 27 of the merchant marine act 1920 and under
other provisions of law The board takes cognizance of any viola
tions or threatened violations of the coastwise laws because such
violations obviously prejudice the patronage of vessels under the
American flag

An instance of threatened violation was the announcement that

the French steamship La Salle was going to transport from New
York to Miami Fla a number of delegates to a large convention in
that State also other delegates from New Orleans to the same port
Information received was that tickets would be sold from New York

or New Orleans to a port in the West Indies Islands with Miami a
port of call and with leave to passengers to stop off at that port
Such an arrangement would be in substance a definite violation of
the coastwise laws A protest was made to the bureau of navigation
of the Department of Commerce and the steps taken resulted in the
abandonment of the plan to have foreign steamships engage in the
transportation of such passengers

A similar instance of protection to American vessels relates to the
transportation of gasoline from California ports to New Orleans a
ruling having been made by the Attorney General February 1 1926
in the case of AngloMexican Petroleum Co Ltd that such trans
portation was not a violation of the coastwise laws when the gasoline
was landed in New Orleans to be mixed with Mid Continent gasoline
and the mixture then transported to England in the same vessel The
board participated in conferences on this subject and on October 8
1927 the Attorney General notified the Secretary of Commerce that
a request for reconsideration of the opinion mentioned had been
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made and the conclusion had been reached that owing to doubt about
the matter it could be available to lia e the question settled in the
courts in a test case and in order that there might be entire freedom
of action for such test case the o1m on referred to was thereby
witbdrawn

The board has been advised that Canadian steamers operating on
Lalee Ontario and the St Lawrence River transport approximately
35000 passengers who embark and disembark at the port of Roches
ter N Y and that no attempt has been made to prohibit such traffic
because American vessels are not operating in that trade and ap
parently are not available for such transportation with the reult
that commercial bodies of Rochester N Y have opposed any inter
ference with this traffic handled by foreign steamers The board
considered whether it could supply vessels for such service bus the
traffic is river trafficthe vessels of the Shipping Board fleet are not
suitable for such use The item is recorded as evidence of it ervice
that remains to be covered by American vessels

The recommendation of the board by resolution dated January
30 1922 certifying the adequacy of tonnage available for service
in commerce between the United States and the Philippine Islands
remains in force but no proclamation has ever been issued by the
President declaring that adequate shipping service exists and fixing
a date for the coastwise laws to become effective with the Philippine
Islands hence foreign flag vessels hare in the commerce between
the Philippine Islands and the United States

From time to time the President in aecod 1with seetuo 21 of the
merchant marine act 1920 has postponed the extension of coastwise
laws to traffic with the Virgin Island the last extension remaining
in force to September 30 1928 A adequate ervicr ha not vet
been provided between the Virgin Islands and the United States a
further extension has been made by proclamation of the President

The bureau of traffic has investiated and is continuing inveti
gations bearing on conditions rehitinlr to the Philippine Hands
and the Virgin Islands to the end that at the proper time further
representations may be made to the President relative to the matter

Pan American Conference Habana 1928

The Department of State requested the Shipping Board to com
pile certain information relating to shipping lines operating between
points in North and South America for possible use at the Sixth
International Conference of American States held at Habana Cuba
in January 1928 and inquiries to that end and in further develop
ment of the whole subject were inaugurated including the prepara
tion of data relating to port formalities in force at the ports of
North and South America with a view of considering what if any
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of such formalities can be further coordinated or simplified or
possibly eliminated altogether

BUREAU OF REGULATION

As described in detail in previous annual reports the work of this
bureau of the board is the administration of the regulatory provi
sions of the shipping act and merchant marine act of 1920 relating to
rates fares charges and practices of common carriers by water en
gaged in interstate and foreign commerce of the United States and
in addition the administration of the several of such provisions hav
ing application to persons carrying on the business of forwarding or
furnishing wharfage dock warehouse or other terminal facilities in
connection with common carriers by water During the period of
this report 170 carriers in interstate commerce 219 carriers in for
eign commerce and 258 forwarders and others subject to one or more
of these regulatory provisions received the bureaus attention to the
end that all requirements of such provisions should be complied with
The bureaus activities during the year were conducted under four
main divisions formal complaints informal complaints section 15
agreements and tariffs as follows
Formal Complaints

Section 22 of the shipping act which accords to any person the
right of filing with the board a swan complaint setting forth any
violation of the act by any carrier or other person subject thereto
was availed of during the year by 17 shippers and shippers organi
zations In accordance with the boards rules of practice governing
procedure in formal docket cases pleadings were recorded hearins
conducted and oral arguments and briefs received and in connec
tion with the complaints closed durinYr the year 11 orders and reulu
tion were entered by the board upon the bureau recommendation

The issues presented by the complaints handled were chiefl in
respect to the reasonableness of rates and whether rates charged were
in excess of those on file in violation of section 18 of the shipping
act and as to whether rates and practices were unduly prejudicial or
unjustly discriminatory in violation of sections 16 and 17 respec
tively On November 21 the first and so far the only decision of the
board rendered on this docket in its quasi judicial capacity to receive
court review came before the Federal District Court for the Southern
District of New York The boards award of reparation in the
amount of 54030 with interest against the Contpagnie Generale
Transatlantique for unjust discrimination on shipment from Havre
and Bordeaux to New fork was sustained by directed verdict
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Informal Complaints

Forty four informal cases filed by shippers and others under
authority of section 24 of the boards rules of practice Were brought
to conclusion by the bureau during the period of this report As
developed through conference and correspondence conducted by the
bureau acting in an informal intermediary capacity more than half
of such complaints were indicated by the facts educed to be without
merit and the complainants apprised accordingly In regard to
others the respondent carriers acknowledged application of rates upon
erroneous classification bases inadvertent charging of class rather than
commodity rates specified in their tariffs and other irregularities
resulting chiefly from misinterpretation of tariff rules At all times
the bureau endeavored to bring before the parties the principles gov
erning the particular controversy involved and in a number of
instances made the filing of formal complaints unnecessary

Section 15 Agreements

All common carriers by cater and other persons subject to the
jurisdiction of the board are required by section 15 of the shipping
act to file with the board true copies or complete memoranda of
agreements entered into with other carriers or persons subject to the
act

8xing or regulating transportation rates or fares giving or receiving special
rates accommodations or other special privileges or advantages controlling

regulating preventing or destroying competition pooling or apportioning earn
ings losses or traffic allotting ports or restricting or otherwise regulating the
number and character of railings between ports limiting or regulating in any

way the volume or character of freight or passenger traffic to be carried or
in any manner prodding for an exclusive preferential or cooperative work
ing arrangement The term agreement in this section includes unilerstand
ings conferences and other arrangements

Approval by the board of an agreement filed in compliance with
section 15 excepts it from the provisions of the Sherman Antitrust
Act the Wilson Tariff Act and amendments and acts supplementary
thereto

The new agreements and modifications of agreements submitted as
evidenced by the copies and memoranda filed during the year exceed
in number and scope of operation all agreements filed for attention
during any like period of time As in the past the major portion of
the bureaus work under section 15 was in connection with agree
ments between carriers in their varied conference relations Of

the 26 conference agreements analyzed a member were returned to
the carriers for elimination of provisions objectionable under regu
latory sections of the statute before submission to the board with

the bureaus recommendation for approval and in several instances
it was found necessary to recommend approval of agreements only
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upon prescribed condition In large part the conference agreements
examined during the year were between carriers engaged in foreign
as distingiushed from interstate commerce of the United States
and involved many difficult considerations arising out of foreign
port and traffic practices not heretofore encountered in section 15
agreements

Copies and memoranda of 144 formal and informal agreements
between carriers furnishing a joint through service were filed and
after examination were with few exceptions recommended for board
approval These tandem agreements differ from the conference
agreements in that generally they are not between carriers operating
in a parallel service Their basic subject matter is ordinarily the
transportation of freight on through bills of lading the apportion
ment of the through rate as between the parties and the absorption
by the parties of transshipment expense dockage tolls drayage and
other charges Generally such agreements are between two carriers
and involve but one transshipment although several tripartite agree
ments providing for through transportation over circuitous routes
were filed and given attention during the latter part of the year
Tariffs

The administration of the requirements of section 13 of the ship
ping act and the tariff regulations of the board covering the publi
cation posting and filing by interstate carriers of tariffs showing
maximum rates fares and charges together with classifications and
rules in respect to services rendered by them continued to be one of
the major activities of the bureau during the year In all there
were filed with the bureau and approved as to form and prima facie
lawfulness 907 freight and 201 passenger tariffs These tariffs
record extensive changes in rates and practices in many of the im
portant interstate trade routes and required close and rapid check by
the bureau before authority could be granted for their posting on the
docks and in the carriers public offices The several thousand tariffs
of current rates fares and charges now in the bureaus files as well
as tariffs which have been superseded or canceled were at all times
kept available to the public and were constantly made use of by
shippers organizations and carriers representatives During the
year there were also examined and permitted to be filed with the
board 603 powers of attorney and concurrences
General

General or miscellaneous activities engaged in by the bureau dur
ing the year included informal inquiries to elicit information respect
ing unsupported claims of violations by carriers and the circulariza
tion of newly organized transportation forwarding and terminal
companies to ascertain their status under the regulatory provisions
of the shipping act
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BUREAU OF OPERATIONS

The work of the Bureau of Operations has been carried on in three
divisions as follow 1 Industrial relations division including sea
service section 2 investigations division and 3 port facilities
division

Industrial Relations Division

Among the manifold activities of the board arising out of the obli
gation imposed by the merchant marine act of 1920 and reiterated
in the merchant marine act of 1928 to do whatever may be necessary
to develop and encourage the maintenance of an American merchant
marine is the preservation of amicable industrial relations between
marine and dock labor on the one hand and employer interests on
the other This important work is handled by the industrial rela
tions division of the Bureau of Operations

The activities of the division may be summarized under the follow
ing heads
a Investigation and study of labor relations in the American

merchant marine

b The readjustment of wages and working conditions upon
sound principles of economic justice and the peaceable seAlement of
labor disputes
c Affirmative action in the promotion of better feeling between

maritime workers and employers
d The collection compilation and classification of data for study

and comparison of American marine labor rates and foreign labor
rates and conditions

e General improvement in personnel
The division is concerned not only with the welfare and efficiency

of marine and lock labor generally but is also directly interested in
maintainim a high standard among the personnel serving on the
Governments merchant ships To preserve a high morale aanong
crew and clock labor is obviously one of the most important re
sponsibilities of those concerned tcith the operation of the Gotern
menfs warbuilt fleet

During the past year conferences have been held with representa
tives of the deck and engineroom officers organizations The
friendly relations which have existed with these organizations and the
spirit of cooperation shown have resulted in satisfactory wage agree
ments being reached promptly and without protracted negotiation

Dock or longshore labor consummated agreements and understand
ins by renewal during the past year thereby maintaining with
associated employers the principle and spirit of collective bargaining
These agreements have reduced to a minimum the possibility of mis
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understandings and stoppage of work not only with respect to the
boards vessels but also with repecl to other associated owners
and employers who parties to the agreements

Such demands for changes in working conditions a ar a upon
expiration of yearly agreements are in reality amicable requests for
as a result of the orderly procedure established and the excellent
spirit animating the labor personnel these proposals are in zriably
made in the most friendly spirit In sharp contrast to the costly
experiences of the past when requests frequently had the character
of ultimata sometimes followed by cessation of work the present
healthy conditions prevailing in the ranks of marine and look labor
are extremely gratifying The arbitrary stoppage of work in the
loading and discharging of vessels produces an inordinate loss to the
ships disrupts the lines service to commerce and results in a multi
plicity of increased costs and embarrassments

With definite understandings between employers and employees
covering fixed periods of time and with intelligent appreciation of
the inherent rights and privileges of each progress in establishing
the merchant ins ine as a permanent commercial enterprise of the
Nation is not at the present time being hampered as was sometimes
the case in the past by a distrustful feeling of insecurity as to long
shore relations

In the conference held by the board in January 1928 with repre
sentatives of American shipping interests owners and operators
agreed that no change was desired in the existing order that vunld
have the effect of reducing the standards of wage and living condi
tions at precut enjo med by American seamen Thi dcclaratiuu
Boning as it did from private shipping concerns illustrates the plen
did spirit shown toward the labor element by those whose chief
concern is to put the American merchant marine on a sound and
permanent basis
Sea Service Section

The sea service section of the industrial relations division as

organized June 20 1917 During the fiscal year 1928 it maintained
branch offices in 12 ports as follows Boston New York Philadel
phia Baltimore Norfolk Savannah New Orleans Mobile Galvoston
San Francisco Portland and Seattle

The main work of the sea service section is to man the American

merchant marine with American citizens with a view not only to
making American ships more efficient in time of peace but also to
enhance their value as naval and military auxiliaries in time of

national peril Prior to the World War the personnel on American
ships was composed largely of foreigners the record showing that
before the establishment of the sea ervice section only about 10 per
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cent of these crews were citizens of the United States Figures for
the fiscal year ended June 30 1928 show that 89 per cent of the sea
men placed on American vessels through the activities of the sea
service section were American citizens

The section maintains its own medical department in New York
City Baltimore and New Orleans where seamen receive physical
examinations before being assigned to ships Medical work at other
ports is performed for the sea service section by the united States
Public Health Service These examinations not only serve to ac
quaint the men with their exact physical condition but at the same
time assure a merchant marine personnel that is able bodied and fit
One of the gratifying results of the medical work has been the saving
on claims for personal injuriesa saving which has more than cov
ered the expense involved in maintaining the medical staffs as well
as the expense of all the other field and office force of Oie sea service
section

The work of the section enables the Shipping Board to main
tain an efficient personnel on its ships and obviates the necessity of
resorting to crimps with all the abuses attendant upon that anti
quated and discredited method of obtaining crews for merchant
ships It also solves in advance the serious problems bound to arise
in time of emergency as disclosed upon our entrance into the World
War when a large number of the alien seamen employed on American
ships deserted or sought safety in the coasting trade rather than
embark on voyages through the war zone

Thousands of applications are received annuall in the sea service
section from interested American youths who desire to follow the
sea and it is the aim of the section to encourage these young Ameri
cans in every legitimate way During the past fiscal year 1481
inexperienced boys between the ages of 18 and 23 have been given an
opportunity to go to sea on ships flying the American flag Rated
as deck boys and paid 1425 a month these young Americans are
trained in seamanship and navigation under American officers and
are advanced to higher ratings as they attain the required degree of
proficiency

The following table shows the total number of men placed in the
various rating by the sea service section from July 1 1927 to June
30 1928 inclusive
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Investigations Division

The investigations division of the Bureau of Operations handles
miscellaneous matters that are not assigned to other divisions of the
bureau Included in its work are many items relating to other
governmental establishments

During the year the division undertook a special investigation into
the activities of the American merchant marine with particular refer
ence to the waterborne foreigntrade tonnage moving through the
principal ports of the United States The final report in two vol
umes showed among other things the phenomenal growth of foreign
cargo tonnage at many of the principal ports of the United States
since 1921 amounting to a net increase of 379 per cent for the entire
country these figures the latest available being for the fiscal year
1926 It was evident that much of this increase was due to the opera
tion of cargo lines under the boardssupervision

Another activity of the investigations division had to do with
questions relating to safety at sea Great Britain having invited
the maritime nations of the world to a conference on safety of life

at sea to be held in London in the spring of 1929 the Shipping
Board joined with other interested departments of the Government
in studying the British proposals The chairman of the board ap
pointed a Shipping Board general committee on safety of life at sea
which in turn was organized into subcommittees on a ship con
struction b navigation and c wireless telegraphy The various
subjects assigned for study included subdivision of ships life saving
appliances fire extinguishing apparatus ice patrol rules of the road
radio signals and meteorological service to and from ships at sea

Under the chairman of the Shipping Boards general committee
the cooperation of private steamship owners and operators was en
listed in helping to work out the American viewpoint Accurate
data based on experience were secured from masters of Shipping
Board vessels as well as from privately owned American steamships
Insurance and classification societies naval architects shipbuilders
marine engineers and other organizations and individuals also gave
valuable assistance to the boards general committee in shaping its
recommendations The limited time that could be devoted to ana

lyzing the British proposals and formulating the American position
made it necessary to employ additional technical assistance in order
to expedite the work

During the year there was a marked improvement in the situation
with respect to landgrant rates on rail shipments of property of
the Shipping Board and Merchant Fleet Corporation As stated
in the previous annual report several landgrant and landgrant
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equalization carriers had contended that shipments made by the
Shipping Board and by the boards Fleet Corporation were not
entitled to landgrant rates At the time the case of the Fleet
Corporation v The Western Union Telegraph Co was decided by
the Supreme Court January 3 1923 a number of these carriers
had suits pending in the Court of Claims and in the United States
district courts to recover the difference between landgrant rates
which had been paid and full commercial rates which were claimed
by the carriers Following the decision which definitely fixed the
status of the Shipping Boards Merchant fleet Corporation as a
governmental agency and instrumentality practically all such cases
were dismissed Present prospects are that a satisfactory adjust
ment of the whole matter will be reached in the near future

The gratifying spirit of cooperation and agreement manifested at a
conference of steamship interests that was held under Shipping Board
auspices in Washington on January 10 aml 11 1928 gave rise to a
hope that the time might be opportune for the organization of these
interests into a single national body formed for mutual aid and
support In furtherance of the idea the Shipping Board on April
24 1923 passed a resolution authorizing the chairman of the board
to inquire into the feasibility of bringing about an association of this
character to include American shipowners operators builders and
allied activities The proposed association was to be self organized
and self governed and was to have as its main objects the promotion
of the welfare of its members and the development of a strong
American merchant marine

In line with the boards resolution preliminary steps were taken to
ascertain the attitude of the leading national associations of ship
owners and shipbuilders toward a project of this sort It is too early
at this writing to state definitely the result of these inquiries

On July 20 1927 the work formerl han11ed by the piers and
wharves division of the Bureau of Operations was transferred by
resolution of the board to the Merchant Fleet Corporation

During the year the Chief Coordinator submitted to the board a
proposal to centralize the booking of all Government ocean borne
passenger traffic in one agency under the Shipping Board At this
writing the matter remains in a formative stage with numerous
details still to be arranged but sufficient progress has already been
made in the way of investigating the amount of traffic involved and
the best method of handling the work to indicate that definite plans
looking to the organization of a central passengerbooking agency
will probably be perfected in the near future
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Port Facilities Division

Since May 1927 the port facilities division of the Bureau of Op
erations has consisted of two sections the domestic port section and
the foreign port section

During the past fiscal year the domestic port section handled all
work of the port facilities division that pertained to the ports of the
United States and its possessions carrying on its surveys in conjunc
tion with the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors War De
partment as provided for in section 8 of the merchant marine act of
1920 Work was continued on the series of reports known as the
Port Series in 22 volumes covering about 70 of the major ports
of the United States Revision of the series was begun some of the
early volumes now being out of print while others are in need of
being brought up to date

Progress was made during the year on the revised editions of the
reports on Portland Me Boston Mobile Pensacola Jacksonville
Miami Tampa Galveston Houston and Texas City It is planned
eventually to revise the entire series

Two new volumesone on The Panama Canal and Its Ports and

another on The Ports of Southern New Englandwere completed
during the year and sent to the Public Printer

In addition to its work on the Port Series the domestic port
section compiled a supplementary volume entitled Port and Ter
minal Charges at United States Ports in order to fill a longfelt
want on the part of shippers and shipping men for current data on
port charges This volume will be revised from time to time in order
to keep the data as nearly up to date as possible

The volume just mentioned should not be confused with the do
mestic port sections investigation of consular charges that has been
carried on during the year and has been made the subject of a sepa
rate wort entitled Shipping Charges at United States and Foreign
Ports to be published in the near future

The joint activities of the Shipping Boards Bureau of Operations
and the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors of the War De
partment also included during the period covered by this report a
survey of Transportation in the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys and
another study of free ports or foreigntrade zones the latter
based largely on data secured by means of questionnaires sent out to
consular officers through the State Department

The following table shows the publications which were in prog
res at the close of the fiscal year with the percentage of completion

17753231
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serialNo ofvolume Subject I percentage ofcompletion
origMOl volumes

18 The Ports of southern NevXgland
22 ThePmama Canal and its Ports 100100

1benal reperls

I I The Port of Portland Me 100

2 The Port of Boston Miss 50

3 Th2 Ports of Mobile Ala and Pensacola Fla 25

6 The Ports of Galveston Houston texas City and Corpus ChrisW Tes fn 3 vol
umes 1011

S The forts of Jacksonville Miami and Tampa Fla 15

1easporafion aeries

ipPTransportation mthe Mississippi Ohio Valleys vol 1 75

lfixrdloaewseries

L Lort and Terminal Charges at united States Ymts Too

2 Shipping Charges at d s and F Ports Consular tires and
char loo

piee Pis is

Study of Free Ports or Foreign Trade Zones I 60

There were received from the printer during the year the follow
ing reports

No 12 The Ports of San Francisco Oakland Berkeley Richmond Upper

San Francisco Bay Santa Cruz and Monlcrey Calif
No 15 The Ports of Norfolk Portsmouth and Newport News Va
No 21 The Ports of Porto Rica

At the close of the fiscal year the following reports were in the
printing office in various stages of publication

No 1 The Port of Portland Me revised
No d The Ports of Galveston Houston Texas City and Corpus Christi

Tex in 3 volumes revised
No 18 The Ports of Southern New England
No 22 The Panama Canal and Its Ports

Miscellaneous Series No 1 Port and Terminal Charge at United States
Ports

Miscellaneous Series No 2 Shipping Charges at United States and Foreign
Ports

In connection with the Port Series reports and the Mississippi
Ohio Rivers study special field surveys were conducted by repre
sentatives of the division at the following points New Orleans
Baton Rouge Houston Galveston Texas Citv Corpus Christi
Boston Portland Me St Louis Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh
Huntington Cairo and Rock Island Ill Louisville Dubuque St
Paul and Minneapolis

During the year special reports were prepared by the domestic
port section to comply with requests received from chambrr of
commerce universities and shipping companies at DallasProoldvn
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Portland Orel Buffalo Seattle Philadelphia Pensacola and
New York City on various phases of commercial shipping

The foreign port section of the port facilities division cooperating
with the Department of Commerce has continued its program of
foreign port studies the inauguration of which in May 1927 was
described in the last annual report

The early part of the fiscal year was devoted by the foreign port
section to completing the organization of the work at home and
abroad and to directing the collection of the latest available maps
tariffs and other data by the foreign offices of the Shipping Board
and Department of Commerce From these sources was received a
quantity of authoritative material on the subject and the joint organ
ization is continuing to receive from abroad all available descriptive
data on the principal ports of the world The entire work is expected
to cover about 60 of the major foreign ports and approximately 800
minor ports

The publications treating of major ports will describe their har
bors and channels port organization government and finances local
and national regulations for shipping and cargoes port services and
charges port facilities and equipment tratlic arrangements for ban
Ming goods to and from the quays methods emploved in handling
cargo port customs and practices hinterland and communications
shipping and trade statistics The reports will be illustrated with
photographs line drawings and graphic charts and each will con
tain a port map similar to those now published in the domestic Port
Series

The ports of Liverpool and Manohcster England with their out
ports and Hamburg and Cuxhaven Germany were selected as sub
jects for the initial volumes of the foreign port studies Work had
progressed to within 20 per cent of completion at the close of the
fiscal year and will be brought to a conclusion upon the termination
of a field curve when the reports will be ready for publication Lon
don Rotterdam and Amsterdam have been tentatively selected as

the next ports to receive treatment in the publications of the foreign
port series

As above stated the joint program of the foreign port section of
the port facilities division acting in cooperation with the Depart
ment of Commerce also contemplates the issuance of a number of
publications descriptive of minor foreign ports the first of which
on the ports of the British Isles was about 50 per cent completed on
June 30 1928 This initial volume will include approximately 40
British and Irish outports giving in each case a brief account of
their facilities charges and trade Later volumes in this series
will cover north European and Mediterranean ports
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The development of complete information on foreign coal and oil
bunkering stations is another project in the cooperative program
During the year questionnaires were prepared and distributed through
the Department of State to its seaport con ular offices and aralts
At the close of the fiscal year responses had been received from 75
offices The material contained in these responses is being prepared
for publication as soon as it is received and it is expected that the
report will be completed and released during the fiscal year 1929
The section on fueloil stations will give the name and nationality
of the owner of each station code address description of tankage
amounts of various types of oil in stock method and speed of deliv
ery to ship sources of supply together with pertinent miscellaneous
remarks The coalbunkering station section will follow the above
pattern and will include the class of coal offered notice required by
station trimming charges etc

The special investigation of foreign warehouses mentioned in the
previous annual report has been in progress during the year Data
now on hand give the most complete information available on ware
houses at a number of foreign ports These data will be used in the
foreign port reports and the files will be held available to interested
persons on application

The survey of American cargo handling methods mentioned in the
last annual report has been held in abeyance during the fiscal year
pending the completion of certain investigations by the Department
of Labor

The joint force has for revision the bulletin StowaLe of Ship
Cargoes published by the Department of Cnnnncrce in 1920 This
bulletin will be enlarged to give a more complete description of
operation and problems of cargo stowage It will also contain rules
and regulations regarding the handling of inflammables explosives
and other hazardous cargo Data received during the year show
the need of revision in the tabular matter cline to the changing
methods of packing the use of fiber containers etc Further data
will have to be obtained from shippers and the steamship companies
before compilation of a new bulletin will be possible An endeavor
will be made to publish results of this study during the fiscal year
1929

BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION

The activities of the Bureau of Construction during the past fiscal
year related very largely to the further development of the Diesel
conversion program authorized by the act of June G 1924 amending
section 12 of the merchant marine act 1920 havimr in view the
installation in vessels belonging to the Government of internal com
bustion propulsive machinery and the making of other changes nec
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esaiv to concert them into modern motor ships An inve unticao

was also made of the wisdom of reconditioning the steamships Mount
Vernon and rlgamienmov Monticello including the development
of plans and Hmcifieations for such work

The Diesel conversion program has been developed in three stages
a The initial program under the resolution of the board dated
December 2 1924 involving the conversion of 12 vessels L the
extended program under the resolution of the board dated September
15 1927 involving the conversion of 8 additional vessels and c
the Diesel electric program relating to the conversion of 3 vessels
The work incident to these three groups of vessels comes within the
expenditure of 25000000 authorized by the original act of June 6
1924 it is expected that this amount will be practically exhausted
upon the completion of these groups The work incident to the re
conditioning of the steamships Mount Vemion and Agamemnon
Monticello does not come under this appropriation

Dnitkd programs for 1P vesselsThe initial program covered the
following 12 vessels Tampa Unieoi West Homaker West Cu3seta
Crown City Sawok7a City of RayviZZe City of Dalhart Yo7nochichi
Seminole West Crania and Wilscox Installations in the case of
five of these have been completed and the vessels placed in service
during the past fiscal year this work together with seven vessels
converted and placed in service during the previous year completes
the initial program authorized by resolution of the board December
2 1924 Details relative to the program in the course of its develop
ment will be found in the boards ninth aural report beginning on
page 71 in the tenth annual report beginning on page 48 and in the
eleventh amoral report be inning on pare 48

The completion of 11 out of the 12 main propulsive engines was
reported in previous years During the past year the twelfth main
engine of the group was completed by the New London Ship
Engine Co at Groton Conn being a 4cylinder 2cycle double
acting engine of 3300 brake horsepower the contract price being
246857 After the 30day test at the buildersplant the engine was
accepted and installed in the steamship Wilscox the installation
contract having been awarded to the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor
poration Ltd for the sum of 413000 which amount included con
siderable work on the vessel in addition to the installation of the

engine
The work under five installation contracts was completed during

the year as follows and after successful trial trips the vessels were
placed in commission on regular established routes

The motor ship City of UaZhart equipped with Busch Sulzer main
propulsive engine being a 6cylinder 2cycle singleactin engine
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of 3000 brake horsepower was put in commission July 27 1927
and allotted to the Atlantic Australian Line operated by the Roose
velt Steamship Co on the route between North Atlantic and Aus
tralian ports

The motor ship Yomaehichi with equipment similar to that of the
motor ship City of Dalhart was placed in commission October 11
1927 and was allotted to the American Pioneer Line operated by the
Roosevelt Steamship Co on the routebetween North Atlantic ports
and the Far East via the Panama Canal

The motor ship Sem2nole equipped with Hooven Owens Rent
schler Co main propulsive engine being a 4cylinder 2cycle double
acting engine of 3300 brake horsepower was placed in commission
October 28 1927 and thereafter allotted to the American India Line
operated by the Roosevelt Steamship Co on the route between North
Atlantic Gulf and India ports

The motor ship West Gravw equipped with McIntosh and Sey
mour main propulsive engine being a 4cylinder 4cycle double
actim engine of 2700 brake horsepower was placed in couniission
December 7 1927 and was allotted to the American Republic Line
operated by C H Sprague Co on the route between New York and
the east coast of South America

The motor ship Ihilseox equipped with New London Ship l En
gine Co main propulsive engine deeribed above was placed in
commission March 18 1928 and was assigned to the American
Republics Line operated by C H Sprague A Co for a voyage from
New York to the east coast of South America

In addition to the main propulsive engines to which reference has
been made complete auxiliary equipment and outfit was installed in
these vessels and at the same time all reconditioning work was done
that was necessary to make them firstclass motor ships In the case
of 8 of the 12 vessels this work included providing accommodations
for a limited number of passengers Final figure showing the total
cost of conversion are not available at present

Extended program for eight vesselsThe board by resolution
dated September 15 1927 authorized the conversion of eight addi
tional vessels and contracts for eight main propulsive engines were
awarded as follows

1 McIntosh Seymour Corporation Auburn N 1 Two 4cycle double acting

engines of 3900 brake horsepower for the sum of 577200

2 Worthington Pump Machinery Corporation Buffalo N T Two 2cycle
doubleacting engines of 3625 brake horsepower for the sum of 36600

3 Hoover Owens Rentschler Co Hamilton Ohio Two 2cycle doubleacting

engines of 4000 brake horsepower for the sun of 592000
4 Busch Sulzer Bros Diesel Engine Co St Louis Mo Two 2cycle sirgle

acting engines of 3950 brake horsepower for the sum of 554600
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Contracts were also awarded for auxiliary engines as follows
n Nordberg Manufacturing Co Milwaukee Wis Twelve 3cylinder 2

cycle air injection singleacting auxiliary engines of 340 kilowatt output for
the sum of 426840

b Fulton Iron Works Co St Louis Mo Your 3cylinder 4cycle air injec
tion singleacting auxiliary engines of 150 kilowatt output for the sum of
10723207

These engines and equipment will be installed in eight vessels of
approximately 9500 tons dead weight The vessels selected are New
Orleans Wichita Ward City of Elwood Potter Jeff Davis Oldham
and Galveston Contracts have not yet been placed for the work of
installation

Diesel Electric Program

The main propulsive equipment for the first two groups of vessels
referred to above is for direct drive operation The Diesel electric
program involves the installation in each vessel of four large Diesel
engines as the power for driving the main electric motors Prelimi
nary to entering upon the Diesel electric program the board had
experts make exhaustive investigations including estimates of the
cost of the program as applied to three vessels and by resolution
dated October 13 1927 approved the reconditioning and conversion
of the steamships Courageous Triumph and Defiance each having a
deadweight capacity of approximately 11800 tons Engines built
by McIntosh Seymour Corporation of Auburn N Y of the 8
cylinder singleacting 4cycle type having 1200 brake horsepower
each were selected for all three vessels The electric motors etc for
the vessels are being built as follows For the Courageous by the
General Electric Co for the steamships Defiance and Triumph by
the Westinghouse Electric R Manufacturing Co

A contract was made with the Federal Shipbuilding L Dry Dock
Co for the conversion and reconditioning of the steamship Coura
geous at a cost of1319000 In obtaining bids for the work on
these vessels estimates were also obtained from the United States
navy yards at Boston Mass and Norfolk Va The work on the
steamship Trivmaph was allotted to the Boston Navy Yard which
submitted an estimate that the cost would not exceed1315000 The
work on the steamship Defiance was allotted to the Norfolk Navy
Yard which submitted an estimate that the cost would not exceed
1192000

Under the contract with the Federal Shipbuilding Dry Dock
Co the Courageous is to be completed and delivered on or before
October 27 1928 The Boston Navy Yard estimates that the Tri

wmph will be completed and delivered on or before December 1
1928 The Norfolk Navy Yard estimates that the Defwraice will be
completed and delivered on or before January 15 1929
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The total contract commitments entered into during the fiscal year
aggregate705437207 The total contracts from the inception of
the Diesel program to June 30 1928 aggregate 1674359738 These
figures however do not include the cost of administrative overhead
extras incidentals etc

The Againeion and Mount Vernon The board again took into
consideration during the year the reconditioning of the steamships
Aganwncton ilfouticello and Mouut Vernon this subject having
been considered from time to time during previous years These
vessels were German passenger ships the former name of the
Agaznenenon having been Kaiser Wilhelm I and the former name
of the Mount Vernon having been Ilronhrimzessin Ceo0e They
were owned by the North German Lloyd Shipping Co and operated
in the trans Atlantic service having been built in Germany as
follows

Vesel
11 Pear I Gross I speed

badt tonnage knots

pr I
1902 11361 23Kaiser Wlhelm II

Krov mzeasm Ceciie I902 1363 23

At the beginning of the World War the vessels named together
with other German and Austrian vessels sought refuge in ports of
the United States upon our entry into the war their title and posses
sion were taken over by this country

At a meeting held November 22 1927 the Shipping Board author
ized the change of the name of the steamship Agamemnon to 1100
cello the name of the home of Thomas Jefferson

The present action was inaugurated March 3 1937 when the board
directed that the vessels should be drydocked and cleaned and a care
ful survey made to determine their condition also that the measure
ments should be taken from which to prepare plans and specifications
for their conversion and reconditioning The president of the Mer
chant Fleet Corporation having submitted a report proposing alter
native plans for reconditioning the vessels the matter was then
referred to a special committee of three commissioners of the board
and a report dated August 13 1927 was submitted by them recom
mending the preparation of plans and specifications and that bids be
obtained also that special experts be employed for that purpose
The board by resolution dated August 16 1927 authorized such pre
liminary work and it has been in progress under the supervision
of this bureau

In anticipation of the vessels being reconditioned should the board
in its discretion decide that such work be done provision is made in
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the independent offices appropriation act for the fiscal year ending
June 30 1929 approved May 16 1928 as follows

For the reconditioning of the steamships Blount Vernon and Monticello at

a total cost hot in excess of 12000004 not to exceed 10000000 is made avail
able from the Construction Loan Fund and shall be reimbursed to such fund

with interest at such rite and within such period as the board may determine
but not exceeding ten years after the date of commission of such reconditioned

vessols Provided That after such reconditioning neither of said steamships
shall be sold for less than the cost of reconditioning less a deduction of 5 per
centum per annum for depreciation from the date of completion of such
reconditioning to the dato of sale

By resolution dated June261928the board authorized the Bureau
Of Construction to place the matter in the hands of the maintenance
and repair division of the Merchant Fleet Corporation with instvic
tions to procure bids on the various plans under consideration
Construction Loan Fund

The construction loan fiord was authorized in the first instance by
the merchant marine act 1920 The use to which the fund can be
put was extended by the provisions of the act of June 6 1924 amend
ing section 11 of the merchant marine act 1920 By the act of March
4 1927 amending section 11 of the merchant marine act 1920 the
time limit of fire years named in the original act was eliminated and
provision otherwise made for the completion of the fund to the origi
nal amount contemplated namely 120000000 The merchant ma
rine act 1928 approved May 22 1928 further increased the fund and
substantially modified the provisions of section 11 as previously
amended The construction loan fund may be used by the board to
the extent it thinks proper and upon such terms as it may prescribe
in making loans to aid citizens in the construction of vessels of the
best and most efficient type fitted and equipped with the most mod
ern most efficient and most economical engines machinery and com
mercial appliances The fund may also be used by the board in its
discretion in malting loans to aid citizens in the outfitting and equip
ment of vessels already built with engines machinery and commer
cial appliances of the type and kind mentioned or in otherwise
reconditioning vessels already built
o loans shall be for a greater sum than three fourths the cost of

the new vessel proposed to be constructed or three fourths the
cost of the reconditioning etc of a vessel already built Nor shall
the loan be made for a longer time than 20 years It shall be
repaid in equal annual installments but may be repaid by the bor
rower at any time on 30 days written notice to the board with
interest computed to date of payment Interest payable on such loans
shall be as follows During the period in which the vessel is operated
exclusively in coastwise trade or is inactive the rate of interest shall
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be as fixed by the board and not les than iF per cent per annum
During any period in which the vessel is operated in foreign trade
the rate shall be the lowest rate of yield to the nearest one eighth
of 1 per cent of any Government obligation bearing a date of issue
subsequent to April 6 1917 except postal savings born and out

standing at the time the loan is made by the board as certified by
the Secretary of the Treasury to the board upon its request

Adequate security is of course required including a first mortgage
on the vessel to which the loan relates Proper insurance is also
required to be placed in such companies for such amounts and under
such forms of policies as the board may prescribe

Provision is made for the increasee of the construction loan fund

by the authorization of appropriations of such amounts as will when
added to the amounts credited to such fund by the board under au
thority of law make the aggregate of the amounts credited to such
fund equal to 250000000

In the last annual report pp 4546 crtain commitments entered
into during the fiscal year 1926 were listed with the advances if any
made on account thereof during the fiscal year 1027 The vessels
involved have all been completed and the loans were fully made
during the fiscal year 1928 as follows

New York and Miami Steamship Corporation Total amount of
loan2396000 in aid of the construction of the steamships Iroquois
and Shawnee which vessels were documented at the port of New
York The notes taken for the repayment of this loan are the joint
and several obligations of the New York and Miami Steamship
Corporation and the Clyde Steamship Co and are secured by first
preferred mortgages on the vessels named

American Line Steamship Corporation Total amount of loan
2566500 in aid of the construction of the steamship California
which vessel was documented at the port of New York The notes
taken for the repayment of this loan are the joint and several obli
gations of the American Line Steamship Corporation and The Atlan
tic Transport Co of West Virginia and are secured by a first
preferred mortgage on the vessel named

Nova Scotia Steamship Corporation Total amount of loan
1800000 in aid of the construction of the steamships Yarmouth
and Evangeline which vessels were documented at the port of Bos
ton The notes taken for the repayment of this loan are the joint
and several obligations of the Nova Scotia Steamship Corporation
and the Eastern Steamship Lines Inc and are secured by first
preferred mortgages on the vessels named

American Line Steamship Corporation second loan The only
commitment made for a new loan during the year was for a second
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I oan to the American Line Steamship Corporation of an amount
equivalent to onehalf the cost of the vessel but in no event to exceed
3500000 to be applied to the construction of the steamship Vir
ginia now being built by that company at the shipyards of the
Newport News Shipbuilding Dry Dock Co at Newport News Va
It is estimated that the total cost of this vessel will be not less than

7000000 Advances in the sum of 617500 were made on account
of this loan during the year The notes taken are the joint and
several notes of the American Line Steamship Corporation and The
Atlantic Transport Co of West Virginia both of which companies
are controlled through stock ownership by the International Mer
cantile Marine Co The notes referred to are secured during the con
struction period by a deed of trust under the laws of the State of
Virginia The amount remaining to be advanced under this commit
ment is therefore2852500

The total amount heretofore loaned on vessels which have been
completed is 15320500 representing 9 loans made to 7 different
companies in aid of the construction of 14 vessels The total amount

thus far advanced on loans not yet completed is 617500 thus mak
ing the total amount of all payments thus far made from the con
struction loan find on account of loans 15938000

The amount at present credited to the construction loan fund is
7135055740 including repayments on account of the principal of
outstanding loans which repayments amount in the aggregate to
188223001

During the fiscal year the sum of2000000 was transferred from
the construction loan fund to the special Dieselization fund to meet
further disbursements incident to the Diesel conversion program of
the board

During the fiscal year repayments on account of outstanding loans
amounted to 96553167 and deposits were made to the credit of the
fund in the aggregate sum of530290347 thus making a total in
crease of the fund during the fiscal year of626343514
Section 33 Construction Bounty

The provisions of section 23 of the merchant marine act 1920 are
in substance a construction bounty in that taxes are waived in certain
cases when the citizen invests certain amounts in the construction of
new vessels The act covers two groups of cases namely a taxes
on earnings of vessels operating in foreign trade when the taxpayer
invests in new ship construction an amount equivalent to three times
the amount of the tax involved or b taxes on profits arising from
the sales of vessels when the taxpayer invests in new ship construc
tion an amount equivalent to the total proceeds from the sale of the
vessel involved Although by the terms of the act this policy was
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to continue in force for 10 years from the date of the enactment of
the merchant marine act 1920 nevertheless its provisions in substance
became obsolete This resulted from a ruling of the Treasury Depart
ment that as the taxes involved were referred to as taxes imposed by
the revenue act of 1918 the act could not apply on the repeal of that
revenue act although similar tales were enforced under the new
revenue act Apart from this technical ruling the taxes applicable
to the first group namely war profits and excessprofits taxes were
entirely repealed by the revenue act of 1922 hence the provisions
under group a mentioned above became wholly obsolete

The taxes involved under group b above included not only the
warprofits and excessprofits taxes under the revenue act of 1918 but
also ordinary income taxes under that act and therefore this item did
not become fundamentally obsolete as in the case of taxes involved
under group a above as ordinary income taxes have been continu
ously in force This group therefore remained inoperative only by
virtue of the technical ruling of the Treasury Department to which
reference has been made Under these circumstances Congress by
section 707 of the revenue act of 1928 revived the provisions of sec
tion 23 of the merchant marine act 1920 so far as they related to
taxes on profits arising from the sales of certain vessels by expressly
providing that the exemption would extend to the taxes involved
whether payable under the revenue act of 1918 or under any subse
quent revenue act in force during the 10year period originally des
ignated namely 10 years from the enactment of the merchant marine
act 1920 The period therefore expires on June 5 1930

Although the tax exemptions applicable to earnings from certain
vessels operating in foreign trade have not been revived as in the
case of taxes on profits accruing from the sales of vessels a number of
cases remain for adjustment with respect to which rights accrued
during the period prior to the repeal of the revenue act of 1918

Benefits are claimed by the American Hawaiian Steamship Co
under this section in aid of the building of the steamship Valolo
The vessel was built at the yards of the Wm Cramp Sons Ship
Engine Building Co Philadelphia It is 582 feet long its gross
tonnage is 17231 and it has a speed of 21 knots

In October 1927 the Malolo was completed and documented miler
the laws of the United States and sailed from New York to San
Francisco there to enter upon her regular route between that port
and the Hawaiian Islands The amount claimed by the owner to be
the total cost of the vessel was809549029including amonr other
items interest on the investment during the construction period The
amount determined on however as the cost of the vessel for purposes
of the Governments contribution thereto under section 23 of the
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merchant marine act 1920 was fixed at750676296 hence the total
contribution of the Government to the construction of the steamship
Malolo by reason of the provisions of section 23 was250225432
In determining the amount of the Governments contribution in
terest upon the investment during the construction period was tenta
tively excluded Without ruling on the propriety of including such
interest the board referred the question of interest to the Treasury
Department for decision and adjustment

In addition to the case of the steamship Malolo mentioned above
the following cases were certified by the board to the Treasury De
partment approving the vessels involved as to their type kind etc
as contemplated by section 23 of the merchant marine act 1920

The United Stales Steel Products Co with respect to the steam
ships Steel Scientist Anitiston City and Fairfie7tl City

The Standard Oil Co of California with respect to the tank steam
ships Charlie 71ratson it S driller K P Kingsbury H 7 Harper
R J Hanna F J Hillman II Of Storey TV S Rheem Standard
Service and Alaska Standard

The Vacuum Oil Co with respect to the tank steamships Birken
head and Gargoyle

The Standard Oil Co of New Jersey with respect to the tankers
Joseph Seep IV J Fianna S C T Dodd M F Elliott Thomas H
Wheeler John Worthington IV H Libby Livingston Roe T J
Williams Walter Jennings E T Bedford J A Moffett jr and
John D Archbold

The Pioneer Steamship Co of Cleveland Ohio with reference to
the steamship Philip D Block

The hranklin Steamship Co of Cleveland Ohio with reference to
the steamship Eduard J Berzvind
Transfers to Foreign Registry Etc

Under the provisions of section 9 of the shipping act 1916 it is
made unlawful to sell transfer or mortgage or except under regula
tions prescribed b the board to charter any vessel purchased from
the board or any vessel documented under the laws of the United
States to any person not a citizen of the United States or to put any
such vessel under a foreign registry or flag without first obtaining
the approval of the Shipping Board The part of this provision
which relates to chartering a vessel has been covered by a general
resolution of the board which authorizes the charter of any such
vessel to any person not a citizen of the United States for any term
not exceeding one year hence if the vessel is chartered for a period
not exceeding one year the general resolution of the board mentioned
constitutes sufficient approval of the transaction

In all cases where it is proposed to sell or mortgage any vessel
purchased front the board or documented rmdrr the laws of the
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United States to any person not a citizen of the United States such
sale or mortgage must first be approved by the Shipping Hoard and
when it is proposed to put any such vessel under a foreign registry
or flag notwithstanding the ownership of the vessel may remain in a
person who is a citizen of the United Stales the approval of the board
must be first obtained

The policy underlying the requirements of section 9 of the shipping
act 1916 is primarily to prevent the loss from the American mer
chant marine of vessels of a type kind and size deemed by the board
reasonably necessary to be retained under the American flag for the
upbuilding of an adequate merchant marine or though retained
tinder the American flag to prevent any conflict in times of national
emergency arising from their ownership by persons not citizens of the
United States

It is recognized by the shipping act of 1916 that instances might
arise where the vessel was not of a type size and kind essential to the
American merchant marine yet its transfer to an alien or to foreign
registry should not be permitted for collateral reasons of national
interest and therefore it is provided by section 41 of the shipping
act 1916 that the board may impose conditions incident to its ap
proval tinder section 9 and when conditions are thus imposed their
violation constitutes a misdemeanor and shall be punishable in the
same manner and shall subject the vessel to forfeiture in the same
manner as though the act conditionally approved had been clone
without the approval of the board

Among instances where conditions have thus been imposed are the
following a Citizens having industrial interests in foreign coun
tries and requiring vessels for transportation in the coastwise trade
of those countries have been permitted to transfer American vessels
to such registry with condition that they must be restored to Ameri
can registry on the demand of the United States Government b
approval has been given with an express condition that the citizen
would within a limited time build new vessels and place their under
American registry to offset the tonnage transferred to foreign rog
istry c instances where the sale of vessels to aliens andor their
transfer to foreign registry have been approved but with condition
annexed that such vessels could not thereafter operate in the foreign
trade of the United States this condition having been imposed be
cause American operators would be prejudiced by the competitive
operation of such vessels

The most frequent use of the power to impose conditions incident
to its approvals results from requests from the Department of Justice
and from the Prohibition Unit of the Treasury Department to
cooperate in the enforcement of the prohibition laws by imposing
conditions on such approvals that the vessels thus transferred should
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not be used in the transportation to or from ports of the United
States of any alcoholic liquors As the smaller type of vessel is
the type usually used for illicit transportation of liquors the board
frequently permits the issue of approvals of transfers without condi
tion when the approval is otherwise proper provided the vessel
exceeds 9500 dead weight tons

During the current year the right of the board to impose condi
tions was challenged by a foreign government on the ground that one
country can not control or limit the freedom of operation of vessels
documented under the laws of another country The position thus
taken should be contrasted with the position taken by the Canadian
Government in concrete cases viz That when conditions are thus
imposed it will not permit the documentation tinder Canadian law
of the vessels affected Notwithstanding the protest mentioned the
practice of affixing such conditions in proper cases has been con
timaeil under the assumption that other countries would apply the
Canadian practice when they are unwilling to accept a vessel under
their registry subject to the conditions imposed Rather than release
the vessel from American registry fire of conditions controlling its
operation in foreign trade the United States may prefer to with
hold its approval entirely or as an alternate other measures may
be taken to secure adequate protection in lieu of inserting the con
dition in the certificate of approval

Persons wanting the approval of the board under section 9 of the
shipping act 1916 must file a formal application containing all data
necessary for the boards action in the premises including a the
name of the proposed vendee b the registry to which it is proposed
to transfer the vessel c description of the vessel d identity of
vessels home port and description of its documents together with the
name and address of the owner of record and e information show
ing what liens or mortga if any are on the vessel Forms for
such applications are available on request

The following is a statement of the action of the board on applica
tions under section 9 of the shipping act 1916 from July 1 1927 to
June 30 1928
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The transfers to foreign registry were distributed among 20
countries as follows

Steam Motor Sail Urigeml Total

32egisfry

umbor tonsGross umber G losstons

12

1i

NManbar Urossloos NUnober GrossI tons nnmberofvessels
4

I TotalgrossJ ton

15
85 1 1802 3 5321Brits 0 2 Jai 4 403 1 L 1G W15021Newfo1 23 2 PX3

Colombian 2 018 1 M 1 2 3
3

1G
4y 5 1G 3b2

ian
3 ns801 3 5226

JaPane I 8 5 6869
Canadiang 5213 0 v 2A13 17 8221
CubanCuba 2 3243 3 4 1 431 2 381 8 S J12

2 0443
I

2 0415
trench 2 J L 17WPunch e 255
PhiLpUme 1

Panaman 1 8 1 I 1 8

Moamn 1 2 48C 4

3
2540

RUrsn

i I J2
Cerman 2 Jo 92U9
Chilean 1 1 3504
Yll 1 3383 1 833Lan an 11 1 Q39 1 1 2 239

Total 13 4360 130 i 105534 1 28 69G5 3 TJa Si 122204

BUREAU OF LAW

The Bureau of Law consisting of the consolidated legal depart
ments of the Shipping Board andDIerchant Fleet Corporation re
ports to the Shipping Board through the commissioner in charge
The general counsel acts as chief of the legal department and all
divisions thereof are under his supervision and control and report
to him

There are four principal divisions as follows
Litigation and claims division
Contracts and opinions division
Admiralty division
Navigation laws division
All these divisions are represented at the Washington office but

their chief activities are carried on in the field which is divided into
districts such as the New York district and up to June 30 1928 the
Philadelphia district the Portland district and the Seattle district

Since litigation against the Shipping Board and Merchant Fleet
Corporation covers not only the city of Washington but practically
every large port in the United States a great deal of it is handled
through the Department of Justice but in all cases where litigation
is so handled the responsibility for the proper handling of it remains
with the attorneys of the Bureau of Law they receiving such assist
ance from the United States district attorneys as the eirettm961nee8
of each case may require
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This is also true of all litigation in the Court of Claims of which
there are a large number of cases involving very large sums of
money These cases are handled in cooperation with the Department
of Justice

Litigation and Claims Division

The number of cases in litigation on June 30 1927 was 1415 and
the amount involved in these cases was 34372446239 On June 30
1928 the number of cases in litigation was 1163 and the amount
involved was 33362482879 These figures include all litigation
other than that handled by the admiralty division

The number of cases disposed of during the fiscal year was 662
Of these 291 were settled 330 were dismissed and 80 were tried
In 41 cases the Government was entirely successful There were also
410 cases added during the fiscal year The statistics as to the
admiralty cases will be given in a later portion of this report

The Iitigation in the Court of Claims was very active during the
fiscal year and the cases handled there were very important The
most important were the socalled Brooks Scanlon cases where the
amount recovered by the claimants was435992616 for the requisi
tion of 14 ships under construction during the war period The com
missioner for the Court of Claims gave a recommendation of a lia
bility of more than15000000 but the Court of Claims reduced it to
the amount above stated The active assistance of the bureau of law
was required by the Department of Justice and was rendered

Another most important case was that of the Atlantic Gulf Oil
Corporation v The United States involving a claim for damages on
account of breach of a fueloil contract The amount claimed was

5000000 The amount actually recovered was1700000
Besides rendering services in these two cases the Bureau of Law is

assisting the Department of Justice in 111 other Court of Claims
cases in many of which the evidence has been taken and preparations
are now being made for argument Others are now being litigated

During the year the controversy between the Virginia Shipbuild
ing Corporation and the United States was settled by the decision
of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit This case
originated in the District Court of the United States for the District
of Virginia and the controversy covered a spread of over20000000
Judgment had been rendered in favor of the Government for about
1158953353 An appeal was taken by the Virginia Shipbuilding
Corporation to the court of appeals and that court affirmed the
judgment Petition for certiorari to the Supreme Court was denied

In the same way the suit of the Groton Iron 1Vorks Co in the
District Court for the State of Connecticut was determined in favor
of the Government This involved a claim by the plaintiff of nearly
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11000000 and the decision of the district judge virtually wiped out
this claim

The suit of United States v Skinner Eddy Corporation was
prosecuted to a successful conclusion in the United States District
Court for the Western District of Washington The claims on both
sides aggregate something like 20000000 involving claims and
counterclaims The taking of testimony occupied over 100 days and
the record is enormous The auditor appointed by the court found
in favor of the Government for about1410000 leaving the question
of interest to be determined by the judge The judges determina
tion with the interest will bring the judgment up to the neighbor
hood of1600000 While the decision was favorable to the Govern
ment neither the auditor nor the judge gave favorable consideration
to the Governmentscontention that a claim of1635000 should not
be allowed and in consequence there will be an appeal by the Gov
ernment

All three of these cases were handled entirely by the legal repre
sentatives of the Shipping Board

Besides the above two other cases of great importance were suc
cessfully prosecuted by the Shipping Board The suit by the West
ern Union Telegraph Co claiming that the Merchant Fleet Corpo
ration was not entitled to the Government rate on telegrams as re
quired by the post roads act had been determined against the Govern
ment by the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia and by the
Court of Appeals of the District Certiorari was granted by the
Supreme Court of the United States and the Supreme Court reversed
the judgment below in an opinion which settles for all times the
status of the Merchant Fleet Corporation as a Government agency
As a result of this decision some 10 suits brought by various railroad
companies for recovery of the difference between the landgrant rate
and the ordinary commercial rate on shipments of Merchant Fleet
Corporation property were voluntarily dismissed

The other important case decided by the Supreme Court was the
West Aleta case There were three admiralty suits tried originally
in the United States District Court for the Northern District of

California The amount involved was approximately1000000 As
the cases had been affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit the Supreme Court granted certiorari and reversed
the judgments on the ground that the suits were barred because not
brought within the time required by the suits in admiralty act

In both of these cases in the Supreme Court the Bureau of Law
prepared the material for the briefs for the Department of Justice
and in the West Aleta case wrote the brief and argued the case

Another important litigation is the suit of the United States
against the city of Hoboken in the United States District Court for
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the District of New Jersey brought for injunction against the
efforts on the part of the city of Hoboken to sell the boardsHoboken
piers for the payment of taxes for the year 1920 This case was
prepared and tried by the Bureau of Law and has resulted in a favor
able opinion

The very important Bethlehem litigation will shortly be tried
There are six of these cases which will all be tried together at Phila
delphia As the amount involved covers a spread of about F27000000
and the questions of fact are extremely complicated and as many
questions of law have not yet been determined elaborate prepara
tions have been made during the past fiscal year for the trial of this
case in the fall of 1928 The proper preparation of these cases has
required a large personnel and great activity

Under the special appropriation for claims made by the independ
ent offices appropriation act approved February 11 1927 making
available until June 30 1928 for the same purposes and under the
same conditions the portion of the special claims appropriation for
the fiscal year 1923 the Shipping Board has disposed of five claims
during the fiscal year
Contracts and Opinions Division

There has been marked activity in the sale of hips during the
fiscal year ended June 30 1928 Four separate lines comprising 45
vessels were sold and a great many individual vessels were also sold
for unrestricted use This division is responsible riot only for the
preparation of proposals for sale and notices to bidders but in addi
tion thereto must prepare all conditions of sale contracts with bid
ders bills of sale preferred mortgages bonds and notes and actually
oversee all details with reference to the proper transfer of title of
the various vessels to the buyers as well as the proper authentication
of all mortgages and other documents required by law to accompany
a preferred mortgage for the deferred purchase price on the vessel
or vessels so sold while many of these documents are to a large
extent in standard form the contracts and other papers have to be
varied to suit the conditions of the particular case All of the con
tracts are very complicated and involve minute and detailed scrutiny
and care Moreover this division prepares all contracts for supplies
and stevedoring all managingagent contracts all leases all service
contracts all powers of attorney to foreign representatives and all
other formal papers This division also prepares all opinions that
may be required either by the Shipping Board or by the executive
departments of the Merchant Fleet Corporation During the fiscal
year there were 193 of these opinions all of which had to be reviewed
and passed upon by the general counsel All contracts are likewise
approved by the general counsel The number of contracts and other
instruments prepared during the fiscal year was 1053
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Admiralty Division

During the fiscal year ended June 30 1928 the admiralty division
disposed of 478 cases involving1015682124 In 150 cases in favor
of the board involving278973307 there was collected either by
way of settlements or judgments125055844 In 328 cases against
the board involving736708847 there was paid either by way of
settlements or judgments the sum of152005146 This includes 168
United States Protection and Indemnity Agency cases involving
claims against the board amounting to258834814 in which there
was paid by the board 2623350 The division received during the
year 288 new cases involving500345415 This includes 120 new
United States Protection and Indemnity Agency cases involving
213518358 There was a net reduction during the year of 190 in
the number of cases pending in the division and of515336739 in
the amount involved

There were pending in the admiralty division on June 30 1938 870
cases in litigation in courts of the United States involving 33246
33176 and in courts of foreign countries 132 cases involving2450
04857 These figures include 260 United States Protection and In
demnity Agency cases in litigation in this country involving5948
26177 and 60 United States Protection and Indemnity Agency cases
in litigation in courts of foreign countries involving 28806932
The foreign litigation is scattered over 21 different countries here
were also pending in the division 246 cases involving681578559
which were not in litigation In addition the division through its
New York office is handling 439 public vessel cases involving 15
97213745for other Government departments
Navigation Laws Division

This division during the past fiscal year has been occupied in the
further development and improvement of the proposed codification
of the navigation laws through conferences with bureaus and offices
of the Government concerned with the administration of these laws
as well as with legislative committees of organizations of steamship
owners marine underwriters shipbuilders admiralty attorneys and
licensed officers and with the marine departments of chambers of
commerce in various parts of the United States The director of
this division in September and October of 1927 visited the ports
of the Pacific coast to ascertain directly from those connected with
the shipping interests in that section their views as to the changes
in the shipping laws thought desirable by the different interests on
that coast

The Maritime Law Association of the United States through its
president the Hon Augustus F Hand presiding judge of the
Tinited fitatvs Circuit Court of Appeals Second Circuit has ap
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pointed a special committee of eight members of that association
representing the eight circuits having maritime questions before them
to collaborate in the draft of the amending bill and to appear before
the committees in Congress to further the enactment of the revised
code In addition most of the leading associations above referred to
have passed resolutions indorsing the codification and urging its
speedy enactment These resolutions will be presented to the appro
priate committees when the codification and the revising bill are
offered for the consideration of Congress

All governmental bureaus concerned have also collaborated in the
codification and are examining and revising the amending bill as it is
drafted and will it is believed without exception approve the work
and favor its amendment

Of the approximately 250 suggestions for changes in the naviga
tion laws which were selected from the much larger number received
from shipping interests in all parts of the United States as detailed
in the eleventh annual report of the Shipping Board there is being
drafted an omnibus bill to amend and revise the proposed codifica
tion which it is believed when enacted into law with the proposed
code will result in a merchant shipping act of the United States
which will meet the present needs of the shipping industry and will
have received as above stated the approval of the entire American
shipping industtv as well as of the governmental bureaus concerned
This amending bill is being issued and distributed in several parts as
drafted in mimeographed form to some 300 associations and in
dividuals who are interested in the matter Numerous confer
ences Have been and are being held to bring this amending bill which
changes the requirements of some 215 sections of the proposed codi
fication itself consisting of some 1400 sections into exact form
after which it will be redrafted into suitable farm for submission to
Congress and will be presented with proposed code to both Houses
of that body at the opening of the next session in December 1928
The proposed codification when so presented will include all pertinent
legislation of the last session of Congress
Miscellaneous

The Bureau of Law also has charge of all claims against surety
companies on bonds all collections on deferred payments and all
suits brought in the right of the Shipping Board or Merchant Fleet
Corporation against debtors or persons liable It has also rendered
assistance to the merchant marine planning committee of the Ship
ping Board which was organized pursuant to Senate Resolution 262
of July 3 1926 It is also charged with the responsibility of main
taining elaborate files both of present and past cases docketing all
cases preparation of reports and other data and in addition has
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charge of the custody of all original contracts and other instruments
as well as the preparation of copies thereof for distribution to the
various representatives of the board and Merchant Fleet Corporation
for action It also passes on practically all settlements made by the
board and Merchant Fleet Corporation as well as all write offs and
cancellations of accounts of doubtful debtors about 250 settlements
writeoffs and cancellations having been handled during the year
The bureau also acts in an advisory capacity for the other depart
ments of the board and Merchant Fleet Corporation in regard to the
functions and activities of the various bureaus and from time to
time renders special advice and assistance to the commissioners of
the board and to the officers of the Merchant Fleet Corporation

The Bureau of Law desires to express its appreciation for the co
operation and consideration received from the Attorney General and
the Department of Justice in all of the many legal problems in which
the Shipping Board and Merchant Fleet Corporation are interested

BUREAU OF FINANCE

The Bureau of Finance was reorganized during January 1928
upon appointment of present director Plans were made for sys
tematic study of the result of operation of the Shipping Boards
fleet from a financial standpoint including a scrutiny of voyage
results by ships lines and agents

The bureau keeps a record of the activities of each operator and
of each trade route making special note of trend of profit or loss for
individual operators Financial summaries showing revenue and
expense in connection with ship operation during 1928 as well as
treasurers statement showing cash receipts and disbursements of
the Merchant Fleet Corporation will be found in the appendix

During the past few months a special drive was made to reduce
the number of accounts receivable especially old accounts with the
result that this item has been reduced from approximately 97
000000 in 1927 to 62500000 in 1928 with definite prospects for still
greater reduction in following months

The bureau is taking particular interest in collection of long out
standing accounts resulting from construction requisition or opera
tion of ships during and immediately following the war many of
which are involved in complicated and extended disputes over con
tracts cancellations or sales and in process of litigation Definite
progress toward settlement of many of these cases has been made
but a number of them remain open In this connection the bureau
has been active in liquidating accounts which had remained in a dor
mant state for a number of years and has established a definite
policy in handling requests for extension on notes and securities
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An investigation into the condition of housing mortgages was
made with a view to closing out these and various other old accounts
resulting from housing and sanitary problems during the war con
struction program this work is still in progress especially in the
collection of delinquent accounts and the disposition of lots and
housing properties

The Bureau of Finance also takes an active part in the administra
tion of the construction loan fund especially as regards financial
statements terms conditions etc Approximately 16000000 has
been loaned from this fund thus far to eight companies

Revenue from operation and sale of ships real estate interest on
securities notes receivable mortgages etc are set forth in the
treasurers statement in Table VII of Appendix Expenses for
operation and reconditioning of ships and various other disburse
ments are also included in this statement particular attention

is invited to receipts and proceeds from securities accepted for sales
of yes els and of real estate equipment surplus and other materials
the collection of which has the special attention of the Burean of
Finance

BUREAU OF RESEARCH

The principal activities of the bureau during the fiscal year were
the recording of data pertaining to the movement of more than
100000000 cargo tons of freight and1000000 passengers transported
during this period by upwards of 6000 ships making 60000 entrances
and clearances in the foreignintercoastal and noncontiguous trades
of the United States and the maintenance of current records re

garding the approximately 20000 vessels which constitute the worlds
merchant fleet of steam and motor vessels of 1000 gross tons and
over This work involved the detailed analysis of 125000 reports
received from collectors of customs and vessel operators Other
duties performed included compilations from these records research
studies on water transportation shipping ship construction and
allied subjects the preparation of educational material and the
conduct of educational exhibits

In this connection it is worthy of note that the lists of world

ports and world products contained in the cumulative records of the
Bureau of Research are now probably the most comprehensive in
existence in the United States The port lists include approximately
300 ports in continental United States 400 in noncontiguous United
States territory and 1500 in foreign countries The lists of products
name more than 2000 commodities

Owing to the exacting specialized and technical work of the bu
reau an adequate and competent personnel is essential to the proper
performance of its duties Some difficulty is experienced in securing
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employees possessing the qualifications necessary to maintain estab
lished standards and insure the progress required by the constantly
increasing demands upon the facilities of the bureau

During the fiscal year 1928 26 regular periodical reports were
published with a distribution of nearly 30000 copies to Shipping
Board and other Government officials shipping companies railway
companies port authorities financial commercial and educational
institutions In addition 261 special reports were prepared of
which 82 were prepared for the Shipping Board 93 for other Go
ernnnent agencies 10 for congressional use 2 for steamship companies
8 for railways 8 for periodicals 3 for port authorities and 42 for
commercial educational and other organizations

As a rule the Bureau of Research does not present detailed reviews
of regular or special studies completed annually Exception to the
rule is made with respect to two major studies that have been com
pleted during the year One of these deals with the types of Ships
that carry the United States foreign trade the other is a discussion
of nationalaid programs adopted by various nations in favor of their
national shipping The first of these will be reviewed herein as a
matter of record since its issuance as a public document is not feasible
due to the voluminous data contained therein as well as to certain

technical difficulties of presentation The national aid study is issued
in a limited edition

The ForeignTrade CarrierSpecial Report No 740

In answer to constantly recurring questions as to the type of ship
required to carry the foeign trade of the United States an extensive
survey of the equipment on which such foreign trade flows was
undertaken with the object of shooing how high freight or low freight
cargo gravitates toward certain types of ships The basis for the
study was the United States foreigntrade movement from January
1 to December 31 1926 The scope includes everv ship and cargo
that entered or cleared a United States port during that period The
result is contained on 237 closely tabulated 18 by 23 inch sheets
and is divided into five general parts

Part I is a summary of the distribution of the total foreign trade
of the United States to passenger general cargo bulls carrier and
special types of ships divided into dead weight capacity draft
speed and nationality groups 29054 entrances and 29416 clearances
including 39793 foreigntrade cargoes of 113000000 tons were
analyzed 5761 ships of 26336895 gross tons took part in this
movement There were 440 combination passenger and cargo ships
of3835000 gross tons 4096 general cargo ships of 18051000 gross
tons 52 refrigerator ships of 377000 gross tons 595 tankers of
3706000 gross tons 348 sailing vessels of 251000 gross tons 3
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tanker barges of 923 gross tons and 227 barges and scows carrying
general cargo of 86500 gross tons

Part II is a detailed list of particulars of each vessel engaged in
the United States foreign trade in world alphabetical order under
general capacity and machinery divisions General particulars in
clude nationality type age length breadth draft material and
classification Capacity particulars include gross net and dead
weight tonnage cubic capacity according to bate grain and refrig
eration measurements and passenger capacity Machinery particu
lars include engines boilers fuel type and capacity type of propul
sion and speed Of the total gross tonnage employed that of British
nationality was 3843 per cent of the total that of the United States
2183 per cent of the total that of Italy and Norway 566 per cent
and 544 per cent respectively

Part III consists of an analysis of the foreigntrade shipping
equipment by nationalities and by age groupings of each nationality

Part IV gives particulars of individual ships similar to Part II
but limited to overseas ships and tabulated by national groups
instead of by world alphabetical grouping

Part V shows the flow of high freight and low freight cargoes
This is a close analysis of the flow of 11 low freight and 11 high
freight import commodity groups and 9 high freight and 11 Iow
freight export commodity groups showing how commodity groups
gravitate toward certain types of vessels according to speed Speed
and commodity division is presented by total summary by overseas
cargo only by Shipping Board ships by independent United States
ships and by ships of more than 30 foreign nationalities
Government Aid to Shipping and Shipbuilding

In seeking methods by which United States shipping and ship
building might officially be aided in overcoming natural economic
handicaps encountered in their efforts to establish themselves as a
factor in the foreign trade of the Nation the search has led naturally
to a study of the policies of other nations in this respect Such
policies form a highly controversial subject Conclusions based upon
similar facts are widely divergent

A study of foreign shippingaid policies was undertaken based
upon direct expenditures officially recorded and calculated according
to provision of law and contract Seven nations were considered

namely the United States the United Kingdom France Germany
Italy Japan and Spain The total amounts expended were com
piled on a dollar basis The economic or political reasons usually
advanced in support of such expenditures were discussed Indirect
means of aid were listed and discussed The war period was elimi
nated from the calculations Conclusions as to the probable value of
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such national policies were limited to each nation concerned on the
basis of its own experience

All outstanding nationalaid programs have taken place since 1880
beginning with the French law of 1881 upon which most subsequent
legislation by other nations had been based During the 48 year
period from 1880 to 1927 excluding war years and postwar programs
based upon war exigencies the national governments of the seven
nations studied have expended approximatel 992000000 in public
funds in various forms of aid to merchant shipping and shipbuilding
The French Government provided the greatest amount 371000000
for bounty and subvention programs of various types while the
United States stands at the bottom of the list with 32000000 for
oceanmail contracts based upon the ocean mail act of 1891 and the
merchant marine act of 1920

Of the total sums expended by these nations the mailcontract prin
ciple required the largest amount Thus 643000000 went for mail
contracts 262000000 for navigation bounties and 86000000 for
construction bounties

A separate chapter dealing with the history and trend of Govern
ment loans and guaranties was added discussing the transition from
tramp to liner services with a brief statement of the action of all
nations that have set aside public funds for private loan purposes
to the shipping or shipbuilding industries

The study is entitled Shipping and the State and all tabular
matter is summarized in a separately bound summary The publica
tion is issued in a 282page mimeographed form in a closely limited
and registered edition of 500 copies
Educational Exhibits

Since August 1 1927 21 educational exhibits were displayed at
fairs and expositions All material used in these exhibits was pre
pared by the Bureau of Research and representatives of the bureau
conducted them assisted at most points by representatives from the
district offices of the United States Lines and Merchant Fleet Cor
poration Approximately 100000 copies of literature dealing with
the problems of the United States merchant marine were distributed
and 400000 copies of Merchant Fleet Corporation and United States
Lines advertising matter were also distributed

The exhibits required 142 exhibit days with a total attendance of
5000000 persons It is estimated that approximately3000000 per
sons most of them from the midwest thus had the work of the
Shipping Board brought to their attention Radio talks and news
paper publicity greatly increased the effect of the exhibit program

Following is the list of fairs and expositions at which the Ship
ping Board has maintained exhibits
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Date Location Description Estrnatedattendance

1021

duglY AnrOra Ill Centlal Males Expa5ltlan I 150000

Aug 2027 pnogueld Ill llbuouadeFaar 300000

Aug 24Sept 2 Des Moores lmva rule lair 0 300000
Aug 29L Sept 2 I NAhvaukee R is Nurunsm ante Farr 300000

Do I Columbus Oluo oluo btate llair 300000350000Sept 310 limeaebrneA inneaPab I Mm ota StateFair
Sept 42 innL

Nieluvanastate 300 ow
Sept Detnit MateFF 500000

Sept 12 LohHuron S llak SouthemDakoba StateFairouthba 300000
Sept 1723 nutchinson Pans Kansas State Fmr 150 No
Sept 1N24 9pring0eld Nina Eastern State Exposition 250000
Sept 20Oct l MitchellSDali CornIalace Exposition 150000

Do IBirrninghanb Ala Alabama State Fmr 1 IDQ000
Oct 3S Bkbnumd Yn Nlutim St W F au 150 ow
Oct523 Iatlas Tea i 1eas State Far 500000
Oct 1222 Memphis Tenn TnState Fair and National llmry show 300000
Oct 22NOV IIoeqrex Cotten PNace lvp 250000
Nov 10i0 II t Tex Sa ulluth Texas State Fair 100000
Nov 1120 FranSean Franusco Calif Pacific Foreign Travel Ezpasitaon 70000
Nov 2UDee 3 Chicago Ill Tnternational lavectock11tian 70000
Dec 5S do National Farm Bureau Exposition 10000

Total 5000000

During the past year there has been a general revival of interest
throughout the entire country in matters pertaining to our national
shipping as evinced by the numerous requests that have been received
from educational institutions foreign trade and shipping organiza
tions newspapers and periodical for material to be used in the
preparation of theses monograph a rticlea addresses radio talk and
debates on this subject The bureau has supplied this information
in the force of various compilations articles and graphs

The Bureau of Research is represented on the packing and siowage
aaanmlittee of the Department of Commerce the committee on sta
tistics of waterborne foreign commerce organized by the Chief
Coordinator the Permanent International association of Navigation
Congresses and the merchant marine planning committee

SECRETlry

During the pat fiscal Year the work of the secretal Y office h1
cluded the following activities
1 Recorded all minutes of meetings of the Shipping Board
2 Prepared and presented to the board b formal docket or

otherwise all cases which required the boardsattention
3 Acted as custodian of the files records and seal of the board
4 Issued orders under section 9 of the shipping act 1014 as

amended

5 Prepared for the board or committee thereof cases which
arose tinder section 30 Subsection O a merchant marine act 1920
conducted investigations in connection therewith and issued formal
orders thereunder
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G Prepared as Budget officer for the consideration of the board
and transmittal to Congress estimate for appropriations required
by the board

7 Examined and took administrative action on vouchers cov
ering salaries and expenses of employees of the Shipping Board by
direction of the chairman

3 Maintained jurisdiction over the service divisions of the board
such as mails duplicating library files chief clerks division person
nel division etc and general office management
9 Supervised communications telegrams cables etc
10 Under direction of chairman exercised supervision over the

personnel of the Shipping Board
11 Assisted special committees of the board in preparing data

and holding hearings in connection with various matters affecting
the board
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MERCHANT FLEET CORPORATION

ORGANIZATION

On October 13 1927 as the result of action of the United States
Shipping Board the board of trustees of the Merchant Fleet Cor
poration which for several years had been composed of officials of
the corporation was dissolved and the commissioners of the United
States Shipping Board were elected members of the board of trus
tees Simultaneously the chairman and vice chairman of the Ship
ping Board became the president and rice president of the Merchant
Fleet Corporation and the designation of the former president was
changed to vice president and general manager The practical re
sult of these changes was that the members of the United States
Shipping Board became in name that which they had for some time
really been in practice i e the board of directors of the corporation
The administrative control and responsibilities formerly exercised
by the president of the corporation passed to the vice president and
general manager practically without change

Aside from these changes in the board of trustees and changes in
titles there was very little modification of the organization of the
Merchant Fleet Corporation described in last years annual report
The corporation continued to function under the supervision of the
rice president and general manager through the vice president in
charge of administration and the vice president in charge of opera
tions The only changes made in the home office during the year were
of minor importance The advertising division was transferred from
the traffic department under the jurisdiction of the vice president
for operations to the executive department under the jurisdiction
of the vice president for administration and a division was made of
the stevedoring and terminals division under the vice president for
operations creating a stevedoring division and a terminals and real
estate division An organization chart of the Merchant Fleet Cor
poration as of June 30 1928 will be found on the opposite page

No changes were made in the domestic districts of the Merchant
Fleet Corporation but as a result of the sale of all cargo lines operat
ing from the west coast of the United States most of the corpora
tions activities in that location will shortly cease and changes in
west coast districts will follow

75
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With the approval of the Shipping Board important changes were
made in the organization of the Merchant Fleet Corporation in Eu
rope To decentralize the existing organization and to relieve the
director for Europe of the responsibility for numerous details which
could be more properly handled elsewhere provision was made for
the establishment of three separate district organizations in Europe
The first of these the district of western Europe embraces the Brit
ish Isles and France the second the district of central Europe in
cludes central and northern Europe while the third the district
of southern Europe covers Spanish African and European Medi
terranean ports A district director has charge of each of these three
field districts for immediate supervision and direction of all activities
of the Merchant Fleet Corporation in these locations The district
directors are responsible in matters of administration and policy to
the director for Europe who has his headquarters in London While
no material change was made in the organization of the United States
Lines in Europe it was arranged that activities of this line pertain
ing to operations and supply would be under the immediate super
vision of the several district directors of the Merchant Fleet Corpora
tion thus eliminating a certain amount of duplication which had
previously existed Developments have proved the desirability of
these changes in the European organization which when in full
effect should result in a reduction of approximately 40000 in the
European pay rolls of the Merchant Fleet Corporation

Except as noted above the relations between the United States
Lines and the Merchant Fleet Corporation are unchanged and fol
low closely the description contained in the annual report for the
fiscal year 1927

The accompanying organization chart shows 22 lines of vessels
other than the United States Lines which were being operated by
managing operators under the direct supervision of the Merchant
Fleet Corporation on June 30 1928 While this is but one less line
than reported last year several lines have been sold one new line has
been established and several services have been subdivided into a
greater number of new lines as described later in this report

As previously stated in October 1927 the members of the United
States Shipping Board also became members of the board of trustees
of the Merchant Fleet Corporation and this arrangement prevailed at
the close of the fiscal year 1925 At the time this change was made
the following persons were elected officers of the Merchant Fleet
Corporation to serve until the next annual meeting of the stock
holders in April 1929
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Yresident T V OConnor

Vice president E C Plummer

Vice president and general manager A C Dalton

Vice president administration J C Jenkins

Vice president operations E A Kelly

Treasurer E H Schmidt

General comptroller D S Morrison

Secretary Samuel Goodacre

On May 15 1928 Mr Heber M Wells was appointed acting
treasurer and on May 22 1928 he was appointed treasurer in place
of Mr F H Schmidt deceased Otherwise the above officers con
tinued to serve at the close of the fiscal year

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE YEARS ACTIVITIES

Ship Sales

The ship sales division which is charged with negotiating the sale
of vessel property under policies laid down by the Shipping Board
continued to function under practically the same policies as have
governed it for the past several years

Sales for the fiscal rear 1928 totaled 67 vessels Of these 65 were
cago vessels 17 of which were sold for unrestricted operation 47 for
restricted operation on trade routes and one for unrestricted service
with the buyer obligated to perform certain betterments to make the
vessel a more practical unit in the merchant marine The other two
sales cover one refrigerator ship for unrestricted operation and one
small exenemy combined passenger and cargo ship

In addition to the foregoing one Laketype vessel and a small
launch were transferred to other Government departments without
exchange of funds The sale of the American West African Line
was also authorized but the sales agreement was not executed before
the end of the fiscal year and this award which includes 10 ships
and the floating equipment in use and under contract by the line is
not included in the total sales for the fiscal year 1928

The cargo vessels sold for unrestricted operation range from the
smaller Laketype vessels of 3610 dead weight tons to vessels in the
5000 dead weight ton range These vessels for the most part will be
operated in the intercoastal trade

Forty five of the fortyseven vessels for restricted operation are in
cluded in the sale of four lines the gua ranteed service period in each
case being for fire rears dating from the delivery date of the first ship
These lines include the American Scantic Line which operates be
tween New York and Scandinavia and Baltic Sea ports the Ameri

can AustraliaOrient Line operating from Pacific coast ports to New
Zealand and Australia and between California ports and Japan
China and the Philippines the Oregon Oriental Line operating
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between Portland Oreg and Japan China and Philippines and
the American Oriental Mail Line operating cargo ships between
Puget Sound ports and Japan China and the Philippines Of the
total of 45 vessels sold for such services delivery of 28 had been

completed at the end of the fiscal year
The other two vessels sold for restricted operation were to aug

ment the service of the American Export Line which operates an
Americanflag service between North Atlantic ports and the Mediter
ranean which service it purchased from the United States Shipping
Board in 1925

A statement showing the various classes of tonnage sold names of
vessels names of purchasers sales prices and conditions tinder which
sales were made is included as Table I of the appendix to this report

Three contracts entered into in previous years were modified viz
The purchaser of the Lake Galewood the Peninsula State Steamship
Corporation was released from its agreement to perform alterations
andor betterments to the vessel upon the payment of 8000 addi
tional making the net return for the vessel equal its basic sales price
of 33000 The Standard Oil Co of California was released from its
obligations to Dieselize the tank steamer Distract of Co7winbia upon
payment of 31737050 additional or a total for the tanker of 492
133 as a steamer Ford Motor Co which bought 199 vessels in 1925
on a scrapping basis was permitted to Dieselize one Laketype vessel
to operate two takers as steamers and to convert 15 takers to barges
the additional amount paid on account of these modifications of the
original contract being 182940
Extent of Vessel Operations

During the fiscal year 1927 there was an unusual demand for ton
nage due to conditions brought about by the British coal strike and
by the record breaking grain and cotton movements from the Gulf
and South Atlantic ports of the United States By the early part
of the fiscal year 1928 these temporary conditions had passed and
many of the additional vessels which had been assigned to meet the
unusual demands were redelivered to the Merchant Fleet Corpora
tion by managing operators A further reduction in the number of
vessels in operation during the fiscal year 1928 was caused by the
sales of the four cargo services mentioned above for which deliveries
to purchasers were more than half completed by the end of the fiscal
year These facts explain the reduction from a total of 273 cargo and
passenger ships in active operation on June 30 1927 to a total of
230 such vessels active on June 30 1928 These totals do not include
vessels assigned to operators but temporarily inactive of which there
were 19 on June 30 1927 and 20 on June 30 1928
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Several changes were made in the assignments of lines and services
during the fiscal year Two lines the American Dixie Line oper
ating from Texas and east Gulf ports to the United Kingdom and
the American Premier Line operating from Texas and east Gulf
ports to the Mediterranean were divided into four lines Two of
these the Texas Ukay Line and the Texas Mediterranean Line were
assigned to a managing operator with headquarters in Texas while
the other two the Dixie U K Line and the Dixie Mediterranean Line
were turned over to a managing operator in New Orleans The
American Pioner Line which operated from North Atlantic and Gulf
ports to the Orient was divided into two separate services from the
North Atlantic and from the Gulf which were assigned to two opera
tors one in New York and the other in New Orleans The two new
services continued under the name of the American Pioneer

Line but are distinguished as the Atlantic Division and Gulf Divi
sion of this line By these changes in assignment the benefits of local
interest resulting from lines being handled by operators native to
the home ports of the service were obtained

A new service was inaugurated during the fiscal year Heretofore
no American flag service has been operated directly between North
and South Atlantic ports of the United States and ports in northern
Brazil the center of the cocoa business The American Brazil Line
was therefore created and assigned to the Colombian Steamship Co
Inc for operation in this service with a schedule calling for
monthly sailings This line began its operations in the latter part of
the fiscal year and completed its first voyage in June 1928

Due to the withdrawal of a large number of cargo vessels from
operation during the fiscal year 1928 the number of voyages com
pleted by cargo and passenger vessels dropped from a total of 1290
for the fiscal year 1927 to 1208 for the following fiscal year This
comparison however does not give an entirely proper picture of the
activities in the fiscal year 1928 since conditions in the preceding
year were quite abnormal A better idea is obtained by comparing
the number of voyages in the fiscal year 1926 not counting voyages
of lines which have since been sold and delivered with the corre
sponding total in the fiscal year 1928 Such comparison shows that
in 1926 there were 1123 cargo and passenger voyages whereas in the
fiscal year 1928 there were 1208 such voyages It is evident there
fore that although vessel activities in 1928 did not reach the high
point established in 1927 they materially exceeded the activities in
the fiscal year 1926

Total Results of Operations

The total operating loss for the Merchant Fleet Corporation for
the fiscal year 1928 was approximately 16279000 This amount
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exceeds by about 350000 the loss reported in the preceding year
when revenues were unusually high due to the demand for tonnage
and other special conditions prevailing at that time The 1928
operating loss compares quite satisfactorily with the results in other
years since in 1924 the loss approximatedx41000 in 1925 it was
about 30000000 and in 1926 it was about 19000000 Part of this
large reduction in losses is clue to the savings incident to the sale of
passenger and cargo lines but a very definite part is the direct result
of improvements in services which have been accomplished in recent
years

A statement of profit and loss for the fiscal year 1928 showing the
operating results for the various types of vessels and for other activi
ties of the Merchant Fleet Corporation is included as Table 1 in
the appendix to this report
Cost of Maintaining Cargo Services

For cargo and combined passenger and cargo services excluding
the United States Lines the total loss was 16926000 in the fiscal
year 1928 This loss includes both voyage results and expenses of
inactive vessels The 1928 cost represents a reduction of about
1364000 from the 1927 figure and an even greater reduction of
nearly2500000 from the corresponding cost in the fiscal year 1926

Direct comparison of 1928 results with those reported in 1927 is
of little relative value because of the unusual conditions which pre
vailed in the earlier year The expenses of preparing vessels for
operation were unusually heavy in that year clue to the large number
of vessels added to the active fleet and voyage results in many cases
were better than usual due to the high revenues received on account
of increases in rates incident to the coal strike in Great Britain

Voyage losses in the fiscal year 1928 exceeded those in the preceding
year but inactive vessel expenses were very much reduced so that a
smaller deficit resulted in 1928 for cargo and passenger and cargo
operations

Conditions in the fiscal year 1926 more nearly correspond to those
In 1928 and comparison of operating results in these two years pro
duces interesting facts If voyages of lines which have since been
sold and delivered are omitted from consideration and the voyage
results for only those lines which were in complete operation in both
1926 and 1928 are considered it is found that While there were about
200 more voyages for these services in 1928 than in 1926 the voyage
losses decreased near y3000000 This improvement results from
the combination of i creased revenues and decreased expenses An
increase of1793000 ns of cargo and12558000 in revenue is noted
between 1926 and 19 while several items of voyage expenses show
gratifying decreases n the latter year
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From the above it is evident that in 1928 a much more extensive
service was rendered by the lines in full time operation than was
the case in 1926 and this was accomplished with a reduced cost to
the Government

Operating Results for the United States Lines

The net result of the operations of the United States Lines during
the fiscal year 1928 was a loss of 465000 which includes the share
of administrative expenses of the Merchant Fleet Corporation
charged to these activities The United States Lines include the
Leviathan George Washington Republic President Harding and
President Roosevelt and in the latter part of the fiscal year the
America returned to active operation after extensive reconditioning
These vessels are the only fast passenger vessels owned by the Ship
ping Board and except for tankers are the only vessels operated
directly by the Merchant Fleet Corporation rather than through
managing operators

The operating loss of 465000 in 1928 does not compare favorably
on the surface with the net profit of 371000 which was reported
in the preceding fiscal year but there are a number of special con
ditions which untst be given consideration in comparing the results
in these two years In 1927 three of the veaseLs in the Bremen rerv
ice of the United States Lines were operated in their regular service
throughout the year without bein laid up nhile in 1938 each of
these vessels wa in lay tip for a period and in addition two of theist
were transferred from their regular service to make Mediterranean
cruises The fact that these vessels were not laid up during 1927
made it necessary for them to be made availablo in MS for repair
work Furthermore it way determined it 19X7 that the Prr iilrnt
Harding and President Roosevelt were riot desirable types of vessels
for operation in the New York Bremen service during the winter
months For these reasOna it was necessary in 1928 to change the
1927 operating schedules of the United state Lind aml iucna
expenses resulted which led to greater losses than in the preceding
year During the 1928 layup repairs were made to the Leviathan
P esidetit Roosevelt and President Harding which have already
resulted in reduced operating costs and which will be the means of
further economies in the future

An idea of the improved operating results of the United States
Lines in recent years may be obtained by comparing the coiubined
operating results for this line in the fiscal years 1927 and 1928 with
the corresponding total for the fiscal years 1925 and 1926 The net
loss for the 1927 and 1928 period was 94000 whereas the loss for the
195 and 1926 period was3812000 showing an improvement of
3718000 in favor of the more recent period
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These figures take account of all operating repair and better
ment costs layup expenses all overhead costs of the United States
Lines and a proper share of the administrative expenses of the
Merchant Fleet Corporation but do not include interest or
depreciation
Other Operating Results

Profits from tanker operations decreased from 782000 in the
fiscal year 1927 to 165000 in 1928 This large decrease was caused
by the very much depressed condition of the tanker market which
led to the withdrawal of tankers from activities in the commercial

field and the limiting of their services practically to the handling of
fuel oil for the account of the Merchant Fleet Corporation

Miscellaneous income which heretofore has been derived princi
pally from the operation of Army bases interest and fuel sales
decreased from1286000 in 1927 to 894000 in 1928 due largely
to the fact that in 1928 by a ruling of the Comptroller General of
the United States the Merchant Fleet Corporation was not permitted
to use the interest earned on bank balances

Modification of Operating Agreement 1924

The operating agreement 1924 under which all cargo vesseh and
the combined passenger and cargo vessels of the American Merchant
Lines are operated originally provided for 712 per cent commi ion
on outward and 3 per cent on inward cargo revenue These rates
applied to all operators and it has long been realized that this ar
rangement was not entirely equitable and that through it some of a
tors were obtaining large profits while others could barely meet the
administrative expenses of their organizations from the commissioni
they received

With the view to relieving this situation and to providing an
incentive for managing operators to keep expenses at a minimum
as well as to increase revenues recommendations were submitted to
the Shipping Board early in the fiscal year 1928 for a profit sharing
plan and a hemp sum plan of compensation for managing operators
In submitting these plans it was further recommended that if neither
was adopted by the Shipping Board readjustment of the percentage
commissions applying to each of the managing operators should be
made to suit the special conditions prevailing in each trade

In October 1927 the Shipping Board directed that the Merchant
Fleet Corporation submit recommendations for readjustment of the
percentage commissions designated in the agreements with various
managing operators A committee consisting of the vice president
for administration vice president for operations and the assistant to
the vice president and general manager was accordingly formed to
give consideration to this matter The first service considered by this
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committee was the American Diamond Line for which they recom
mended that commissions on outward cargo revenue be increased
from 712 per cent to 9 per cent and commissions on inward cargo
revenue from 3 per cent to 712 per cent These increases were recom
mended in view of the low cargo rates prevailing in this trade The
revised commissions were approved by the Shipping Board and the
managing operators agreement was revised effective November 9
1927

At a later date the committee submitted a report recommending
that the commissions on outward cargo revenue for practically all
the Gulf services be reduced from 712 per cent to 612 per cent and
that the commissions on homeward cargoes which in these services
are very small be increased from 3 per cent to 6 per cent to encourage
special efforts in obtaining such cargoes It was further recom
mended that no change be made in the commissions paid to managing
operators on North and South Atlantic services except in the case
of the New YorkLondon service of the American Merchant Lines
For this service it was recommended that the commission on outward

cargo revenue be reduced from 7 per cent to 6 per cent and the
commission on mail revenue from 712 percent to 5 percent It was
estimated that these rearrangements of commissions would amount to
a net reduction of approximately 200000 in the amounts paid by the
Merchant Fleet Corporation to the various managing operators

The above recommendations of this committee were approved by
the Shipping Board April 4 1928 after a special hearing had been
held which was attended by several managing operators The
changes in operating agreements with managing operators made
necessary by this action had practically all been executed prior to
the close of the fiscal year 1928 the changes in commissions being
effective as of May 1 1928

As a result of these changes the operating agreements now in effect
provide for commissions which are believed to be fairer to both the
managing operators and to the Government than those previously in
effect In each case it has been the aim of the Merchant Fleet Cor

poration to provide commissions which not only cover the proper ad
ministrative expenses of managing operators but also allow them a
reasonable margin of profit
Settlement of Inactive Accounts

Early in the fiscal year a committee consisting of the vice presi
dent for administration and representatives of the legal comptrol
lers and finance departments was organized to review the inactive
accounts receivable appearing on the books of the corporation

This committee met at frequent intervals at the call of the vice
president and as a result of its recommendations the inactive ac
counts receivable have been substantially reduced
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The inactive accounts which were closed as the result of action
by this committee and the accounts settled by the collection division
in the regular course of its business are combined in a statement
contained on page 102 of this report

PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE YEAR IN OPERATIONS AND SUPPLY

Fuel Conservation

The program of fuel conservation as followed in previous years
was continued and resulted in additional savings in the operation
of the fleet The honor rolls and honorablemention rolls of chief

engineers and masters for the two halves of the calendar year 1927
were issued Masters and chief engineers whose names appeared
on honor rolls were given a bonus of 50 each Of the vessels listed
on the honor roll for the period ended December 31 1927 2 had
been on 6 previous rolls 4 on 5 previous rolls 3 had been listed
4 times 11 listed 3 times 9 listed twice 10 once before and 11
succeeded in reaching this honor for the first time

The results of efforts toward fuel conservation are indicated by
comparison of the average efficiency rating of 87 per cent for the
fleet in 1922 under somewhat more lenient standards and the rating
of 954 per cent for the fleet during the second half of the calendar
year 1927 Comparison of fuel consumption during the first and
second halves of 1927 indicate that in the latter period reduction
in oil amounted to 206109 barrels and in coal to 1684 tons which
at the current prices in that period indicate a saving of about
341000

Centralized Purchasing

The system of centralized purchasing which was described in
the annual report for the fiscal year 1927 was continued throughout
the fiscal year 1928 The total value of purchases made by Merchant
Fleet Corporation offices exclusive of bunker fuel and office supplies
and equipment was approximately5512000 of which2900000
was for the account of the United States Lines

The district offices of the supply department continued to extend
their purchasing operations by contracting where possible for the
requirements of the managing operators at domestic ports Pur
chases made by managing operators on these contracts amount to
approximately2750000 on which an approximate saving of 8 per
cent is estimated Purchases made by managing operator on con
tracts negotiated by the Washington office under the centralized pur
chase plan for lubricating oils paints packing manila rope fire
brick etc amounted to1330000 at a saving of approximately
515000 when compared to the cost of these commodities at current
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wholesale market prices The inspection of subsistence items by the
United States Department of Agriculture was continued and in
spectors were also employed at larger ports to check other consum
able stores purchased under the contract plan This assures a better
grade of supplies of more Uniform quality than when purchased by
the individual managing operators The contract plan of purchas
ing was also extended to the larger European ports for subsistence
stores and laundry work
Fuel Purchases and Issues

The following tabulation shows by ports the quantity of bunker
fuel oil and coal purchased under contracts and on the market for
the fiscal year ended June 30 1928 the number of bunker deliveries
at each port and a comparison of contract prices as of June 30
1927 and June 301928

FUEL OIL

DOVESnc PORTS

Boston
New York
New York United States I
Philadelphia

BaltimoreCharlestonSavannahJacksonville
Key west
Tampa
Port Tampa
New Orleans

GalvestonIloustoPort Arthur
Baytown
San Pedro

OPEN 314REET

Miscellaneous ports

Total

United Kmgdom
Southampton
United States Lines
European continental ports
Algiers United Stales Line
Aden
Dakar

NordenhamHamburg
Las Palmas
Antwerp

Port SaidBuenos Anes
Trinidad

St vuicen0
Copenhagen
Open market

Total

Quantity Cost
Number

of bunkerdeliver ContractpriceJune 30 1927 Contractprice June
30 1928

BarrelsIN 671 15633515 43 170 115
1112259 168535318 205 165 115

mes 1362263773386 207890511103342710 165121 165165 115105
136622182343 2000675326150623 2939 Market160 Market110
124602 15897651 32 Market 105

86575 11064474 18 do 110
1579 205224 2 do 115

la 315 18 MS 12 3 do 095

20501 2186343 3 do 090
776 M8 211640067 256 145 085

21310747494 1508875926832637 1699 145145 085Market
624690 69888757 77 Market 080
53504 5574859 15 135 075

i
795976 64984384 124 0805 0785

152449 23425604 50 Market Market

8 110594783 1136

24744 6228559 19 696 ton 60 ton

319636 74856500 14 676 ton 55 ton

55914 13326639 42 05 ton 551ton
s 16234 3003290 4 50ton

1723641505 41575658852317 419 656 ton656 ton 51 ton551 ton
17972 3648316 19 65 ton 55 ton

1 93832999 8978627790002 110 o2fitonl MI ton551 ton

25667749733073 3938116163210991357811 313121
15
2155 barrel

1095 ton
2135 barrel

62796 1495389 3 70 ton 541 tonton
139961 3602748 10 ten MMarket

i 20977 5240891 8 MMarketa Do

686W 151954028 225
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BUNKER COAL

The following tabulation shows the fueloil storage stations owned
and leased which were in operation during the fiscal year ended
June 30 1928 the quantity issued at each station the number of
bunker deliveries the total value of the oil issued at each station and
comparison of prices as of June 30 1927 and June 30 1928

Number Issue Issue

value of bun price price
ker de June 30 June 30
liveries 1927 1928

DOMESTIC POETS I Barrels

Quantity Cost
Number

of bunker Contract price Contractprim June

630026 81536778

deliveries June30 192 30 1928

DOMESTIC PORTS

296875 31171875 55 105

Barrels

94575305 34 105

New York 46901 22668634 53 604 t i b 569 t i b
New York United State Lines 56939 35685736 22 630 t 1 b 604 t 1 b
Philadelphia 2001 1035006 10 Market Market
Baltimore 1087 570388 4 do Do
Norfolk 0263 37391711 110 do Do

Miscellaneous ports 985 683470 2 do Do

Total 1 98 201

220
6458 935745 5 180 130

FOREIGN PORTS

Bremerhaven United States Lines 48415 264 27549 15 24 t i b 20111 t L b
Ardrossan 6219 2519302 6 101 ob 153 f G b
Glasgow 17921 7520818 19 1510 f o b 15
Liverpool 9709 43 51793 8 184 b 18 f o b
Manehector 35044 15680956 33 Market 173 f a b
Rotterdam S313 10 S8 11 1111 f b 18 t L b
Miscellaneous ports 16014 7191676 21 Market Market

Total 135635 64755782 112

The following tabulation shows the fueloil storage stations owned
and leased which were in operation during the fiscal year ended
June 30 1928 the quantity issued at each station the number of
bunker deliveries the total value of the oil issued at each station and
comparison of prices as of June 30 1927 and June 30 1928

Number Issue Issue

value of bun price price
ker de June 30 June 30
liveries 1927 1928

DOMESTIC POETS

I Barrels591145 85570404 103 165 115
630026 81536778 142 160 110

296875 31171875 55 105

234041 94575305 34 105
119612 9808182 49 82 82

2 3

FOREIGN PORTS

136028 1 167585 80 37 125 120

147369 1 213685 65 19 145 145
4577 I 9 840 fib 3 2 15 215

32948 40 84865 14 125 120

3316 729529 3 2 20 220
6458 935745 5 180 130

220135 1 250101 95 71 115 105

332 008 514 61240 125 155 1 55

17373 2866545 12 165 I

900212 1 1241993 10 289II
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RECAPITULATION

i Quantity cost

FULL O1L

Domestic contracts barrels

Foreign toutacts do

Domestic storage do

Foreignstooge do 85803576885831871699900212 1105947834151959028232662544121192310
12038851 16147637161391Total do

Avemee Per barrel

COAL

Domesticcontracts tons

Fomigv contracts do 187176135035 9803494564755782

322811 1 627727504Total do
A

1777554443Total fuelcost

1927 1928

Average unit Price of fuel oil purchased during the fiscal yyear ended June 3U
Average unit price per long tan of bunker coal purchased during the fiscal year ended
June30

1559

5737

1341

5042

The decreased cost of fuel oil in 1928 under 1927 was due to very
favorable contracts especially at Atlantic and Gulf ports which
called for a reduction below the published openmarket prices at
New York on date of delivery The decrease in the average cost of
coal was due to the fact that the largest purchases were made at the
cheapest ports principally Norfolk and in the United Kingdom
Selection of Ports for Bunkering

The policy inaugurated last year of carefully supervising bunker
activities has been continued and farther economies have been effected

During the fiscal year 1927 101 per cent of the total fuel oil used was
purchased abroad at prices considerably in excess of those at United
States ports Foreign buying for 1928 represented only 57 per cent
of the total used which constitutes a reduction of 43 per cent in for
eign fuel purchases and consequently a large reduction in operating
costs In addition to these savings the supervision of bunkering
operations has also been instrumental in bringing about a material
reduction in the number of vessel distress cases resulting from fuel
shortages
Food Control

The food control system established by the United States Lines in
September 1926 which was described in the annual report for the
fiscal year 1927 was continued with very satisfactory results Food
costs for 57 voyages in the fiscal year 1926 were about2514000
whereas for 61 voyages in the fiscal year 1928 the total food cost was
2048000 or a decrease of 466000 in the latter year
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Supervision over the food costs for all cargo lines and tankers has
been continued resulting in a decrease in the cost of subsistence by
the elimination of extravagance All managing operators are provid
ing satisfactory subsistence at a cost not to exceed 00 cents per man
per day In individual cases where the cost of food has exceeded
this average due to negligence and extravagance the managing opera
tors have been charged with the excess cost
Revision of Stores Books

Several departments of the Merchant Fleet Corporation combined
efforts during the year in revising and simplifying the system of
ship stores accounting with the result that new voyage stores reports
were issued effective July 1 1928 The revised reports will simplify
the work of managing operators and will result in greater accuracy
as well as more efficient and expeditious handling of these important
records

Disposition of Surplus Stores

As in previous years the Merchant Fleet Corporation has followed
a policy of liquidating and reducing the stocks of materials at va
rious warehouses by the sale of surplus obsolete and scrap supplies
and equipment The total amount of such sales was approximately
455000 in the fiscal year 1928 including materials valued at about
25000 which were transferred to Government departments
Stevedoring Costs

Cargo handling is one of the very important factors in the opera
tion of a vessel and the length of time a ship is required to remain
in port is dependent to a great extent upon expeditious loading and
discharging of cargo Constant endeavor was put forth daring the
fiscal year to obtain maximum efficiency in this regard

During the year competitive bids were received for cargo handling
at the ports of Boston Norfolk and Newport News The result of
the contracts indicates a relative saving of approximately 122000
per annum in the cost of loading and discharging cargo Reductions
were made in the clerking watching and coopering expenses of sev
eral New York services and approximately 12800 was saved
through a lowering of rates for cargo handling for New Orleans
services Extreme increases in workmens compensation and em
ployers liability insurance were made by the underwriters during
the year and in many ports the cargo handling rates were adjusted
accordingly Longshoremenswages as well as the wages of clerks
and tally men were increased in North Atlantic ports on October 1
1927 and contracts and tariffs were changed to absorb these increases

The labor situation has been generally satisfactory with only
slight difficulties experienced in Boston New York Baltimore and
Pensacola
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In the foreign field representatives of the Merchant Fleet Cor
poration have given constant attention to the cargo handling require
ments resulting in a muchimproved situation
Operation of Tankers

On August 30 1927 the Shipping Board authorized the with
drawal of all tank steamers allocated to managers and operators
and directed that they be operated directly by the Merchant Fleet
Corporation Accordingly these vessels were redelivered and super
vision of their maintenance and operation was delegated to the oper
ating department

Due to unfavorable traffic conditions in the commercial field this

employment has been confined almost entirely to the carriage of
fuel oil to the various storage stations operated by the Merchant
Fleet Corporation and accordingly total operating profits for the
fiscal year 1928 were much less than for preceding years Savings
have been effected however by the elimination of compensation and
commissions formerly paid to the managers and operators
Reconditioning of Steamship America

The reconditioning of the steamship America which was com
menced in March 1927 was completed just a year later This work
became necessary by reason of the serious fire on this vessel in March
1926 when an extensive overhaul and reconditioning was almost com
pleted The extent of the work since performed covered the rebuild
ing and refinislting of the parts damaged by fire water and deteriora
tion and also the entire reconstruction of the tourist passenger facili
ties Extensive repairs and renewals outside of the fire area and a
complete overhaul of the boilers and auxiliaries were necessary The
main engines had been overhauled prior to the fire and were not
damaged In replacing damaged steelwork additional structural im
provements were incorporated to increase the strength of the vessel
It was also necessary to replace a great deal of equipment and fur
nishings in the areas damaged by fire and water The total cost of
reconditioning work new equipment etc for this vessel amounted to
approximately2900000

It will be interesting in comprehending the extent of the work
performed on this vessel to cite the following approximate figures
435 tons of new hull steel were used 368 tons of hull steel were
removed faired and replaced 47000 square feet of wood decking
was required 124000 square feet of various floor coverings 86000
square feet of plywood for bulkheads 12000 square feet of material
for ceilings 20000 gallons of paint 45 tons of piping 4400 yards
of carpets 4200 square Wards of draperies and about 13 miles of
electric cable

17753257
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Care of Reserve Fleet

The following tabulation shows the distribution by ports of
steamers in the custody of the reserve fleet division as of June 30
1928

District Fleet
Number
of vessels

New York Caldwell Hudson lover
Do Staten island

Hog lland

Jaones River Janes River
Do i natasent River

GulfDo
Do

PaciIClla
Total

Grand total a of Tune 30 102g

San Franec3co
Seattle

6671

13755

2192
221

262313
62

114

Although the number of vessels in layup was reduced only 25
per cent the personnel was reduced 21 per cent below that of the
preceding fiscal year making a total of 1181 employees authorized
at the end of the fiscal year 1928 or 24 men per slip The total
expenses of maintaining the reserve fleet during the fiscal year were
slightly in excess of1500000 or about 600000 below the corre
sponding expenses for the preceding fiscal year This reduction has
largely been made possible by the continued use of special preserva
tion compounds in lieu of the old method of scaling with pneumatic
hammers Also labor conditions on the several reserve fleets have

been more favorable with a smaller turnover than in the previous
year

In order to release valuable pier space occupied by the steamship
Mount Vernon and steamship Monticello exsteamship Agamem
non at the Army bast Norfolk these two passenger ships were
moved to the Patuxent River near Solomons Md where safe moor
age was provided at reasonable expense Otherwise no changes were
made in layup points during the fiscal year

The salvage operations and general cleanup of the Hog Island
property which were undertaken last year by a private contractor
proved unsatisfactory The work was taken over by the Fleet Cor
poration in conjunction with the maintenance of the reserve fleet at
that location and noteworthy progress was made toward placing the
property in good condition This work includes the razing of un
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serviceable buildings and 40 wooden shipbuilding ways and the main
tenance and repair of permanent structures During the year ap
proximately 51 miles of railroad rail and appurtenances were sold
from the property
Terminals

Operations of the terminal facilities at Hoboken N J by personnel
of the Merchant Fleet Corporation was continued throughout the
year These facilities which include four piers are the property of
the United States Shipping Board having been obtained by transfer
from the War Department several years ago The piers are used by
the America France Line the American Diamond Line and the
various vessels of the United States Lines excepting the steamship
Leviathan One pier is leased to the Munson Steamship Line owners
of the Pan America Line an American flag combination passenger
and cargo service to South American ports which was purchased
from the United States Shipping Board in 1926

The Hoboken property is now in good physical condition and
maintenance world is handled b the force assigned to the terminal
During the fiscal year 1928 the metal world in the pier buildings was
painted at an approximate cost of 18500

The net operating profit for this terminal for the past fiscal year
was approximately294000

Shortly after the con tine nerment of the fiscal year the Shipping
Board transferred to the Merchant Fleet Corporation supervision of
the maintenance and operation of all docks and pier facilities leased
or otherwise under the control of the Shipping Board General
supervision of the Boston Prooklyn Philadelphia Norfolk and
Charleston S C terminal facilities which are under lease to private
companies was taken oycr by the Merchant Fleet Corporation in
accordance with this delegation of authority

A brief summary of the leaser in effect and the activity of each
of these terminals follows

MoutonThe terminal at Boston is a portion of the Boston Army
base held by the United States Shipping Board under permit of the
War Department and leased to the Atlantic Tidewater Terminals
for a 5year term expiring December 1 1928 Renewal of this lease is
now being negotiated in accordance with the 5 year renewal clause
contained therein

Under terms of the lease the United States Shipping Board re
ceives 66 per cent of the net operating profit of this terminal
and this share in the fiscal year totaled 34256 The expendi
tures for repairs chargeable to the United States Shipping Board
amounted to about8850 during the year
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ProoklynThis terminal which consists of piers No 3 and No 4
of the Brooklyn Army supply base is also held under permit from
the War Department and is leased to the Atlantic Tidewater Termi
nals for a 5year period ending December 1 1928 Negotiations for
the renewal of this lease are under way The property is in very
good physical condition and only minor repairs were made during
the year

The terms of the lease provide that the United States Shipping
Board receive 150000 per annum as guaranteed rental for these
piers and in addition 6623 per cent of the net operating profit over
and above 50000 per year which goes to the lessee after the guar
anteed rental is paid The total revenue accruing to the Shipping
Board under this lease during the fiscal year 1928 was about 213000

PhiladelphiaThe Philadelphia terminal consists of three piers
A B and Cand approximately 36 acres of adjoining land used
as a railroad classification yard and for a lumber concentration yard
All of these facilities are leased to the Merchants Warehouse Co
for a 5 year period expiring August 15 1932 The property is held
by the United States Shipping Board under permit from the War
Department

The original lease for this property expired August 15 1927 and
a new lease was made with the same lessee with terms somewhat
more favorable to the United States Shipping Board Under the
new lease the Shipping Board receives 25 per cent of the gross reve
nues for all three piers or a minimum rental of 125000 For the
lumber concentration yard the gross revenues received are payable
to the board provided they equal or exceed a minimum of 10000
per annum During the fiscal year 1928 the total amount accruing
to the Shipping Board at this terminal under both the old and new
leases approximated 140000

Replacement of the fender system which was commenced in 1926
was completed early in the fiscal year 1928 and toward the close of
that year the Shipping Board authorized additional repairs estimated
to cost approximately 19000

NorfolkThese terminal facilities were transferred from the War
Department by Executive order and are owned in fee by the United
States Shipping Board They are leased to the Norfolk Tidewater
Terminals Inc under a 5year lease expiring August 31 1930

The lease provides for the joint operation of this property and the
municipal terminals of the city of Norfolk and further provides that
the United States Shipping Board the city of Norfolk and the
lessee shall each receive onethird of the net operating profit Dur
ing the fiscal year 1928 the sz2m of 64425 accrued to the Shipping
Board under this lease
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This property was in extremely poor condition when transferred
from the War Department several years ago and considerable
amounts have been expended for improvements in order that it might
be utilized to capacity During the fiscal year 1928 about 23000
was expended for replacing wood floors reconditioning and replac
ing warehouse doors and furnishing fire equipment for the pier
Late in the year the reconstruction of the timber apron on the south
side of Pier No 1 was commenced

CharlestonThese terminal facilities were also transferred from

the War Department by Executive order and are now owned by the
United States Shipping Board They are leased to the Port Utili
ties Commission of Charleston S C for operation as a municipal
terminal for a 5 year period ending February 28 1931

The terms of this lease provide that the United States Shipping
Board receive all net profits from the operation of this terminal up
to an amount equivalent to 4 per cent per year on the total cost of
reconditioning If the net profits exceed this amount a sum not
exceeding 218 per cent of the reconditioning cost accrues to the lessee
each year If the net profit in a year exceeds both these amounts it
is divided two thirds to thelnited States Shippin Board and one
third to the lessee During the fiscal year 1928 15535 accrued to
the United States Shipping Board under this lease

The terminal was in very poor condition when taken over from the
War Department and could not be operated until numerous repairs
were made at considerable expense During the fiscal year 1928 new
steel water tanks were installed to replace condemned wooden tanks
and repairs were made to platforms and wharves The total cost
of repairs during the year approximated 07000

In addition to the above mentioned terminal facilities which are

operated for the United States Shipping Board Pier No 7 North
River is leased by the Fleet Corporation from the Delaware Lacka
wanna Railroad under a yearl lease expiring July 1 A portion of
the pier together with a small portion of the bulkhead is subleased
to the Lehigh Valley Railroad The balance is used principally for
docking vessels of the American Merchant Lines the cost under the
lease being distributed among the vessels using the facilities so that
no profit or loss accrues directly to the Fleet Corporation

A change was made in the terminal arrangements in London for
the combined passenger and cargo vessels of the American Merchant
Lines When the Port of London Authority assigned Surrey Com
mercial No 9 for this purpose in the preceding year the arrange
ment was temporary and subject to withdrawal if required by them
This option was exercised by the Port of London Authority and
accordingly on May 1 1928 the terminal for these vessels was changed
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to No 22 Royal Albert Dock From an operating standpoint the
new berth is superior to the old one and it may work out to advantage
from a traffic standpoint as well

PROGRESS ALONG SPECIAL TECHNICAL LINES

Diesel Conversion Program

The fiscal year 1928 marked the completion of the first part of the
Shipping Boards Diesel conversion program since by the end of
that year the 12 vessels in the first program had been completed and
were in active service

The Shipping Board has approved the extension of the program to
incline eight additional vessels Complete details with regard to the
original and extended programs will be found in the report of the
Bureau of Construction of the United States Shipping Board
Tests With Pulverized Coal

Experimentation in the development of pulverizedcoal equipment
has been continued at the fueltestim plant at the United States
Navy Yard Philadelphia Pa in cooperation with the United States
Navy During the year numerous tests of such equipment includ
ing burners pulverizing mills fuel distributors etc were made

As an extension of the experimental work carried on at this plant
an installation of pulverizedcoalburning equipment was made on
the steamship Mercer which was the first seagoing vessel to be
equipped with a successful power unit of this type This vessel has
been in continuous service since November 10 1927 without any
interference or delay whatever in her operating schedule Four voy
ages of this vessel were completed between the time it entered the
service and the end of the fiscal year 1928 during Which a total of
30000 miles were traveled with entirely satisfactory results

While the vessel was in actual service at sea experimental work
was continued at the test plant and the results were applied to the
vessel during periods between voyages Other changes in the original
installation on this vessel were made as their desirability became
evident in the use of this equipment

After eight months of service it can be reported that the steamship
Mercer has clearly demonstrated the safety and reliability of opera
tion with pulverized coal on shipboard and the voyages of this vessel
completed to date have clearly indicated that considerable savings in
fuel costs and increased speed can be expected from the use of such
equipment

In view of the satisfactory results obtained from the use of pul
verizedcoal burning equipment on the steamship Mercer considera
tion is being given to the installation of similar apparatus upon other
vessels to be placed in active operation In this connection the Ship
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ping Board has authorized the preparation of specifications and the
obtaining of bids for one additional installation
Radio

Radio service contracts for Merchant Fleet Corporation vessels
expired December 31 1927 and a new contract covering radio traffic
accounting furnishing all ships with radio operators licensing of
ships radio stations etc was entered into with the Radio Marine
Corporation of America January 1 1925 for a period of one year
This agreement provides for a considerably lower rate of compensa
tion than was paid under the contracts which it superseded

The radio receiving range of a large number of vessels was greatly
increased during the year by the installation of radio amplifiers and
arrangements have been made to equip all active vessels with such
apparatus

Very satisfactory progress has been made in the development of
the synchronized radio and submarine signal method of distance and
position finding at sea by utilization of radio and submarine signals
sent out simultaneously from fixed points

The International Radio Telegraph Convention which was held
in Washington during the first part of the fiscal year was attended
by representatives of the radio division of the operations department
The conference drew up a new convention known as the International
Radio Telegraph Convention in which Merchant Fleet Corporation
interests and those of the United States merchant marine in general
were very satisfactorily cared for in every way

A saving of approximately 125000 was effected during the year
by utilizing naval radio facilities for the transmission of messages

General Conditions

TRAFFIC

The fiscal year has been marked by rather severe depression in
the freight market which assumed practically a worldwide scope
A recession from the abnormal conditions caused by the British coal
strike during the greater part of the previous fiscal year was to be
expected Correspondingly rates in many trades have been reduced
with a consequent falling off in voyage revenues Operations of
the Merchant Fleet Corporation in the past fiscal year have been
characterized by the gradual reduction of its fleet which had been
considerably augmented to meet the tonnage shortage during the
preceding year

With the return of normal conditions in the United Kingdom and
continental Europe trades a large amount of tramp tonnage was
released and this has been an important factor in bringing about
the prevailing disturbed conditions particularly in the Gulf services
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Additional competition has also been offered by foreign operators
in certain trades by placing large new motor ships in service

Close supervision of the traffic activities of managing operators
and cooperation with them in the negotiating of more advantageous
conference agreements with their competitors have in some in
stances resulted in securing a larger proportionate share of the
business for Americanflag vessels
European and Mediterranean Trades

The past years cotton crop was considerably under the record
production of the previous year and this shortage made itself appar
ent in the export movement Cotton exports to Europe amounted to
only 5697000 bales as compared with 7712000 bales during the
fiscal year 1927 A corresponding decrease also occurred in the
exports to other foreign countries

The annual contract for the movement of Egyptian cotton to
the United States was renewed in conjunction with the British
liners and American participation therein was again assigned to
the American Export Lines a privately owned American flag service

A development of the period under consideration was the with
drawal of the American Diamond Lines from the North Atlantic

conference Foreign line competition in this trade is largely with
combined freight and passenger ships and it was impossible for the
American Diamond Lines to secure a fair share of the better paying
cargo with its slower type cargo ships due to the foreign organiza
tions unwillingness to grant a differential in freight rates Accord
ingly this line was authorized to withdraw from the conference and
while conditions in this trade have been subject to severe depression
nevertheless a considerable improvement has since been noted in
the carriage of general cargo of the bettergrade commodities

In the South Atlantic services a conference was reformed for the

purpose of providing better balanced and more economical service
As a result the American Palmetto Line made a fair showing com
pared with previous years and considering the small cargo move
ment and the low prevailing rates caused by tramp competition
British India Service

An important development of the year was the decision of the
Shipping Board to increase the homeward services from India in
order that a proper proportion of the traffic moving in this trade
might be assured to Americanflag tonnage In this trade there are
now provided two sailings monthly from Calcutta to United States
North Atlantic ports one sailing each month from Calcutta to United
States South Atlantic and Gulf ports and one sailing each month
from Bombay Karachi to North Atlantic ports
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Passenger Services

Passenger operations of the United States Lines show evidences
of improvement largely through the reentry into service of the steam
ship America and the conversion of the steamship George Washing
ton from a firstclass to a cabinclass vessel These two ships are
among the most popular cabin vessels now in operation in the North
Atlantic service and are being well patronized The vessels being
operated at the present time by the United States Lines include the
steamship Leviathan a firstclass vessel in the NewYorkSouthampton
service and five cabintype vessels in the New YorkCherbourg
Bremen service

The customary routine in the schedule of the United States Lines
was altered by operating the steamships President Roosevelt and
President Harding to the Mediterranean during the months of
January February and March a period when passenger traffic to
the United Kingdom and North Continental ports is at its lowest
ebb Each of these ships made two round voyages in this special
service but the results were disappointing due to unexpected compe
tition in this field by foreign lines with vessels of more desirable type
for this service

The gross revenues for the united States Lines in the fiscal year
1928 totaled16266000 whereas in the preceding fiscal year the total
was 16675000 Changes in schedules which resulted in four less
voyages in the regular services than in the preceding year together
with reduced cargo revenues caused most of the reduction Cargo
revenues decreased 517000 due to smaller cargo tonnages and
reduced rates Passenger revenues on the other hand increased
308000 due to an increase from 84556 passengers carried in 1927
to a total of 88891 carried in 1928 The latter total is the highest
number of passengers ever carried in a single year by the United
States Lines as presently organized Mail revenues decreased about
200000 in 1928 compared with the preceding year due largely to
the elimination of four voyages in the regular services

The increase in passenger revenues of the United States Lines
during the fiscal year 1928 which has resulted from improvements
made in the facilities of several vessels in the line and from the

strenuous efforts of the solicitation force engaged in obtaining this
business points to further improvements in the total revenues of this
line in the future when the steamship America will be in full time
operation and cargo rates and tonnages have returned to normal
conditions

The combination cargo and passenger service of the American
Merchant Lines operating between New York and London has con
tinued to show increased passenger business While these vessels are
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primarily cargo carriers their passenger business has increased to
considerable proportions and their passenger accommodations con
tinue to be much in demand during the greater part of the year
The improvement in this business is indicated by the fact that the
number of passengers carried increased from 3612 in 1927 to 5379 in
1928 while passenger revenues increased from approximately
360000 to 534000

The vessels employed in the newly inaugurated American Brazil
Line service have been fitted for a limited number of passengers
The motor vessels operated by the Atlantic Australian Line from the
North Atlantic ports to Australia returning in most cases be way of
India and the Suez Canal also provide very desirable space for a
limited number of passengers and are being patronized by the
traveling public

PUBLICITY

During the fiscal year 1928 the advertising activities of the Mer
chant Fleet Corporation were expanded to further develop passenger
and freight business for the various services

Increased advertising was carried for the United States Lines to
create new business for the steamship America when this new cabin
ship again entered the North Atlantic service Special advertising
was also carried to secure a new type of business for the steamship
George VasAington which was converted into a cabin ship This
advertising coupled with the sales work of the passenger department
of the United States Lines resulted in excellent booking for the
steamship George Waslaioagton Additional advertising was used to
give greater prominence to the other vessels of the United States
Lines fleet and to meet the increasing competition in the North
Atlantic passenger trade

Advertising campaigns were also prepared for special sailings
such as the American Legion Convention in Paris World Fraternal
Conference at Cardiff Wales Mediterranean service Olympic games
at Amsterdam Holland and other large passenger movements
handled by the United States Lines

New editions of the Trade Routes and Shipping Services booklet
were issued and distributed by means of directmail campaigns to
business men importers and shippers throughout the United States
This booklet contained descriptions of all United States Shipping
Board services with maps and connnercial data relative to foreign
trade and ports touched by American flag ships

The Merchant Fleet News the monthly house organ of the Mer
chant Fleet Corporation was expanded into a well illustrated maga
zine containing articles about shipping and American flag steamship
services generally The circulation of this publication has been
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greatly increased due to requests for copies from exporters and
importers large industrial organizations and others interested in
shipping and foreign trade

An unusual window display campaign was carried on during the
year as a result of which more than 2000 window displays were in
stalled in leading stores throughout the United States calling the
attention of the public to American flag shipping services Unusual
cooperation was secured during the campaign from buyers merchan
dise managers and display managers of the leading retail stores in
America

The use of United States Shipping Board exhibits at many of the
principal State fairs Nvas continued and expanded Displays were
constructed which emphasized the services of American ships with
particular attention to the value of the merchant marine to agricul
tural interests

The advertising of our shipping services through motion pictures
was carried on continuously with excellent results Films depicting
the value of the merchant marine to commerce were displayed before
business organizations schools colleges churches and many homes
were supplied through film library circulation

Many special advertising features were planned such as the Cham
berlin airplane experiment on the steamship Leviathan the Ameri
can Legion farewell dinner and others which were given unusual
prominence by the press

Regular schedules of advertising for all services were carried on
with increased effort both in America and abroad by means of dis

play advertisements in newspapers and magazine poster campaigns
direct mail campaigns to reach passenger and freight prospects cir
cularizing radio broadcasting and advertisements and folders in
more than 20 foreign languages

INSURANCE AND CLAIMS

Marine Insurance

The work of the insurance department during the fiscal year re
mained practically the same as outlined in the last report Premiums
credited to the marine insurance reserve and charged against vessels
operating for account of the Shipping Board amounted to 2709
89059 and the net amount which has been charged against this
reserve for claims and expenses in this and previous years is
423893159

Further efforts have been made to convince underwriters that the

improved condition and operating record of Shipping Board vessels
entitled shippers to the benefit of lower cargo insurance rates
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United States Protection Indemnity Agency Inc

During the fiscal year ended June 30 1928 the method of handling
claims of a protection and indemnity nature against Shipping Board
vessels through the United States Protection L Indemnity Agency
Inc was continued on the same basis as described in preceding
annual reports

The agency continued to devote considerable time and attention
to the analysis of causes of claims Recommendations were submit
ted to the proper departments of the Merchant Fleet Corporation for
corrective measures with a view to minimizing claims of a protection
and indemnity nature

During the fiscal year 1928 2959 new claims were received by the
agency of which 277 were in litigation at the end of that year Dur
ing the preceding fiscal year 2861 claims were received while 443
were in litigation June 30 1927 It will be noted that while more
new claims were received during the fiscal year 1928 than during the
preceding fiscal year the number of resultant lawsuits showed a
decrease of 166

Continued efforts were made to dispose of claims which arose prior
to February 20 1923 these being the claims which were taken over
by the agency from the American Steamship Owners Mutual Protec
tion Indemnity Association in which Shipping Board vessels
were enrolled prior to February 20 1923 On June 30 1928 there
were still pending 109 of these prior claims aggregating269750216
in amounts claimed These totals compared with corresponding
amounts at the close of the fiscal year 1927 show a reduction of 66
per cent in number and 54 per cent in amounts claimed

During the fiscal year 1928 3223 claims were settled of which
641 were in litigation The amount authorized to be paid on these
claims was112814160while the total amount claimed was 11975
43665 These settlements include prior and current claims and Pro
tection and Indemnity Agency litigated claims which were disposed
of by the Bureau of Law of the United States Shipping Board New
York district during the fiscal year but exclude a great member of
small claims which were settled direct by the various managing opera
tors under their delegated authority but under the general supervi
sion of the agency

Further expenditures totaling 41107277 were made during the
year on account of miscellaneous expenses in connection with claim
settlements as well as amounts involved in the direct settlement of a

great number of small claims by managing operators These latter
claims comprise principally those resulting from cargo shortage
damage and pilferage

The total amount expended for Protection and Indemnity Agency
claims and expenses as covered in the two preceding paragraphs is
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153921437 which is distributed between the various classes of
claims as follows

Nature of claim

Personal injury loss of life passengers and crew 61594610
Illness passengers andcrew 10309454
Damage to vessels other than by collision 36 712 76
Damage to docks or other property 11951397

Short and damagedcargo 63377864
Customs and immigration fines 15 60116
Repatriation of crews 307672
Miscellaneous approved charges not otherwise classified 1770843
Suspense 621825

Total 153921437

On June 30 1928 there were pending in the home office of the
agency 1391 claims involving 1034339729 Of this total 666
claims were in litigation

Including the claims pending in the offices of managing operators
and those being handled by the Londoa office of the agency there was
outstanding as of June 30 1928 a total of 2900 claims involving
1317122208of which 775 claims were in litigation The number
of claims pending at the end of the fiscal year 1928 slightly exceeds
the number at the end of the preceding fiscal year but the amount of
money involved has decreased approximately5900000 and the num
ber of claims in litigation has been reduced from 1118 to 775

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

The organization of this department which has been fully de
scribed in previous annual reports continued with but little change
during the fiscal year ended June 30 1928
New Financial Plan

The new financial plan for handling vessel revenues and disburse
ments in foreign ports was described in detail in the Ninth Annual
Report This plan is now in operation in all foreign ports of call ex
cept those in the Orient Manila Japan China India Straits Settle
ments and New Zealand ports and resulting economies have con
tinued to be highly satisfactory

Due to the sale of the Pacific coast lines revenues and disburse
ments in oriental ports have decreased materially A sufficient vol
ume of business remains in those ports however to justify the institu
tion of the new financial plan in the Orient and negotiations to accom
plish this purpose will be commenced in the near future

I Credit
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Cash Discount

Advantage of the cashdiscount privilege was taken on all pay
ments where it could be obtained and as a result of continuous efforts
in this direction the sum of 15999450 cash discount was earned dur
ing the fiscal year ended June 30 1928 It should be noted that
this cash discount is nearly 12000 in excess of such earnings in the
preceding year
Interest

The sum collected as interest on funds of the Fleet Corporation in
various depositories both domestic and foreign and including sub
agency accounts and the accounts of the United States Lines was
37823321 for the fiscal year 1928
Cash Accounts

As of June 30 1928 the home office was carrying 108 cash accounts
of which 15 were in the United States Treasury and 93 in various
commercial banking institutions throughout the world These figures
are exclusive of United States Lines accounts of which there were
76 clearance accounts of which there were 24 and subagency ac
counts of which there were 42 making the total number of cash
accounts of the United States Shipping Board Merchant Fleet Corpo
ration 250 as of June 30 1928

During the past fiscal year the policy of transferring to the United
States Treasury from commercial bank accounts all moneys on deposit
in banks not immediately essential to operating activities has been
continued Pursuant to this policy the sum of 1984419716 was
transferred to the United States Treasury

Collection of PastDue Accounts

A summary of the progress made in the collection settlement or
adjustment of inactive pastdue accounts follows

Amount

Accounts on hand June 30 19V
Accounts and added charges to

inactive list during the Hscal ye

Total accounts handled during fiscal year
Accounts remaining unsettled June301928

Accounts closed during fiscal

295 9716983950

from current list to 277 968483932

572 101 85A 67882
235 625296458

337 3932500424

Housing Properties

At the close of the fiscal year 1928 there were 12 houses in Camden
N J which had not been conveyed to purchasers due to imperfect
titles There was also one property in Philadelphia possession of
which was obtained during the year through foreclosure proceedings
Various utilities park spaces etc in several locations were also held
pending completion of conveyance agreements with municipalities
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The Atlantic Heights Co Portsmouth N H through which title
to the housing project in that city was held by the Shipping Board
was dissolved during the fiscal year The following companies which
were organized to hold properties in other locations were still in
existence at the end of the fiscal year

Fairview Really Co Camden N J
Noreg Realty Co Brooklawn N J

Liberty Housing Co Dundalk Md
Federal home Building Co Lorain Ohio

Wyandotte Home Co Wyandotte Mich

The dissolution of the last four abovenamed companies is well
under way and should be completed within a few months
Transportation Contracts

Contracts with the following organizations covering installations
or improvement of passenger transportation facilities in connection
with various shipbuilding plants were settled during the year

San Diego Electric Railway Co San Diego Calif
Metropolitan Park Commission Boston Mass

This completes the settlement of transportation contracts of this
nature remaining from the wartime program
Securities

The rind and character of the securities held as of June 30 1928
are reflected in the following statement

Notes

Ship sales 2967973499

Other than ship sales 109702109
Construction loan 1405576999

Delinquent rent
Brooklawn NJ 99976

Camden N J 197552

LorainOhio 1423548

Wyandotte Mich 333234

Capital stock Housing companies 50930000
Corporation bonds Drydock advances etc 1 229 83385
Certificates of indebtedness Sale of material 10600000

Housing mortgages
Atlantic Heights N H 10149500
Brooklawn NJ 112552205
Camden NJ 245000

Groton Conn 994500

Island Road Philadelphia 766500

Mortgages slid agreements for advances 4421 00000
Purchase ugreemeuts Ship sales 557918529

Receivers certificates Ship sales 1451454

Total receivables 57055997990
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Collateral mwritle8

Bonds 3 67i 68000
Capital stock 232 33000
Mortgages 1527 624 S3
Notes 3000000
U S Treasury certificates 100100000

Total collateral securities 556753483

Payments on the principal of securities during the fiscal year
ended June 30 1928 totaled705351381 This amount exceeds
payments made during the previous fiscal year by 72356588 The
sum of201688880 was collected in the form of interest on securi
ties This is the largest amount of such interest collected in any
one year and exceeds last years total by 22029891 New securi
ties in the aggregate amount of944962273 were received during
the year

Much work was done during the fiscal year in connection with
housing mortgages particularly those covering property at Brook
lawn N J Extension agreements of the Brooklawn mortgages duly
recorded were received and filed with the original mortgages There
have been reductions in principal on the mortgages for other housing
projects

Bonding and Insurance

During the past year an investigation was made of various forms
of insurance carried by the United States Lines in the London Paris
and Bremen districts This investigation indicated that many forms
of insurance were in effect which it was not the policy of the cor
poration to carry and such forms of insurance were canceled It
was also found that individual policies were being carried with
bonding companies covering insurance carried by the corporation
and in these cases the individual policies were canceled and cover
age placed under the corporations schedule policy at a saving of
premium
Consolidated Cash Statement

A consolidated cash statement summarizing the financial activities
of the United States Shipping Board and the Merchant Fleet Cor
poration during the fiscal year ended June 30 1928 is included in
the appendix as Table VII

GENERAL COMPTROLLERSDEPARTMENT

Since the activities of the corporation have continued without
material change during the fiscal year this department was enabled
to meet its responsibilities without radical revision of procedure or
change in organization
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It was necessary however to formulate and make effective account
ing and auditing procedure to control and reflect the operation of
tank steamers directly by the corporation and it was found desirable
to discontinue the local audit of voyage accounts by the San Francisco
office and thus centralize in Washington all auditing of voyage
accounts submitted by managing operators

Managing operators accounts were maintained and submitted
with improved uniformity and promptness The audit routine and
method of recording the results of the audit of purchasing steve
doring and related expenses and transshipment and insurance
charges were bettered to insure receiving the full benefit of contracts
rate arrangements and commodity classifications A consolidation
of branches and units of the home office eliminated slight duplica
tions of records and reduced supervisory and clerical expense Com
pleted accounts have been received from managing operators for all
voyages terminating prior to June 30 1927

The procedure relating to the maintenance of the log library
was entirely revised and the library brought to a more current and
complete condition and a higher state of usefulness by the institu
tion of a close follow up on the district offices to insure the receipt
of all logs

Considerable progress has been made in the standardization of
miscellaneous audit procedure in the home office and field and there
has been a marked decrease in the number of exceptions taken to
disbursements by the General Accounting Office

Close attention has been given general accounts and their condi
tion improved by careful current supervision and thorough internal
audit This applies with special force to stock material accounts in
which betterments were made in warehouse procedure and inventory
control and to shipsales accounts in the audit of which claims
against purchasers aggregating more than 80000 were developed

A substantial decrease in the cost of the printing supplies required
by the department has been effected through the revision of account
ing forms to make possible the use of standard stock instead of spe
cially sized paper and through the reduction of all requisitions to the
minimum quantities actually needed

CONCLUSIONS

The general reorganization of the Merchant Fleet Corporation
which was made effective during the fiscal year 1927 providing for
grouping of all activities of a similar character in one department
under one responsible department head and administration of the
business activities of these departments in accordance with approved
commercial practices has proved of substantial value in simplifying

17753288
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the task of administrative supervision of the Merchant Fleet Cor
poration during the fiscal year 1928

The traffic department of the Merchant Fleet Corporation has
continued to assist the managing operators in securing business for
the established lines by acquainting exporters and importers gen
erally with the character of the service rendered by the vessels of
these lines This had a far reaching effect in informing the general
public throughout the country of the necessity of maintaining these
American flag merchant marine services on essential trade routes
under Government ownership and management during the pioneer
stage of their development

The greatest handicap to the economical operation of the estab
lished Shipping Board Lines has been the lack of vessels of suitable
speed type and equipment to successfully compete with the privately
owned foreignflag vessels operating competitively on the same trade
routes

The Merchant Fleet Corporation is operating the vessels on the
lines established by the Shipping Board as efficiently and economi
cally as possible considering all the circumstances and require
ments Schedules are regularly maintained and the services are
available to shippers to a degree that would not ordinarily be
extended by a private owner and operator

Although the vessels are kept in excellent condition are thoroughly
seaworthy and are equal to any other vessels of the same type and
class they can not compete on an equal footing with the foreign
flag vessels of modern design greater speed and with equipment
more suitable for the particular service in which they are engaged

Although many of the present lines are beginning to show indi
cations of being placed upon a profitable basis several of the lines
show no indication of any such improvement and the only recourse
is to inaugurate a reasonable shipbuilding program to provide vessels
of suitable type speed and tonnage for these lines if they are to be
maintained under Government operation and so developed as to
offer inducement for private ownership and operation
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TABLE IVessels sold vessels disposed of other than by sale vessels lost and
vessels added to the United States Shipping Board fleet during the fiscal year
ended June 30 1928

VESSELS SOLD

Dead

I
Gross

Name weight ton Sales price Purchaser

tonnage Rage i

LSALES

eRestern 5045 1 5693 13900000 Americani
StCorporation

Restlnead 8541 5618 14600000 B Steamship CarporaticockPomtion
Nestmount
West IIelie
Eastern Victor
Cerro Garda

Chamblee

8682852784603610
3610 1

5649565157262347
2323

15400000

1 154662001181682003100000
9 25200discount

Dimon Steamship CarPO
81338 11 ration
S4318 II
1128 i Hammond Lumber Co

620 11
Eastern Temple

Paria
Sacramento
Sutherland
Mariners Harbor
NestPrral
Eastern Coast
Eastern Guide

NeshebeeRiverside Bridge

5 W41

4261746238353583861
6139316258153405340

3673

2 67447824 784243154443
370432833545

9500000

37 0000010400000

i 10375000430000013900000650000875500033000003400000
High Seas Transportation
Inc

International Packing Co

3 250 The Charles Nelson CoSy Stephen Perry
Pillsbury Curtis
iPacific Coast Steamship
1 Co

Gulf Pacific Linel

109081 7118Total17 158839600

S iOU 6867Refrigerators Nhenton 27500000 ASteams a a i i a n
Mi Pa enemy

passengssenFer anand cargorgo vessel
11000 9709 50 00000 Philip Edward Inman

129 87756Total unrestricted sales 19 1913396

SALES WITH SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Steel cargo Vessels sold with buyer
obligated to perform specified al
teration betterments

Lake Smgara 4261 2715 I 2500000 International Packing Co

4261 2715Total 1 2500000

Steel cargo Vessels for restricted
operation on trade routes

American Seantic Line
Argosy
Bird City

CasperMim equa
Sa6aporack
Schenectady

i 3257825782578257825
I 7825 499549884516551135114 594700034470003447000344700059470005947000 American Sceptic Line

Inc

service on ime purenasea in

1925Nest Carmfax 8556 5027 s22 54300 Export Steamship Corpo
The Lambs 9704 i 0629 1 72 780 00 ration

I Represents net return on sale of vessel after deduction of credit account bottom damage not chargeable
to insumnee The amount of the credit in each ease is shown immediately following the sales price

Buyer obligated to replace damaged cylinder at a cost of approximately 11500
s Bayor obligated to expend not less than 41627 in reconditioning vessel

109
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TABTEIVessels sold vessels disposed o efCContinued
VESSELS SOLD Continued

Dead Gross
Name weight ton Sales price Purchaser

j tonnage rage

feel cargo vessels etc Contd

6406 10179800
9638 6062

American Australia Orient

10019 7 001 10519900
9962

Line

104 60100
8368 5940 87864 00

Rampart 9422 6076 9657550

7001

Crisfield 9701 6321 9443525

9400

Crosskeys 9950 6869 10198750

95 O00 OU

Dewey 8543 5630 8750575

5376

Rlkridge 9704 6318 99466 00
Moptague 4 9418 6076 9653450

95 00000

Pawlet 9417 6076 9652425

5376

West Cdooti 1116 5342 8558750
West Calera r 8684 5644 8799600
West Carmora 8594 5645 87986 00
West Olaii a 1090 7460 11244250
West Conob 3Gfi 5436 85700 25
West Mcdon 8595 5560 SS 096 75
West Faralon ID 95U 9451 11223750
West Henshaw I 541 5681 8754525
West TSlip 8486 575 90056 50
West Ivan 8570 5587 87842 50
West Nivaria 8556 5652 87710 50
West Prospect 10981 7460 112555 25
West Sequana 8560 5613 87740 00
West Toms 879i 5fi5S 9016925

9695 6406 10179800
9638 6062 101199 00
10019 7 001 10519900
9962 6 909 104 60100
8368 5940 87864 00
8729 5773 91 644 00
0962 7001 10460100

8394 5403 95 Mo 00
9400 605 105000 00
8584 5724 95 O00 OU
8542 6564 05000 00
8366 5376 95000 00
8366 5376 95 00000
8 584 5570 95 No
8542 6645 95 00000
8559 5652 95 000 W
8365 5376 95 00000
9414 6076 105 00000

Tptalsalesoftmdomms47 420062 27 412080450

Grand total all sales 67 554 004 367403 6 059 20050

Oriental Navi

Tacoma Onenlal Steam
ship Co

Steamship Co

Lake Fablie 4155 2606 War Department Inland Waterways Cor

Elk wooden launch 30 Treasury Department II S Public Health
Service

VESSELS LAST

Dead Gross
weight tons Dateooss

tons

I Vessels to which title Imd not been transferred as of June 30 1928

DISPOSITION OF VESSELS OTHER THAN BY SALE

Dead Gross Sales
Name weight tonnage price Transferee

tonnage

Transferred to Govern
mont departments i

Steel cargo ships
Homestead
Nile

Total 2

9751 6629 July 211927
0956 W Apr 31928

19707 13497
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TASIE ILVessel property controlled N the United States Shipping Board
Mcrchant Fleet Corporation a of Jane 30 192S

This report is based on information received through July 2 1925 affecting status ofvosselsasofJums019281

Total Contract Requisitioned

Nnm I Dead Nun Dead I Sum Deadbar weighttons ber wetghttons her weight tons

Steel vesselsPassenger and cargo 13 132330 7 02206I
Cargo 720 5731773
Tankers 10 S9 362
Refrigerators 13 92226
Tugs 4

Unfinishedcargo 1 9400

Total steel
1 7500

Wood vessels Tugs 8

Total vessels 770 6062585

589 4 606 224 I 116 1 100155267x15 1 7
5 41 967 3 50253

1 9400

610 4787112
1 7500
3I

619 4704612

125 i 1058852

125 i 1058852

Purchased Seized

Numberafro
i other

Nun Dead Nom I Dead Goer
bar weight tons bar iwegght tonsi departmeats

Steel vesselsCnFo 13 101462 6 70121

Tankers 2 15000 2 1753
3l

Total steel

12146ig 8659 3

1214627 87659 3

Total vessels 1
I

12146 8

NOTt Above figures do not Include barges launches surf or work bents

TAnis III Status of vessels controlled by United States Shippiail Board
1erehant Fleet Corporatioa as of Jane 30 108

Tins report i hased on information received through July 2 1945 ofectng status of eaels June 30 1923

Dead
Numberi weight

I tons

Vessels in hands of operators or charterers
Cargo operating in specified services United Slates Ports to foreign ports 21 1925236
Cargo idle with managing operators 20 17200

Cargo U S Armyserviee 1 7840
Passenger operating in specified services it 115330
Tankers 1 10000
Tankers idle with Operations Department 1 9298
Tugs steel bare boat 4

Tugs wood in service faith Reserve Fleet

Total 1 2 2247904

Vessels inactive with Merchant Fleet Corporation or shipbuildersbuilders
Cargo tiedupn 469 3511689

Operations eatCargo spot 9 30389
lmi 2 35319

Parse duassengers tiedpp
red up I3 92

Tankers steel tied upTank 60766
Tankers steep spot with operattons 11 9513
Tankers concrete tied uP 1I

Total 606 3814681

Grand total all vessels i 770 6062585
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TABLE III Status of vessels controlled by United States Shipping Board
Merchant Fleet Corporation as of Jane 30 1925 Continued

SUMMARY OF TOTAL FLEET

Active Inaetive Total

Dead Dead DeadNUm Num Num
ber oinht bar wons Ger I toestons toes tons

115330 213
3 527 897 721 5 741173

II 000 13 132 330Ref segators 2i0 i 2113276 481

92 220 13 92 220

Tugs ll ID98 9 77564 11 96962Tankers

264 2 247 904 SOf 3 814 631 0 G 062i85Total
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TABLE VIIIBalance sheet as of June 80 1928
ASSETS

A11 Cash and unrequisitioned appropriations available for general purposes 3292023745
A12 Cash and unrequisitioned appropriations available for the operation of vessels taken

back from purchasers 500000000
A13 Insurance fund merchant marine act of 1928 100000000

A2 Cash and unrequisitioned appropriations available for settlement of claims appro
prfatfon act fiscal year 1923 161919461

A3 Cash and unrequisitioned appropriations U S Shipping Board 2487072
A4 Construction loan and Dieselization funds 9103734946
A5 Accounts receivable 5532600544

Less payable offsets 98516147
Less claimoffsets1898880763

Less reserve for doubtful or uneollectible accounts 31 56217458 51 53614368 378986176
A6 Amounts receivable of managing operators 2179 07027
A7 Notes receivable 48290430

Less claim offsets 11425964

Less reserve for doubtful or uneollectible notes 21217564 32643528
15 46902

A8 Operating supplier 501129153
A9 Surplus material for sale 310870285

A10 Land structures and equipment forsale 8
AI1 Mortgages receivable and securities 699487785

Less payable offsets 6782 19
Ions claim offsets 1 875 550 20
Less reserve for estimated value

2 204 588 80 408692119 290 956 66
Les

A12 Accounts aetesreiv alships3703181956
Less payayablle offsetsts 999796
Less claim s 36403043
Less reserverve forfor and nuneollectible accounts and notes li 075 378 86 1153998725

Fle

2549182731

A13 Real estate and equipment used a operations 13 056 36026
A14 Estimated value m favor S Aoard 59480857

15 FleAett atCat appraised value 17A16 Deferred accouccountss andd cc22ommitment charges 22188188702644

324 858 0311

LIABILITIES

L1 Accounts payable and unclaimed wages 4 210 44146
Less receivable offsets 88628537 335415609

L2 Accounts payable of managing operators 1087561093
L3 Deposits on sales and other contracts not consummated 298 63746

Less receivable offsets 15815499
14048247

L4 Suspense credits receipts from ship sales contracts not fulfilled by
purchasers 16527497

Less receivable offsets 4748126
117 79371

L5 Commitments other than Dieselization 642348346
L6 Reserve for insurance claims and losses 8 053 49031
L7 Reserve for operating claims 394522048

Total liabilities payable from general funds 32923745
18 Dieseleation commitments and accounts Payable 453593964
L9 Reserve for claims settlements 1619 94 61

Reserve for operation of vessels taken back from purchasers 5 000 W000
Net worth as at June 30 1926 280 783 33141

Total 32485870311

SCHEDULE 1Cash and unrequisitioned appropriations available for general
purposes as at Jame 30 1928

Cash available for general purposes before adjustmentcash in USTreasury in banks in
hands of managing operators and in transit to depositories 3752796662

Unrequisithmed appropriations emergency shipping fund 34 78509
Plus amount to be transferred from Dlesehzation fund to operating fund subsequent to

June3 1928 88544416

38448 19587

LessAmount to be transferred to construction loan fund subsequent to June
30 1928 representing excess of sales receipts over liquidation expense
requirements 241371520

Amount to be transferred to Dieselfzatlon fund from operating fund sub
sequent to June 30 1928 in accordance with U S Shipping Board
resolution of June 19 1928 31144322 552795S 42
Total cash and unrequisitioned appropriations available for general purposes as at

June 30 19b 329223745
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SeaepuLE 2Reconciliation of cash and unrequisitioned appropriation balances
as Mason by the balance sheet urith Treasurers cash and appropriation
statement at at June 30 1925

Total cash and unrequisitioned appropriation balances per Treasurers statement June

9L30 1928 11756645289

available for general purposes3292023745
5 000 00000
1 000 00000

year raes tacneaum 161919481
on balsnc Sehed 12067064

10 90978

1196094
appropriation balance Sehed

nd as uthorixed b motion 11
amendment there

2 00000
nd as a yuthorized to section 11to approved 7261725567
qono vessels 8ch

930432380

Total cash and unrequisitioned appropriations per balance sheet of June 30 1928 117 566 45289

SeHno 3Cash and unrequisitioned appropriations available for expenses
of United States Shipping Board as at June 30 192S

CashAvailable for salaries and expenses fiscal year 1928 432748
Available for printing and binding fiscal year 1928 2418 30

Totalcash 674578
Unrequisitioned appropriations

Salaries and expenses fiscal year 1926 2041645
Printing and binding fiscal year 1926 15419

Salaries and expenses fiscal year 1927 1090328
Printing and binding fiscal year 1927 650

Salaries and expenses fiscal year 1928 489022
Printing and binding fiscal year 1928 32494
International Exposition Seville Spain 200000

Total unrequisitioned appropriations 3869558

Total cash and rmrequisitioned appropriations U S Shipping Board 4544136
Less amount of 1926 appropriations unrequisitioned as at June 30 1928 to be covered

into the U S Treasury subsequent to that date
Salaries and expenses fiscal year 1926 2041645
Printing and binding fiscal year 1926 15419 20 57064

Cash and unrequisitioned appropriations available for expenses of U S Shipping Board 24 87072

i The unexpended balance of this appropriation as at June 30 1928 will be covered into the U S Tress
ur3 as of July 1 1928 and this amount has therefore been deducted from Schedule A3
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TABLH XINames and connpensation of emp10tees of the United States
Shipping Board in the service on June 80 1928

Name Designation I Legal residence I Rate perannum

0Arthur Dimotorburcau of rogulationward J Barnes Assistant clerk Washington
do I

hurwrnn AdmrceltY 3 MisMaSeuri 10
tbnman Junior clerksouri 1

to

ClkelerkClerk
M

I Ctnef IILngsectionSemoretenographer
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Names and compensation of employees of the United States Shipping Board who
have been in the service some part of the fiscal year ended June 30 1988

Name Designation Legal residence Rate perannum Date ofseparation

William S Benson
Ruth E Cain

Commissioner
Junior

Georgia 12000 June 8 1028
William S Hill

clerkCommissioner New YorkSouth Dakota
140 Apr 151928

Eduah 0 RyderPhilip Teller Junior statistical clerk New York 120001320 Dee 121927June 11928
S Commissioner Caldorna 12000 June 8 1928

Alma Webster Clerk Washington D C 1680 Apr 91928
Lillian Wilson Senior typist Minnesota 1560 Aug 101927
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